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READERS FORUM

WHY COMMITTED
REPUBLICANS

WON’T SWITCH

WE WERE MOST interested in Eugene

England’s recent article on why some Utah
Mormons should become Democrats
svo~ 12:3). He obviously intended to raise
controversy, and in our case succeeded. This
is not because we are both committed Repub-
licans (although we are), but for deeper rea-
sons which have to do with his use of rhetoric
and logic to arrive at false conclusions.

First of all, his article is the best defense
of the two-party system we have read in a
long time. We likewise see the inherent
advantages in that system over all others.
However, his conclusions drawn from those
advantages, along with the equally valid
premise that virtue needs opposition to truly
thrive and grow, are not necessarily true.

The most blatant false conclusion is that
some Church members should easily change
their party loyalty in order to save the two-
party system in Utah, which England implies,
but never proves, is in danger. Utah has had
her share of re-elected incumbent Democratic
governors and senators. Just because the cur-
rent crop of legislators is predominantly
Republican and very conservative, is no rea-
son to claim such extreme one-party
dominance. Nor has Utah ever had any
experience of imperial governors to match the
presidential examples England cites. The two-
party system is alive and well, even in Utah.

In addition, what the state, the Church,
and the nation need are not easy party
switchers: we have plenty of those, witnessed
by the vacillating polls and the number who
wait to see who "wins" a debate to decide on
a candidate. What we need are more people
firmly committed to the principles of
democracy, to the best expression of those
principles as they see them embodied in one
of the predominant parties: we need more
Henry Moyles, J. Reuben Clarks, and Hugh
Browns. These people would no more switch
parties than churches, not because there is no
good in the other party, but because the things
which are most important to them seem to
be best expressed by the party to which they
have committed themselves. Committed is the
key word.

Finally, the most insidious of England’s

conclusions, or implications, is that the
Church, like all other organizations, begins to
exercise unrighteous dominion the moment
it lacks opposition. This implication is sup-
ported by a host of analogies (imperial presi-
dents, University of Utah, anti-Mormon
cliques, etc.) without ever being proved.. It is
all the more insidious because it is never fully
stated, only assumed. We don’t claim that the
Church never has exercised unrighteous
dominion, but it was surely closer to cloing
that in Brigham Young’s autocratic day than
since. Certainly, the Church influences Utah
politics and, yes, individual leaders have
unwisely used their personal influence, but
no case can be made that the Church is the
all-powerful manipulator of the Utah politi-
cal scene. Witness the history of Sunday clos-
ing laws in Utah.

We lament that England’s considerable
gifts of writing and logic have come to the
wrong conclusion. What we need is more
good people of all persuasions fighting with
every good means to establish good princi-
ples. This especially includes those we: sus-
tain as prophets, seers, and revelators; though
they may sometimes err, their motives are
pure.

Kathleen R. 5now
Patricia Rl2sse]]

Seattle, Wazhington

WHY SOME
CANADIAN MORMONS
SHOULD BE LIBERAL,S
EUGENE ENGLAND’S ESSAY, "On Sav-

ing the Constitution, Or Why Some Utah
Mormons Should Become Democrats,"
couldn’t have been more timely, given the just
past national election in the world’s largest
democracy. At the end of the article he issued
an appeal for argument and modification. I
propose an expansion of the discussion from
the United States to every liberal democracy
which has LDS citizens. The problem of
which Professor England writes is well-nigh
universal within liberal democracies. U.S.
Saints should be encouraged to see how
widespread the liberal democratic principles
enshrined in their constitution have become.

While serving a mission in politically con-
servative Bavaria in the early 1970s, I got to
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know an elderly sister who was a vocal sup-
porter of the SPD.1 I was somewhat sur-
prised to hear this, but she was quite eloquent
and outspoken in her views. A retired profes-
sor at the University of Munich, she had lived
through the Nazi era and sincerely felt that
the left-of-centre SPD had the best track record
in defending civil liberties and governing the
country. "Besides," she said, anticipating one
of England’s arguments, "the last thing the
Church in Germany needs is another docile
CDU/CSU supporter!’’2

Here in Canada, Mormons in Alberta
(where until recently most Canadian Mor-
mons lived) also fell into the one-party trap.
For some 40 years, from the mid-30s until
1971, most Mormons supported the Social
Credit Party3. With the tradition of great
Latter-day Saint leaders like N. Eldon

1. Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands (SPD), the left-
of-centre party of Willy Brandt and Helmut Schmidt. Currently
in opposition.

2. Christlich-Demokratische Union (CDU), known in
Bavaria as Chnstlich-Soziale Union (CSU), the right-of-centre
party of the current chancellor, Helmut Kohl.

3. A populist, right-of-centre party which started as a
reform movement in Alberta during the Depression, and even-
tually controlled the Alberta government from 1936 to 1971.
It sent large contingents of members of parliament to Ottawa
in the 1950s and 60s and is the party of the current premier
of British Columbia, William Vander Zalm. Virtually extinct
today outside of B.C.

Tanner4 and Solon Lows before us, it was
hard to resist the conclusion that Social Credit
was the Mormon party. When the Progressive
Conservatives~ crushed the "Socreds" in
1971, Alberta Mormons were effectively shut
out of power and had to scramble to rebuild
their alliances. However, I’m not sure we’ve
learned our lesson-I daresay there is hardly
a Latter-day Saint to be found in the
Liberalsr or the New Democratic Party
(NDP) today.8

As England wrote, there seems to be three
aspects to this problem. One is the herd
instinct, the idea that since there is only one
true Church it therefore follows that there is
but one "true" political party. Those who don’t
see the light and get with the program are in

4. Before being a member of the First Presidency from
1963 to 1982, Tanner served as a member of the Legislative
Assembly in Alberta for many years, including several stints
as a cabinet minister.

5. National leader of the Social Credit Party during the
1950s.

6. The Progressive Conservative name is not merely the
product of an overactive PR man’s imagination; the P.C. party
resulted from an amalgamation of the Conservative party and
a group of populists from the Prairie provinces called the
Progressives.

7. Roughly Canada’s counterpart to the U.S. Democrats.
8. Canada’s counterpart to Britains’s Labour Party.
9. Britain’s "third party," an alliance of the old Liberal Party

and the Social Democratic Party, a centrist off-shoot of the
Labour Party.

spiritual danger.
The second problem is the ideology syn-

drome. People in general, but Mormons in par-
ticular, don’t seem to understand that politics
is not simply about right and wrong, but
about power brokering and sharing. To sup-
port or oppose a particular party solely
because of its stand on a particular moral issue
(i.e., abortion, capital punishment, etc.) misses
the point of how consensus is built within
broadly-based parties such as the Democrats
and the Republicans in the U.S., or the Con-
servative, Labour and Alliance9 parties in the
United Kingdom. In other words, parties are
hardly amenable to adopting policies we
favour if we don’t become involved in them-
leaven doesn’t work if it doesn’t get put into
the loaf.

The third problem is related to the ideol-
ogy syndrome. We Latter-day Saints pride
ourselves in identifying government attempts
to trample upon our liberties in the economic
realm. Why is it that we not only accept, but
seem to approve of government intervention
in moral, social, and external political affairs?
Perhaps we are shocked by the dilemma the
issue of abortion, for instance, presents to us
and have a hard time reconciling our revul-
sion over abortion with our supposed love of
liberty. Perhaps we love the Sabbath so much

NOVEMBER 1988
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we assume everyone else can’t help but share
our feelings. Perhaps we love democracy so
much we’ll stop at nothing to deliver it to
others, even if"the operation was a success,
but the patient died." We should re-read the
accounts of the council in the pre-mortal life
(Moses 4 and Abraham 3) and the fall of
Lucifer because he sought to force God’s chil-
dren to accept the Plan of Salvation, then
ponder the fact that nobody said the choices
we’d face would be easy.

Let’s all decide for liberty and work all of
our political options, wherever we may live,
for if we believe that someday "our" constitu-
tion shall hang by a thread, do we know which
thread that shall be?

Marc A. Schind]er
Gloucester, Ontario

Canada

EUGENE ENGLAND
RESPONDS

FAILURE TO UNDERSTAND the fun-
damental point of my essay, "Saving the Con-
stitution" (SUNS’tONE 12:3), has led Kathleen
Snow and Patricia Russell to make a very seri-
ous allegation about my "conclusions" which
I object to in the strongest terms. They accuse
me, though admitting it "is never fully stated"
in my essay, of implying that "the Church, like
all other organizations, begins to exercise
unrighteous dominion the moment it lacks
opposition." That is absolutely not true. As I
think I made clear to careful readers of my
essay, I believe our political systems and
universities are very different entities from the
Church: they cannot claim divine access to
truth and must therefore rely on give and take,
argument and opposition, to get at the best
truth possible in their realms. I do not believe
prophets or divinely led churches need polit-
ical opposition to get at truth, but I believe
all legislators, governors, presidents, and aca-
demic communities do. Because of the model
of their church or anti-Church commitment,
Republicans in Utah (and some people at
Brigham Young University and the University
of Utah) have begun to believe that they
belong to "the only true party" (or university)
and that their opponents are evil rather than
a blessing. This mindset is used to force them,
through argument, co~npromise, and revision,
to get at better truth. This development is a
much more serious danger to our constitu-
tional system than the particular principles of
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any party, however "liberal" or "conservative."
I received a copy of the letter from Snow

and Russell, claiming that the "two-party sys-
tem is alive and well" in Utah, the day after
the recent election. All major political offices
in and from the state but one again went to
the Republicans, the Republican Presidential
candidate again received the highest percen-
tage of the votes of any state (almost 70 per-
cent), and Republican predominance in both
state legislative houses remained at about two-
thirds. Even Bob Bernick, political editor for
the Deseret News, a solidly Republican
newspaper, had to lament that the election
"was the effective death knell to any hopes
of real two-party, power-sharing politics in
Utah for the near future" (9 November 1988,
p. 1). In my own Utah County, Republican
control is so absolute that many offices on the
ballot simply had no Democratic opposition
and one-party rule habits have gone beyond
sloppiness to apparent corruption. We have
reached the point that, as again the Deseret
News had to admit, the replacmnent of
Democrat Commissioner Brent Morns by
Republican Sid Sandberg "could formally spell
the end of a gentlemen’s agreement between
the two political parties that is supposed to
geographically balance representation on the
commission" (.p. B 1).

This is no minor deviation from a long-
term equality, of the parties, as Snow and Rus-
sell claim, but part of a trend to increasing
Republican control that has continued for over
forty years in Utah (see Deseret News chart ).
Its pernicious effects were seen in this year’s
campaign when members and candidates of
the predominant party in Utah not only joined
but led a shameful national trend manifest-
ing the chief symptom of one-party rule
arrogance: they claimed that opponents are
not only different, or even merely wrong, but

actually evil. Many of these claims were pub-
lished without objection in letters and
columns and filed reports in the Deseret News.
The previously honorable term liberal has
long been merely descriptive, like conserva-
tive, of a particular political approach-one
proudly adopted by people like FDR JFK,
Hugh B. Brown, and kowell Bennion and cer-
tainly descriptive of many of the policies of
Eisenhower, Nixon, David O. McKay, and
Spencer W. Kimball-now is used to mean
unpatriotic and in favor of various kinds of
murder. The Democratic party is identified
not as a different but respected part of our sys-
tem, necessary in its different approach to the
success of our basic two-party approach to
better government, but as an evil and licen-
tious group of caterers to special interests,
especially homosexuals, ready to hand over
our nation to the evil empire.

Snow and Russell say we need more peo-
ple who would not switch parties because
they are "committed" to their parties the same
way they are to their churches. I say that is
exactly the problem because serious commit-
ment to a religion requires precisely the kind
of good-evil dichotomy that is derisive and
ultimately destructive when imposed on a
pluralistic political system such as ours. A
two-party system depends on compromise,
good will, and respectful opposition only pos-
sible in political matters, which, as I tried to
argue, should not be matters of ultimate good
and evil. If we could have the good sense of
the writers of our Constitution to leave: mat-
ters of private morality to God, the chu:rches,
and other private institutions; if we could stop
interfering violently in the affairs of other
nations, and turn our attention to the over-
whelming but much neglected political
problems of the economy and environment,
the homeless and illiterate, and the drug-
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devastated communities; if we could begin to
seek the good ideas and cooperation from
each other in both (and all) parties, we might
have hope in finding some solutions and
enjoy God’s blessings in the process.

Mormon Republicans have joined in their
party’s effort this year to define liberals, and
by implication all Democrats, as outside the
American mainstream and thus beyond the
pale of righteous patriotism. How easily we
forget that in the nineteenth century Repub-
licans successfully defined Mormons as out-
side the American mainstream because of
polygamy and cooperative rather than purely
capitalistic economics. This action produced
denial of civil rights, great suffering, and even
death, as well as near destruction of the
Church. If we think it can’t happen again, if
we countenance such name-calling and one-
party chauvinism, we’re kidding ourselves.
The First Presidency gave us fair warning that
applies as well today in Utah and the US as
it did in 1891 : "The more evenly balanced the
parties become the safer it will be for us [Mor-
mons] in the security of our liberties; and...
our influence for good will be far greater than
it possibly could be were either party over-
whelmingly in the majority."

As for the letter from Marc Schindler: Right
on! Wouldn’t it be interesting if we Utah Mor-
mons learned some things about democracy
from our fellow saints who are West German
socialists-or even East German communists.

Eugene England
Provo, Utah

REPRODUCING
EVOLUTION

THANKS FOR reporting Elder Boyd K
Packer’s BYU talk on evolution (SUNSTONE
12:4). IS it possible to obtain a copy of the
statements by Church presidents, the First
Presidency, and other materials on evolution
that Professor Richard Tolman placed in the
BYU library for his students?

Colin Harbourt
San Francisco

Publishers reply:
The Sunstone Foundation is making them

available through its reprint service. The pho-
tocopy set of 70 pages is available by send-
ing $10.00 (postage included) to the Sunstone
office.

OXYMORMONS
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FROM THE EDITOR

TO TALK OF ALl_ THY TRUTHS

By Elbert Eugene Peck

LST SUMMER, MY quorum president
by assignment exhorted the elders to attend
the temple more often. The stake president
had just discovered that a quarter of the stake’s
endowments had been done by one sister.
This made everyone else’s combined statis-
tics even more pitiful, which had already
embarrassingly dropped after a prohibition on
assigned quotas. He reported that a counselor
in the stake presidency lamented, "The
problem is that people go to the temple for
social reasons-to be with friends and for
weddings. They need to have an increased
sense of duty."

I see the problem as just the reverse: As
with other aspects of Church service, we’ve
turned the sociality of temple work into a
lonely individual duty, although, ironically,
the very work has an inherent social pur-
pose- the bonding of generations. President
McKay often affirmed that we are social beings;
our lives and identities are alloyed with
others’. Mormonism is especially a social the-
ology and religion; Zion, salvation, and the
celestial kingdom are all labors of community.
We need to find ways to enhance the social-
ity in our temple worship and work so that
"love and need are one."

Unfortunately, a similar situation exists in
our Church classrooms: although we’re in a
group setting, it is not very social and it is very
often an unpleasant duty to sit through an
hour monologue-let alone three-even if it
is punctuated by participatory scripture read-
ings and occasional ready-made questions.
Lectures work well for disseminating new
information and addressing large groups, but
in classes, when the purpose is to motivate
and remind, discussions are better. This was
emphasized in a January 1989 Ensign inter-
view with Elders Joseph Wirthlin and Gene
Cook where they encouraged Gospd Doctrine
classes to avoid being directed "to and by the
teacher" but for teachers to orchestrate the

sharing of the knowledge and experience of
all class members.

In my experience, a vigorous discussion
can instill a lesson’s object better than a more
formal presentation. With a few carefully
chosen key discussion questions, an
experienced class will make the same points
the manual and a well-prepared teacher
would make (although not necessarily in a
logical sequence, but an hour after class does
that matter?). This is because most people’s
minds act on an "on the other hand" princi-
ple, naturally bnnging up the other side of any
comment and, even if that weren’t true, the
usual diversity in personalities guarantees that
all major points (especially Correlation’s) will
be made.

In addition, since discussions have a
higher level of entertainment the material
sinks in deeper. In an open discussion where
class members respond to each other and the
teacher plays Phil Donahue, moderating the
pin-ball action comments, even the silent
individual pays more attention as he or she
follows the dynamic play, mentally respond-
ing to each diverse comment, with a "Yes,
but .... " Hence, their internal consideration
of the subject is more rigorous than when they
passively listen to one speaker.

Finally, since ward members in the late
twentieth-century Church spend less time
together than previously, we must re-structure
our programs to simultaneously teach and
build community. When we discuss, hearts
and minds meet; we even learn the names of
class members.

Since there aren’t established group habits
in Church meetings that make classroom dis-
cussion natural (except perhaps for the free-
wheeling high priests), it is often difficult for
teachers to engage their class in good discus-
sions. We are only trained to give and listen
to talks, not only in sacrament meeting, but
in Sunday School, priesthood, and Relief Soci-

ety meetings; even our home or visiting teach-
ing "visit" is often a packaged "message" we
patiently present or endure. In Gospel Doc-
trine classes we automatically respond to
questions with helpful answers that allow the
lesson to proceed on its predetermined
course; the pondering individual whose com-
ment or question requires at least a pause if
not a detour in the lesson’s procession is tact-
fully deflected by the teacher or intimidated
by class neighbors. It is easy to understand
how members with that bent can come to feel
that their contribution is not valued by their
community.

I used to think that Latter-day Saints didn’t
possess discussion skills and needed to be
taught them. Of course, we do have them and
use them in conversations every day, even at
Church-only in the foyer and the "hallway
Sunday School classes." With persistence, they
become natural in classes, too, and when a
topic is opened up to discussion, personal-
ities blossom and minds tick.

Leading a discussion does not mean the
teacher abdicates. He or she must know the
subject to identify the major discussion areas,
cream careful questions that prompt the group
to seriously confront the issues, and to con-
fidently navigate the unpredictable flow of
conversation (with well placed scriptures,
quotes, and questions), mentally checking to
see that the few major points are made. (Over-
planned "discussions" where a teacher merely
tries to make class members guess precon-
ceived points are coercive and counterproduc-
tive.) Sometimes to have an informed,
responsible discussion, a foundation of facts
and knowledge must be established using, for
example, assigned outside readings, a scrip-
ture passage or other text, a case study, role
play, or lecture. As Elder Wirthlin suggests,
a good way to cultivate the Spirit is by invit-
ing class members to share personal
experiences related to a discussion topic
(which is a subtle, different, and better way
of asking for a testimony).

Obviously, discussions don’t work for all
lessons-there is information we need and
don’t possess such as genealogy-and a diet
sca_.--~.y of them neglects other functions of
Church meetings (ritual, counsel, testimony,
prophecy). Discussions do work well for fun-
damental gospel principles such as prayer,
repentance, faith, for motivation on Church
responsibilities such as temple attendance and
tithing, and for deliberation on quorum or
Relief Society business.

In any event, when Saints gather together
to talk about the gospel, it should be a sweet
work. ~
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TURNING THE TIME OVER TO...

Garth N..]ones

IF IT WERE ONLY THAT SIMPLE

I APPRE.CIATE THE Eugene England arti-
cle "On Saving the Constitution..." (SUN-
STONe 12:3). I believe I understand one of his
concerns that Mormon conservative thought
and behavior in Utah has gone too far astray.
To remain viable, however, his opinion needs
to be more forcefully tested and contested.

After reading and re-reading England’s
essay, I became uncomfortable with his
admonishments. I accept their "tenor"; I can-
not accept their "simplicity." Especially his
admonition on, although he did not use these
words, the conduct of "just war" (see pp.
29-30). However, he used a quote from
Church President David O. McKay which
indicated to me he believed in this notion:
"Nor is was justified in an attempt to enforce
a new order of government.., however bet-
ter the government.., may be" (p. 29). I trust
I understood England’s basic premise-In
Vietnam, Grenada, and Nicaragua, England
asserts, the United States "violated that
prophetic principle" (p. 29).

After reading his assertion, I immediately
thought of terrible visions of Nazi concentra-
tion camps. Those persons incarcerated in the
worst of hells cried out for change in govern-
ment order. Although I did not hear their cries
in Poland or Germany, I have heard their cries
elsewhere. In nearly four decades of profes-
sional life I have been an active participant
in trying to rectify sick societies with sick
leaders. In mental anguish I have turned to
the Book of Mormon for help and solace to
justify my actions: There can be justification
for killing and for war, satanic and evil as these
may be. As noted essayist Albert Camus said,
"Violence is at the same time unavoidable and
unjustifiable."

I can add to England’s list of countries, the
places where I have witnessed human trag-
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edies and participated in attempts to rectify
them by establishing new orders, with vary-
ing successes and failures: Ponape, Indone-
sia, South Korea, and Afghanistan.

In 1951 I was a 26-year-old colonial
administrator (we do not like this designation
but it is appropriate) on the Island of Ponape
in the Eastern Carolina Islands, the former
Japanese League of Nations Mandated Terri-
tories occupied by the U.S. military conquest.
For the first time I saw the evidences of
Japanese tyranny and atrocity. American, Brit-
ish, Australian, and New Zealand missionaries
were particularly singled out in harsh and bru-
tal ways.

Six years later I was a foreign service officer
in Indonesia with the U.S. International
Cooperation Administration (now called
Agency for International Development) to
assist the Indonesian Ministry of Home Affairs
in strengthening its provincial and local
governments. Since the ambassador had con-
fidence in me, I operated as a free agent for
five years working closely with Indonesian
associates in an effort to establish a new order
of government affairs. This "new oraer group"
accepted the reality of Camus’s statement.
Over two thousand young local government
civil servants were instructed that the main-
tenance of law and order was the primary req-
uisite for socio-economic progress. In times
of turmoil they were prepared to kill, or to
be killed. The purpose was to turn the tables
on Mao Tse-Tung’s strategy for conduct of the
people’s war. In October 1965 these young
men, along with their cohorts who were
mostly high school and university students,
thwarted the communist coup. They became
proficient in urban and rural guerrilla warfare.
Along with non-communist units of the mili-
tary, they tracked down communist leaders
and shot them by the hundreds, their fol-
lowers by the thousands, and imprisoned tens
of thousands. Eventually, the scourge of com-
munism was wiped out. They established

an Ordre Baru (New Order) which over the
last 20-odd years has met with considerable
socio-economic progress. Nevertheless, I am
a fatalist. The nation’s major problem is that
there are too many people reproducing at too
high a rate. I am afraid that the English
economist Thomas Malthus was right: in not
too many years in the nation’s future there will
again erupt "time gone amuck."

My experience in South Korea is limited
to spending two short tours of duty in 1958
and 1959 assisting the government to estab-
lish a new order for its civil service. South
Korea was almost a Christian nation. Its prin-
cipal leaders were Christians educated in
Christian schools. Later I learned that for fifty
or more years American Protestant mission-
aries, mainly Presbyterian and Methodist, had
provided intellectual zeal and fortitude for the
Korean’s quest for liberation from Japanese
rule. They believed in liberty and freedom
within the American ideal of constitutional
law and order, and they were willing to con-
front the Japanese government on this vital
issue. For this cause they suffered imprison-
ment, torture, and death.

Vietnam! I never spent much time in Viet-
nam, just short tours of duty between 1957
and 1969. In early August 1969, I was sitting
on top of a tall apartment building in Saigon
with a dear friend watching the nightly
fireworks-helicopter gun ships were sliding
across the sky with powerful light beams
directed toward the ground periodically issu-
ing bursts of fire. ~

My friend was anxious for me to transfer
from my current assignment in Pakistan to
become part of his Viemam operation on rural
development. He stressed that he needed ~ny
Indonesian experience on pacification of trou-
bled areas. That morning I reviewed the
statistical data on the number and rate of vil-
lage headmen being killed by the Viet Cong.
I realized that Vietnam was a lost cause.
Unlike the courageous Indonesian students
who were seriously involved in the establish-
ment of a New Order, I could not read into
these statistics the same human will.
Widespread evidences of immoral behavior
was also distressing. I was not prepared to see
foreign service officers frequenting houses of
ill-repute nor the dissolution of American
marriages in large numbers. The use of drugs
was rampant. What happened to traditional
American moral strengths?l

This decision was not easy. I was a hawk
on Vietnam but I could not accept the heavy
U.S. military involvement; 20-year-old Ameri-
can kids were being killed while 20-year-old
Vietnamese escaped the ordeal. I reached the
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distressful conclusion that those who will not
fight for their freedom do not deserve their
freedom.

Yet I cannot find solace in this rational-
ization. I recall a story published in a 1970
Honolulu paper in which an Asian journalist
scorns U.S. "unconcern." Mr. Malik who was
once very critical of U.S. involvement in Viet-
nam said "I used to go along with the talk
about the American arrogance of power...
but I have discovered a totally new phenome-
non that I like even less-the arrogance of con-
science." He then goes on to comment about
the United States willingness to abandon Viet-
nam to the evils of the times:

You Americans . . . don’t understand
that your presence makes for stabil-
ity and gives hope to peoples who
otherwise despair .... Now you are
ready to sacrifice the hopes, and
perhaps the lives of tens of millions-
just to cleanse your consciences of
imagined stains.

Malik foresaw the killing fields: the boat
people, the refuge camps, the Cambodian
massacres, the ruthless human exploitations.
I sometimes wonder what happened to those
remarkable Catholic resettlement villages in
Vietnam inhabited by people of strong reli-
gious belief who carried their altars of wor-
ship from as far away as South China. For a
brief period of time they had freedom to live
and practice their religious faith.

In 1973 1 learned the limitation of power
as well as the limitation of knowledge. For one
year I intensely struggled with the world
population problem. I was with the United
Nations in New York, living on densely popu-
lated Manhattan. For the first time I became
truly fatalistic about the world’s future. At a
"think tank" meeting sponsored by a Rock-
efeller funded organization, The Population
Council, I expressed my sentiments.

All we are doing are developing kill
ratios. There is scarcely enough food
in the world now. By the end of this
century there will certainly be major
food shortfalls. All we can see is
environmental degradation as a con-
sequence of population pressures. So
I guess we should be more scientific
about this mounting problem of over-
population. We can design strategies
where we can kill before impregna-
tion, we can kill after impregnation,
and we can kill after birth. If we do
not accomplish this activity of killing
in artificial ways, natural forces will,
and they will not accomplish this
activity in pleasant manners, as I have

seen in Central Java. There are dis-
tricts there where over 50 percent of
all newborns die within five years and
the same percentage of mothers by
age 40.

Soon after this meeting I accepted a position
in distant Alaska where the land is virgin and
the air is pure-no people-pollution problems
here. For four years I resisted all pressures to
become involved in troubled societies. In late
1977 1 gave in and accepted a 30-day assign-
ment to head a health survey team in the
Caribbean region as part of the Regean
administration’s new economic assistance
....Initiative.

For the first time I encountered Castro
Cubans. It was not a pleasant experience. It
was the Indonesian nightmare all over again.
On my last day in Grenada, a delegation of
government officials came to my hotel room
at 2 A.M. urging U.S. involvement. The same
experience occurred on nearly all the other
islands. Those people were frightened! They
did not want Castro’s form of liberation.

I never returned to those islands nor have
I been willing to accept any assignment to
work in Central America. There are too many
sick societies under too man), sick leaders.
There are too many people and too few
resources. Above all there are too many bad
people on both political sides-left and right.
Whoever is in power the killing fields will
continue.

I do not feel the same way about
Afghanistan. The Afghan tribal peoples have
displayed their traditional valor and courage.
Their country is now in ruin. Villages
occupied for over 2000 years are destroyed
and empty. They have paid a cost some
observers estimate at over one million casual-
ties. At times the price of freedom comes high,
and often those who pay it never experience
it.

IN the Mormon context, England’s guide-
lines on war are possibly correct. Belief as
incorporated in the twelfth Article of Faith
tends to make believing Mormons docile in
political matters but also protects the existence
of the Church in some countries. For exam-
ple, unlike other American faiths, such as the
Jehovah Witnesses and the Seventh Day
Adventists who were systematically extermi-
nated by the Nazis, Mormons survived this
dreadful era. Nevertheless, in a political sense,
I believe that as the most powerful nation in
the world founded on principles of constitu-
tional justice, U.S. leaders must take strong
positions on fundamental rights, sometimes

to the point of interventions into the affairs
of other regimes to establish better orders. As
free people, we should never tolerate geno-
cide. I endorse President Jimmy Carter’s strong
stand in human rights. I wish Eugene England
had included Israel in his list of nations. This
nation’s violation of human rights is financed
by the United States. Palestinians have just
grievances against Israeli conquests o:i their
lands. They, too, are entitled to human rights.
The United States has a moral obligation to
champion the cause of freedom and demo-
cratic government everywhere, ever mindful
that it must also be vigilant in guarding its
own cherished principles and practices at
home.

I feel a special indebtedness to those
American Protestant missionaries who
labored in Asia for over a century, turning
despotic regimes into more responsible
governments. In preserving our domestic
liberty and happiness, we in the United States
and Mormons in particular could learn a great
deal from these histories. Without a full meas-
ure of political liberty it is impossible to live
a complete Mormon life. To me this is the
great lesson of the Book of Mormon, as well
as the great lesson of the American constitu-
tional experience.

During the post-World War II period,
Mormonism has been implanted in contrary
societies. This implantation now constitutes
a major moral dilemma facing the emergent
international Church. Hundreds of thousands
of disadvantaged peoples have joined this
unique American church with high expecta-
tions for a new order of affairs. They, as with
our Mormon forefathers of over 150 years ago,
want the good life now. Consciously and
unconsciously each missionary sent abroad
has been a revolutionary agent, now num-
bered in the tens of thousands, who planted
seeds for revolutionary change. They.race best
seen in the words of Secretary of State George
Shultz: "If we are to achieve the kind of world
we all hope to see-with peace, freedom, and
economic progress-democracy has to con-
tinue to expand. Democracy is a vital, even
a revolutionary force."

Our Church leaders cannot have it both
ways, exporting democratic revolution in the
form of its American experience and main-
taining silence in the presence of repressive
regimes. I become frightened about the future
well-being of my Indonesian-Chinese brothers
and sisters because democratic revolutions are
difficult to maintain. Neverthdess, I must have
faith that for them, as for me, a new order will
emerge in the form of many Zions established
around the world. *~
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FROM THE CAMPUS

VEGETARIANISM:
MY CELEBRATION OF ABUNDANCE

By Brian Fogg

I~VI NOT GOING home for Thanksgiving.
But even if I were, there’d be no turkey for
me. Sure, like always, Morn would ask me if
I wanted dark meat or white; she’d say, "Come
on, not even on Thanksgving?" and then she’d
sigh and pass me the potatoes, the carrots, the
StoveTop stuffing, and the flesh-free gravy.

Years ago I never would have thought I’d
be a vegetarian. But then I never thought I’d
go to India either. It was a busy afternoon in
Calcutta that caused me to reevaluate inequal-
ity, exploitation, and indulgence.

That day, after crossing the Howrah bridge
to see the worst slums in the world, I decided
I wanted to ride in a rickshaw. I wanted to
have a coolie pull me through the frenetic
streets of Calcutta back to my hotel. Oh, it

BRIAN FOGG is the publisher o[ the Student
Review, an independent magazine at Brigham
Young University.

seemed fun-the skinny old man, surprisingly
strong and agile, pulling me along through the
confused traffic, his bare feet slapping the hot
pavement with each step.

As I got out of the rickshaw just a few
blocks from Mother Theresa’s, I knew I’d
never ride in a rickshaw again. Or at least I
shouldn’t. I didn’t feel good about having
another person pull me along when I was per-
fectly able to walk. Sure, I had the money to
command his servitude, but I didn’t have the
right. I realized then what an unequal world
I lived in, how I’d exploited others because
I had enough money to do it. It was indul-
gent people like me who had put the rickshaw
puller where he was.

What does Calcutta have to do with not
eating turkey on the fourth Thursday in
November? In a small practical way, and in
a large symbolic way, eating meat is the same
kind of exploitation. I feel that raising animals

for our eating pleasure is an inefficient use of
resources; it’s like driving a gas-guzzling Cadil-
lac. Even if I do command the big American
dollar, how much of the earth’s resources do
I have a right to waste?

Some people get surprisingly hostile when
they learn I’m a vegetarian. I suppose they feel
I’m challenging the American way (you know,
the "real food for real people" mentality).
Others react favorably. They tell me how they
are cutting back their meat intake.

And still others try to rescue me-the lost
lamb-from my errant paths. They read me
the scripture: "the beasts of the field and the
fowls of the air... [are] ordained for the use
of man for food and raiment, and that he
might have in abundance" (D&C 49:19).

That’s where most stop. Yet I like to read
on: "But it is not given that one man should
possess that which is above another, where-
fore the world lieth in sin. And wo be unto
man that sheddeth blood or that wasteth flesh
and hath no need (D&C 49:20-21).

I certainly don’t need to shed blood or
waste flesh. Even in Provo, Utah, the fruits,
the vegetables, the grains, the milk, and the
honey are so abundant that I can easily- and
quite comfortably-refrain from meat. It’s not
for everybody, but that through vegetarian-
ism, through restraint, perhaps I can say in
a personal way, "I have enough already, my
needs are abundantly filled."

Indeed, my vegetarianism will never bring
about human equality, Nirvana, Shangrila, or
even Zion. But choosing not to eat meat three
times a day ~ good for me, not only for my
body but alg0 for my mind. Vegetarianism
helps me to remember that I’ve been given
great abundance. Better still, it helps me to
remember my responsibility to share that
abundance. ~$

 AsAmerican Heart
sociation

WE’RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE
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The consequences of disagreeing with one’s enemy

THE SINGER/SWAPP SIEGE:
REVELATION OR RETALIATION?

By Ogden Kraut

WHAT WOULD BE your reaction if a friend told you he
had received a revelation instructing him to bomb a church
building? Would you say, "Hey, that sounds like a great reve-
lation"? Or would you tell him he must have conversed with
Beelzebub? Such was the dilemma I faced last January when
Addam Swapp told me his reasons for dynamiting the LDS
meeting house at Marion, Utah.

I decided to follow the advice given by Brigham Young, who
said:

When you see spiritual manifestations that you do
not understand, be quick to see, quick to hear ....quick
to understand, but slow to judge.1
Several days before the church bombing, I made plans to

take Sunday dinner to Vickie Singer and her family. But that
Saturday night the televised news of the Marion Stake Center
dynamiting implicated the Singers and Swapps. At first I threw
up my hands in despair and decided to have nothing to do
with the situation. By morning I resolved to do what I could
to avoid a repeat of the John Singer tragedy.

AFTER more than ten years of being on the defensive
against Church and local and state governments, this was the
family’s first serious act of aggression. It rose like a phoenix out
of the ashes of John Singer.

Why did such a peaceful, pioneer-type family change into
one that caused such an explosive outcome? To answer this
question, it is necessary to understand John Singer, the patriarch
of the family- the cause for which he fought, the problems he
faced, and the way he thought. He took a strong stand on the
issue of educating his children at home, as did Brigham Young:

OGDEN KRAUT, an independent Mormon fundamentalist, is
a Mend of the Singer and Swapp Families and acted as a medi-
ator in the 1988 Marion, Utah, standoff. He is the author of.
numerous theological books, including Jesus Was Married, The
Three Nephites, and Men and Monuments oir Freedom. An
earlier version of this article was presented at the 1988 Sun-
stone Symposium in Salt Lake City.

We are the guardians of our children; their training
and education are committed to our care, and if we do
not ourselves pursue a course which will save them from
the influence of evil, when we are weighed in the balance,
we will be found wanting.2

And also Joseph F. Smith:
But some Latter-day Saints are so liberal and

unsuspecting that they would just as soon send their
children to Mr. Pierce down here as to anybody else.
I would not do it. However good a man Mr. Pierce may
be, he should not teach one of my children as long as
I have wisdom and intelligence to teach him myself, or
could find a man of my own faith to do it for me. This
is true doctrine, and no man can take any exceptions
to it.3

In the same tradition, some years ago, Ezra Taft Benson
emphasized that the federal government should have no con-
trol in the field of education:

There is absolutely nothing in the Constitution which
authorized the federal government to enter into the field
of education .... Federal taxes for education means fed-
eral CONTROL over education. No matter how piously
the national planners tell us that they will not dictate
policies to local school systems, it is inevitable that they
will in the long run. In fact, they already are doing

John and Vickie Singer valued these rights and freedoms.
They had studied the scriptures, the Constitution, and the teach-
ings of the Founding Fathers of the LDS church and the Ameri-
can nation. They were also familiar with U.S. Supreme Court
Justice William Brennan’s 1963 statement:

Attendance at the public school has never been com-
pulsory; parents remain morally and constitutionally free
to choose the academic environment in which they wish
their children to be educated ....
Therefore, in 1973 they felt justified, in fact duty bound,

to take their children out of public schools to protect them from
the vices and corruptions so prevalent there, and provide them
with a better education at home-just as many other concerned
American families were doing.
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But this course of action, and the method by which they
executed it, resulted in a long string of legal battles over whose
right it really is to educate those children. Following is just a
brief outline of the main events between March 1973 and Janu-
ary 1979, when John was killed:

-29 March 1973: John Singer removed his children from
public schools.

-1974: The Singers agreed to educational testing, monitor-
ing, and evaluation of their student-age children by school
authorities.

- September 1975: John Singer refused further testing of his
children.

- 15 June 1976: A series of court hearings began in Sum-
mit County to determine whether the family or the state had
the responsibility for educating the Singer children.

-August 1977:
At a trial the Singers
were found guilty of
child neglect. A
bench warrant was
issued for John and
Vickie’s arrest.

-November
1977: Judge Ken-
neth L. Bachman
sentenced John and
Vickie to 60 days in
jail and a $299 fine.

-16 December
1977: John sup-
plied witnesses for
his hearing but
would not attend.

- 3 January
1978: At a new
hearing witnesses
were supplied, but
Singer family did
not attend because
of threats that the
children would be taken. John and Vickie Singer were found
guilty of child abuse.

-4 March 1978: Judge John Farr Larson found John Singer
in contempt of court and issued a warrant for arrest. Judge Lar-
son said in court that he was "not impressed with those who
say God’s law is above the law of the land."

-July 1978: John Singer says he is afraid to leave his
property. He felt that he was protected on his own land.

-17 July 1978: John Singer married his second wife, Shirley
Black (six months before his death).

-November 1978: John’s brother, Harald, met with Gover-
nor Scott Matheson and informed him that John would never
fire the first shot.

- Early January 1979: Continual snowmobile activity sur-
rounding the Singer farm.

- 18 January 1979: John left his property to collect the mail
at {he end of the lane, was confronted by police officers, and
was shot and killed. Vickie was imprisoned and her seven chil-
dren were sent to a foster home.

During the early stages of John Singer’s troubles over the
school issue, I gave him many pages of legal cases and court
decisions to help with his home school program. Even though
his education problems were eventually resolved, his situation
seemed to get worse. On one particular television interview,
he said:

Why is it so hard that an individual cannot just
plainly obtain his freedoms and his rights to do in his
own family as he pleases? Why is it so hard to accom-
plish? Why must it always be that a man should sacrifice
or compromise on his beliefs and liberties in order to

be able to
get along?
A few weeks

before John’s death,
his yard was filled
with cameramen,
the news media,
and visitors. I came
up and humorously
said to him, ’~John,
for a man who
wants peace and
privacy, you’re a
failure."    That
brought out his
boisterous laughter,
one of his marked
distinctions.

But his situation
went from bad to
worse. About ten
days before he was
shot, I spent the
weekend at his
farm. During the

visit I noticed several snowmobiles buzzing around the
perimeter of his property, even during the night. When I asked
him about them, he replied that they were "working with the
law." He said he was afraid they were about to use force against
him. "No, John," I answered, "they aren’t that dumb!" But a few
days later John was dead.

Certainly Vickie Singer deserved her day in court-either to
settle a claim or to have a jury settle her mind as to the proper
course of justice in what had happened. I took Vickie and a
few other family members to Wyoming to meet with attorney
Gerry Spence. Vickie explained to him it would be a battle over
constitutional rights and correct principles, not one for money
or vengeance. He agreed to take the case. Spence and his staff
spent months preparing a wrongful death suit, but Judge Winder
refused to hear the case for "lack of evidence." Later, when one
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of the staff attorneys heard that the Supreme Court had denied
Vickie’s motion for a trial, he actually wept and said, "Never
in my life have I been so ashamed of my profession!"

DURING the ensuing nine years, the family continued the
fight for their constitutional rights and freedoms. But it was even
more difficult without John’s strong leadership. There were seri-
ous problems with the neighbors who tried to get them off their
land, but the courts awarded Vickie legal title to the house and
land. There has been continual battle over water rights which
culminated in the undermining of their spring, so they had no
water for a garden, lawn, or trees, and barely a trickle for culi-
nary purposes. Financial struggles, persecution, and other stress-
ful problems have plagued the family since John’s tragic death.

Addam Swapp and his cousin Roger Bates, from Fairview,
Utah, entered the picture in September of 1980 when they mar-
ried Heidi and Suzanne, the two oldest Singer daughters. Later,
Addam married the Singers’ third daughter, Charlotte, as his
second wife. Addam had been extremely interested in the John
Singer story, but now, as part of the family, he took up the ban-
ner with fervor. In the summer of 1988 Addam wrote in a letter:

Knowing of the great injustices done against John,
Vickie, and myself at the hands of this wicked people,
I knew I had to make a stand against it. For to remain
silent, knowing the truth, and not standing against wick-
edness, you become that which you submit to, through
your silence.
Addam’s concept is correct, but circumstances may deter-

mine its justifiability. The Prophet Joseph Smith made a simi-
lar statement:

That which is wrong under one circumstance may
be, and often is right under another. God said, "Thou
shalt not kill"; at another time He said, "Thou shalt utterly
destroy." This is the principle on which the government
of heaven is conducted-by revelation adapted to the
circumstances in which the children of the kingdom are
placed.’
As a result of Addam’s decision to "make a stand," he wrote

forceful letters to various community, political, and Church
leaders. Most ofthese were interpreted by the recipients as per-
sonal insults or threats. For example, in a letter dated 14 Sep-
tember 1987 and addressed to the LDS General Authorities and
numerous state educational and political leaders, Addam wrote:

John Singer warned you people in the name of Jesus
Christ to stop your actions against him. You cared not
for these warnings and now you will reap the whirl-
wind of destruction.

The Lord has told me that I should declare these
things unto you for a wise purpose in Him. I have also
been told by my God that you men are past forgive-
ness and will be destroyed.
These letters brought: no favorable results for the family, so

Addam felt that stronger measures were necessary to bring Vick-
ie’s hardships and persecutions to light. It was not enough to

just put in writing a reminder to these Christian leaders of their
obligation to the widows and orphans.

What was the final motivation behind the dynamiting of
the church? What drove Addam to spray paint on others’
property, interfere with a neighbor’s claim to water, defy a law
officer, and resist an arrest warrant? What gave Addam the con-
fidence that he could win a battle against both the State of Utah
and the Federal Government? According to Addam, it was
because of revelations he had received. The main revelation
upon which Addam based his actions was received 26 Decem-
ber 1987. I-[e showed me this written revelation on my first
visit to the Marion farm during the siege. It included the fol-
lowing excerpts:

REVELATION TO ADDAM SWAPP
26 DECEMBER 1987

Thus saith the Lord unto my servant, Addam, inas-
much as you have asked me to know my will concern-.
ing you and what I require at your hands-this
generation is a most wicked generation. It is the most:
wicked ever to inhabit the face of the earth ....

I, the Lord, the Great I Am, who was and is and ever
will be, will take this earth in my right hand and by
the power of my spirit I will cleanse it of all wickedness.

But I will remember the covenants I have made with
my people and this is my people-those who will serve
me at the cost of all, even to the giving of their lives
for my sake .... I will bring them into the valleys of
these mountains beginning with this valley which was.
consecrated and set apart for the purpose of gather-
ing .... And I will make thee a Fenced Brazen Wall.
and great power will I give thee, and I will make the
nations of the earth to fear thee greatly ....

Therefore, I give unto you a commandment, that you
go out to battle against this church and government ....
They will be utterly destroyed and none will remain on.
the face of this land, and I the Lord God will support:
you and multiply your Priesthood greatly that you will
fight valiantly for me, for your arm will be my arm, and.
I will let the sword fall in your behalf. Behold I will bring
your enemy under your feet and you will trample under-.
foot many people, and I will preserve you by the power
of my Spirit.

I say unto you, Addam, stand and fight manfully with
great courage in my Spirit. Fear not for your life or your
families’ lives for they are in my hands. Pray always and
keep your eyes single to my glory, and I will reveal my
mind to you concerning all things. Behold I am witl~L
you till the end, Even so, Amen.
After this divine reassurance, Addam felt justified in taking

more aggressive action, including the 16 January bombing of
the Marion LDS church.

Because of the obvious and intentional evidence Addam left
behind at the church, within hours the Singer farm was sur-
rounded by law officers, including agents from the FBI, ATF,
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UHP-and the LDS! Many forms of psychological warfare were
used against the 15 members of the Singer/Swapp families:

-1. Their water, electricity, and telephones were cut off.
-2. High frequency sirens and bright lights were directed

at the house during the nights to prevent them from sleeping.
-3. Airplanes, helicopters, snowmobiles, and at least 50

armed officers surrounded their house continuously.
A SWAT team was called to the farm. The best minds in

the country were consulted on how to resolve the standoff. At
the beginning of the siege, Roger Bates, Vickie’s son-in-law, was
allowed into the compound where he talked to the family on

approached him, but before we could begin a conversation,
there was a flurry of snowmobile activity on the nearby hill-
side. Addam raised his rifle, looked around carefully, then stared
at me full of suspicion, thinking I was a decoy or a diversion.
I, too, wondered if I had been set up for something. The situa-
tion was very tense and scary for a few moments. I later found
out that the confusion was just the "changing of the guards."
What bad timing!

When everything quieted, we started walking toward the
house and I said to Addam, "What the hell is going on up here?
The news media reported that you are married to Vickie!" He

two different occasions,
but his efforts failed to
end the stand-off. After
nine days of unsuccess-
ful attempts, the law
officers decided to try
another mediator.

Calvin Clegg, special
agent and spokesman
for the FBI, called and
asked me to help
because he said I had
the respect of both the
Singer family and the
law enforcement agen-
cies. Apparently my
name had been sug-
gested by several
sources. I accepted the
assignment, but told him
that since these bomb-
ing actions were so
unusual for the Singers,
I probably had a 10 per-
cent chance of getting
over the fence; however,
I would give it a try.

-MONDAY,
25 JANUARY 1988

SHORTLY before

4:00 p.m. Calvin Clegg and I drove up to the damaged Mariontion of approval.

replied, "It’s not true." I
mentioned that the next
day’s newspaper had
confirmed the report. He
emphasized, "It’s still not
true." I told him how
difficult it was to get a
true picture of what was
going on, and I wanted
to get the whole story.

Addam said he had
received a revelation that
John Singer was going to
be resurrected and that
the setting in order of
the Church, state, and
nation would begin at
the Singer farm. He said
that a confrontation with
the law was inevitable,
and that there would be
some bloodshed-all of
which would bring to
pass the fulfillment of
Addam’s revelation.

He admitted bomb-
ing the LDS church and
said that on the partic-
ular night of the bomb-
ing the security lights at
the church went out,
which the families took
as a sign or manifesta-

Stake Center which served as the command and observation
post. I carried some milk and baby cereal up to the Singer farm,
walking over the spot where John had been shot nine years
previously. It was a reflective yet apprehensive walk. I was filled
with strong hopes that no more blood would be shed on this
ground.

When I reached the fence, Addam stood about 50 yards away
holding his rifle. He said nothing so I called out, "You sure know
how to mess up a good taco dinner," referring to the Sunday
dinner we had planned. I crawled over the fence and

My conversation with Addam and Vickie had to end before
I was ready to go, because I had been instructed by the law
officials to leave the house before dark. By 5:30 it was getting
dark. If I didn’t come out by then, they would suspect that I
had been taken as a hostage or maybe even shot. Before leav-
ing, I took their picture, saying it would be a part of history.
I told them it would be nice to see them again during the stand-
off, but suspected that it would not be allowed.

Addam took me over to the siren that had been making such
hideous noises and pointed out the bullet holes he had shot
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in them. During the night he and Jonathan had taken them
down and brought them back to the house because they were
so intolerable.

I walked back down the lane that afternoon and was
debriefed by the law officials. I strongly suggested they stop
the sirens because they were not doing what they had wanted
them to do. The family was not weakening, and they were not
hardened criminals. The sirens were turned off.

Since my time had been cut short by darkness, there was
not much to report, so I asked not to have any press interviews.

TUESDAY, 26 JANUARY 1988

MONDAY night the FBI called again and asked me to
deliver a letter from Utah Governor Bangerter to the Singers
and Swapps. This time I walked up the lane with the gover-
nor’s letter, baby diapers, and a telephone. Apparently the phone
system had shorted out and the new equipment was needed
so Addam could call out if he decided to.

When I handed Addam the letter, I said, "Most letters cost
a quarter to mail, but this one cost $1500 because it arrived
special delivery by helicopter from the governor." He was
impressed but said he no longer had confidence in politicians
or the courts and didn’t want to answer it. I reasoned with him,
"Addam, this is not just an ordinary letter from the governor.
This is a means to explain to him and the whole state your
reasons for what has happened here. What are you going to
do-act like Jonah and not deliver your message?" I continued,
"The whole nation is like an audience; the curtain is about to
go up, the lights are on, and the music is playing. Now it’s your
turn, Addam, to come out on the stage. Are you going to refuse?
You have here one golden opportunity-and a lot of bad options.
If you don’t handle this right, you’ll lose everything you have,
including your cause."

I told him I knew a little bit about writing and would be
glad to help him with his answer. He replied that he would
pray about it. I responded, "Well, then get a revelation to answer
that letter, and don’t write it like a nut. You’ve already written
letters they think sound that way." I then added that I didn’t
come up there just as a friend for a visit, nor did I come up
just to mediate for the law; I felt that God wanted me there
to help. He agreed and so did Vickie.

Addam was arrayed with a rifle in his arms, a knife and
pistols at his sides, and two belts of ammunition crisscrossing
his breast. He looked like a Mexican bandito. I said, "Addam,
your mission in life is not to create a war." He turned to me
and said he really didn’t want any bloodshed. To me, this admis-
sion was a major factor towards improving the negotiations.

I explained the reasons for the phone equipment I had
brought and asked him to hook it up, which he agreed to do.
I also told him that I had been informed that a wealthy man
back east had offered to pay up to $4 million to be used in
their defense, if they would come out without any bloodshed.

I mentioned that in the past few days I had met many law

officers at the command post and that they were not just "local
yokels," but men of integrity, knowledge, and experience. Like
the old-time movies, many of them wore white hats. They didn’t
want any harm to come to anyone. Most of them were really
good men.

One incident of particular interest occurred on my first day
in Marion. While one of the officers was watching the televi-
sion monitor of the siege activities, he saw some of the Singer
family members riding snowmobiles. He said to me, "I’ve never
been on a snowmobile; here I am cramped up in this trailer
and they get to ride around outside." I told him, "Well, I know
Addam well enough that if I recommended you to him, he
would let you come up and have a ride." He was surprised.
"Do you mean that? Would you ask him when you go up there?"
When I next saw Addam, I told him about it. He smiled and
nodded his head in agreement. I later told the officer of Addam’s
reaction, and he responded with, "Then Addam can’t be such
a bad guy after all."

As I was leaving the main house that day, I asked Addam
about the meaning of the nine feathers on the spear he had
planted near the stake center at the time of the bombing. He
answered that each feather represented one year since the death
of John Singer.

A three-hour debriefing session followed.

WEDNESDAY, 27 JANUARY 1988

THIS morning the FBI called me at work to say that
Addam had put through a call and told them he was working
on his letter to the governor. They wanted me to go up again
that afternoon and get it, so they sent a helicopter to pick me up.

By 2:00 p.m. I was once more at the church command center.
I talked to Addam on the phone and told him I was on my
way up. He told me not to come until 5:00 because he would
not be finished with his letter until then. Addam indicated that
he did not want me to help with the letter, which made me
think that he was writing it with the same tone as his previous
letters.

I arrived at the main house about 5:00 p.m. Both Vickie and
Addam had written responses to Governor Bangerter’s letter,
which they handed me in sealed envelopes. I visited with them
only a short time, asking Addam to call me Saturday morning
between 8:00 and 10:00 a.m. By then I would try to have some
answers or ideas that would help resolve the situation. He agreed
to do it.

As we walked out of the house, I turned to Addam and said,
"According to your revelations, it appears to me that you will
have either a big mirade up here or you will have a catastrophe!"
He responded quickly, "That’s right."

When I delivered the two letters to the officials, they sat in
a circle and read them page by page. I’ll never forget their expres-
sions. I have seen happier faces at a funeral. They could see
that Addam and Vickie were unchanged in their stand and had
no intention of giving themselves up. I read the letter also, and
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told the officials that this was my greatest disappointment in
trying to bring the matter to a peaceful settlement.

THE next day, Thursday, 28 January, I watched the tele-
vised account of two armored personnel carriers crash through
the fence and then heard gunfire. Shortly thereafter the
announcement was made that an officer had been killed and
Addam was wounded. A voice from a loud-speaker commanded
the rest of the Singer and Swapp family members to come out
of the house with their hands up. The war was over. There
had been no miracle. The Singer/Swapp Siege ended with their
surrender.

For them, however, the real
calamity was just beginning.
Jails and long family separa-
tions were new and tragic
experiences.

On 3 February I met with
Brent Ward, the federal
government’s prosecuting
attorney. The following day I
spoke for over an hour to the
Grand Jury. On 14 April, I
appeared as a witness in the
first Singer/Swapp trial, which,
like the siege, lasted for 13
long days.

During one of my siege
visits to the farm, Vickie told
me, "Everything we have done,
we were commanded by the
Lord to do," and also, "The set-
ting in order will begin here!"

Addam later justified his
actions in a nine-page letter
written from jail on 22 June
1988. After spending most of
the letter reviewing the history
and background of the Singer
case, he concluded:

For these and
other reasons, the
Lord did command me to blow up the Mormon church
building. I did not do what I did out of hatred or malice
towards these people. Me and my family pray for them
continually. We have only wanted to be left alone.

THERE are many guidelines we can use to help in evalu-
ating this unique episode in history. We usually think that good
revelations come to good individuals and bad revelations come
to bad ones. But history has shown that sometimes bad men
receive good revelations and good men sometimes receive bad
ones. It is imperative that each revelation be carefully scrutinized

todetermine its source and message.
Brigham Young dedared, "If true principles are revealed from

heaven to men,.., always look out for the counterfeit."~ The
Apostle Paul also declared that it is "no marvel; for Satan him-
self is transformed into an angel of light" (2 Corinthians 11:14).
Parley P. Pratt specifically warned that "the most formidable
power that will be arrayed against Christ and His Saints in the
last days will consist in the revelations of Satan.’’7 The Prophet
Joseph Smith explained that there are three sources of
revelation- not just two-"The spirit of God, the spirit of man,
and the spirit of the devil.’’8 Joseph also warned that "nothing
is a greater injury to the children of men than to be under the

influence of a false spirit when
they think they have the Spirit
of God.’’9

Revelations have been
claimed as the basis for long
painful pilgrimages, great
sacrifices, wars, and killings.
The LeBarons and Laffertys
took a course of killing and
imprisonment because of
revelations they claimed were
from God. Over one hundred
different "prophets" with their
revelations have left the LDS
church since its organization.

We live in an age of
deception-political, eco-
nomic, moral, and certainly
religious. Everything has
become about as genuine as
professional wrestling! Jesus
wamed us that almost the very
elect would be deceived (Mark
13:22). In other words, every-
one except the very elect would
be deceived. There have been
many controversial and con-
flicting revelations in LDS
church history, as well as
questionable revelations to
people outside the Church. It

is strange that so many men neglect or disobey a true revela-
tion from God, yet they will suffer and endure misery, prison,
and death defending an incorrect one.

Do we as individuals have a responsibility to avoid personal
deception? About 100 years ago at the First Church in New-
bury, Massachusetts, preacher Leonard Withington answered
this question:

There is great guilt undoubtedly in deceiving the people. But
it is not so generally understood that there is some guilt in being
deceived .... For to have any corrupt interest which makes
us willing to believe a lie, is almost equal to the depravity that
tells it; indeed, the one character stands very near the other ....
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If we are deceived, it is because there is something in us that
lends itself to deception .... If the heart were calm and pure,
it would not be so often deceived.~°

The Savior warned us that the path to eternal life is strait
and narrow (Matthew 7:14), but he didn’t explain that it was
also strewn with banana peels and broken glass. It is a very
difficult and precarious pathway.

In trying to determine, then, whether Addam’s revelation
was of God, the devil, or himself, let’s consider what good has
resulted from it? What are the fruits? True, "the harvest is not
over," and in disceming Addam’s revelation we should be careful
not to judge the individuals concerned. But still there are some
very important questions for us to consider: Was the siege at
Marion supposed to tuna out as it did? What glory or honor
has been attributed to God throughout this episode? What bless-
ings have come to the Singers and Swapps, or to anyone else?
In an effort to present information fairly, let’s took at both the
negative and (admittedly, few) positive aspects. First, the
negative:

1. The siege resulted in the death of officer House and the
wounding of Addam Swapp.

2. Addam, Jonathan, Vickie, and Timothy have been incar-
cerated for months now, including several weeks in San Diego
at a federal prison undergoing psychiatric evaluation. On 2 Sep-
tember, Judge Bruce Jenkins sentenced these four defendants
according to the guilty verdicts of the jury for their federal crimes.
They are also facing additional criminal charges by the State
of Utah.

3. The family is experiencing long separations with result-
ing homesickness, loneliness, and other problems.

4. In jail, the four defendants live daily with filthy language,
terrible immorality, poor food, and unsanitary conditions.

5. There were tremendous expenses resulting from the resto-
ration of the stake center, the law personnel and equipment
involved in the siege, and[ the lengthy court battles that ensued.
Now, on the positive side:

1. National attention was focused on the possible misuse
of political and religious authority. The media asked again why
John Singer was shot in the back; it discussed legal actions
against the Singers and Swapps by local LDS and educational
leaders; and it asked about the role of the general Church leaders
in the episode.

2. Because Vickie Singer’s fifteen-year-old son Benjamin
refused to testify before the grand jury, the courts had to deter-
mine whether children should be required to testify against their
parents. The U.S. Supreme Court upheld the Tenth Circuit
Court’s decision that Benjamin did have to testify. (However,
Benjamin never did testify against any of his blood relatives.)

3. Based on the Singer case, in July 1988 five Utah district
judges declared in an unusual en banc opinion declared that
the mandatory sentencing guidelines were unconstitutional. The
judges said:

To the extent that the guidelines treat the poor, deep-
ly religious grandmother from Marion, Utah, who has

young children at home to support, the same as the suc-
cessful, hardened mafioso from the Bronx, we believe
the guidelines err.’~ Then on 18 January 1989 the U.S.
Supreme Court ruled in favor of mandatory guidelines,
standardizing numerous mixed and conflicting lower
court rulings.

Thomas Jefferson, with his keen insight into the duties and
limitations of those in the government, wrote in 1823 to John
Adams:

And what country can preserve its liberties, if its rulers
are not warned from time to time, that the people
preserve the spirit of resistance? Let them take arms ....
The tree of liberty must be refreshed from time to time,
with the blood of patriots and tyrants. It is its natural
manure. ~2

At least Addam, in his own way, was not afraid to stand
up for his beliefs and convictions. The method of fighting this
battle used by the Singers and Swapps seems wrong and crude
to Americans, but should the families just sit back and do noth-
ing if they feel an injustice has been done?

One may wonder now, after some time has elapsed, how
both Addam and Vickie feel about what has happened. In his
22 June 1988 letter, Addam wrote:

My heart holds no hatred or revenge against this peo-
ple. God can testify to this. I only want to be able to
stand upon righteous principles, without compromis-
ing before my God, so that I know when I leave this
mortal existence, that I fought valiantly for truth, free-
dom, liberty and the eternal rights of man. For I know
that the oppressors of men can never take over a coun-
try in which the people of that land will refuse to sub-
mit to wicked rule, but the moment a people will sit
back and say nothing, is the moment they have lost
everything.

A few weeks later, on August 9 Vickie wrote in a letter:
All in all, I can truthfully say that I know that the

truth has been stood upon, and that these painful
experiences we have gone through are not in vain, and
no matter how bad things may look to others, they will
one day, soon, be able to understand.
On 2 September 1988 Federal Court Judge Bruce Jenkins

sentenced the four defendants for a variety of guilty verdicts
relating to the meetinghouse bombing and the siege at Marion.
Addam and Jonathan Swapp received 15 and 10 year sentences,
respectively; Vickie and Timothy Singer, 5 and 10 year
sentences.

In December 1988, three of the defendants were in district
court in Coalville, Utah, answering charges relating to the death
of Officer Fred House. Addam and Timothy were found guilty
of negligent homicide. On 26 January 1989 Judge Michael Mur-
phy sentenced them to 1-15 years in the state prison (to be
served consecutive with their federal sentences). Jonathan
received 12 months.
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CONCLUSION

THIS harrowing siege was a sorrowful experience for all
sides. Years ago I saw the Singer family’s bitter tears as they
stood beside the grave of their husband and father. Once again
I have seen their tears and sorrow during their separation and
incarceration. Now, there is also the anguish of the Swapp family
members. Through television, many in Utah shared the grief
of the family of Officer House. I saw the sorrowful countenances
of many law officers as their attempts to bring this whole affair
to a peaceful conclusion proved futile. As the prince in Romeo
and Juliet lamented while he pronounced judgment, "All are
punished 2

The tragedy of the Singer/Swapp shooting is now part of
Utah’s history. It should not be forgotten. If we do not learn
something from this drama at Marion we miss an important
lesson in life-our responsibility to properly use the gifts of God!

Did Addam Swapp carry the banner for John Singer or did
he destroy it? Did he have the right to proclaim his own
sovereignty and declare war on a state and the nation? What
prompted him to bomb the LDS church-revelation or
retaliation?

The struggle for freedom-and for law and order-has never
been easy. Like two sides of a coin, if we enjoy liberty on the
one hand, we must accept its responsibilities on the other. The
scriptures counsel us to render "unto Caesar the things which
are Caesar’s; and unto God the things that are God’s" (Matthew
22:21). If we exceed either of these bounds, a catastrophe can
result. No one has summarized this better than Joseph Smith:

The gifts of God are all useful in their place, but when
they are applied to that which God does not intend,
they prove an injury, a snare and a curse instead of a
blessing.13 ~
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"Nkosi Sikekel’ I Afrika"

EVERY SOUL HAS
ITS SOUTH AFRICA

By Robert A. Rees

"Every soul has its South.
Especially a Mormon’s."

-Karl Keller

LST YEAR I TOOK IvlY YOUNGEST SON, MADDOX, TO SEE

Richard Attenborough’s film Cry Freedom. I was interested in
the film because I had been working with a group of South
African students at UCLA to organize a concert in honor of
Bishop Desmond Tutu in order to raise funds for South Afri-
can school children.

Cry Freedom is about two men: Steve Biko, the black Afri-
can Nationalist who was brutally murdered by the South Afri-
can police for his fight against apartheid, and Donald Woods,
the white newspaper editor who championed Biko’s cause
before his death and published a biography of him after escaping
from South Africa himself.

Some reviewers criticized the film because of this dual focus,
feeling that the second half, which deals with Woods’s escape,
is anticlimactic and weakens the effect of the first half, which
ends with Biko’s death. But every story about South Africa must
be as much about white.’; as blacks, for both are linked inex-
orably and tragically by the white man’s failed humanity in that
heart-tom country.

Attenborough made Cry Freedom as a work of the imagina-
tion based on history. In an interview in the New York Times
he said he made the film. as "propaganda": "My objective was
straightforward-to insure that having seen the movie, nobody
will be able to remain indifferent to the situation in South Africa,
and to encourage them to stand up and say, ’This is intolera-
ble!’ " (1 November 1987, p. 33).

AS I viewed Cry Freedom, I thought about my own life.
I grew up in a racist home, a racist community, and a racist

ROBERT A. REES, a former editor o[ Dialogue, works in arts
administration and teaching at UCLA. He serves as bishop o[
the single adult Los Angeles First Ward.

church. My parents, our friends and neighbors, and the mem-
bers of the branches and wards in which we lived, for the most
part considered blacks as cursed and inferior. We learned lit-
tle ditties like, "Eenie, meenie, miney, mo, / Catch a nigger by
the toe,/If he hollers, make him pay / Fifty dollars every day,"
and "Two on one is nigger fun," without ever stopping to con-
sider the terrible injustices they contained. My parents spoke
of blacks as "niggers," "coons," and "sambos." Blacks were con-
sidered lazy, shiftless, and intellectually and morally inferior.
I wimessed discrimination (and was guilty of it myself) without
awareness of its moral implications. At church I was taught
that blacks were cursed and would never hold the priesthood
because they sat on the fence in the pre-existence. All of this
was part of my cultural inheritance.

I don’t remember when I first began to shed these beliefs
and feelings, but at some point I arrived at the conviction that
the kind of discrimination I wimessed, and at times was party
to, was not consistent with the teachings of Christ or with my
own inner sense of what was right. This change was affected
by our moving, when I was fifteen, from a small town in Ari-
zona in which there were no blacks to Long Beach, California,
which had a large black population. At least half of my high
school was black and ninety percent of my paper route was.
For the first time I began to see blacks as real people and to
see something of their humiliation and pain. But it still made
me angry to see a black man with a white woman (that one
took a lot of years to let go). I had been taught that such pair-
ings were a violation of an ordained order.

When I went to BYU in 1953 1 still held many racist views.
Many of these were reinforced in that environment. There was
not a single black on campus. But it was at BYU, in Bruce Clark’s
Modem English Novel Class, that I first became emotionally
involved in South Africa through Alan Paton’s poignant and
moving novel, Cry The Beloved Country, the sadness and lone-
liness of which still resonate for me some thirty years later.

On my mission we were forbidden to proselytize "negroes,"
although I found from the few I accidentally stumbled onto that
there was a deep spiritual power in the black experience that
was perplexing. Later I experienced this power in all its joyful
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and felt exuberance when I visited black churches.
The Army provided a new kind of experience for me when

it took me to the deep South. I ilew to Orlando, Florida, with
a former missionary companion and a new-found black friend
from Haiti-all on our way to military police training at Ft. Gor-
don, Georgia. When we got off the plane in Orlando and
boarded a bus for Augusta, the driver said to my black friend,
’Tm sorry, but you’ll have to move to the back of the bus." Think-
ing the driver felt it was just too crowded, I moved over and
said, "That’s okay, there’s plenty of room here." The driver
patiently said again, "You’ll have to move to the back of the
bus." Still not understanding, I looked to the back to see why
the driver was so fixated on it, and it was then that I saw the
color line. That was a shocking experience for me, as it was
to see overt racism in the red-necked soldiers I was in training
with, or to see blatant examples of racism in the communities
I passed through. I will never forget driving through the Geor-
gia countryside and seeing a sign at the entrance to a small
town that read, "Black Man, don’t let the sun set on your head
in this town."

I suppose the scales of racial prejudice finally fell from my
eyes during the Civil Rights movement when I was in gradu-
ate school. When I read in the newspaper of lynchings and
saw blacks beaten on television, when I saw an increasing num-
ber of whites becoming involved in the struggle for black equal-
ity, I realized that this was a problem that concerned me. In
literature courses I leamed what it meant to be black and Ameri-
can as I read Langston Hughes’s poetry, Ralph Ellison’s Invisi-
ble Man, Richard Wright’s Native Son, and James Baldwin’s Notes
of A Native Son. It was also about this time that I read Karl Keller’s
1966 Dialogue article, "Every Soul Has Its South," and realized
that my soul indeed had its South.

Like many Mormons of my generation, I continued to be
disturbed by the Church’s practice of denying priesthood ordi-
nation to blacks. At the same time, because I had a firm con-
viction of the Church’s divine mission, I continued to try and
find ways to explain our "Negro doctrine," but found myself
increasingly uneasy with the rationalizations I and others used.
The more I read, the less sense it made, and yet I continued
to try and harmonize it with my testimony of the gospel and
my devotion to the Church.

As editor of Dialogue (1970 to 1976), I felt it my responsi-
bility to foster and publish as responsible a dialogue as possi-
ble on this subject. I was intrigued by all of the new research
and thinking that Mormons were doing, but it wasn’t until Lester
Bush sent me his manuscript, "Mormonism’s Negro Doctrine:
An Historical Overview" (Dialogue, 7:1, 1973), that I was finally
able to make sense out of something that didn’t make sense
before. In the interest of balanced dialogue, I asked Gordon
Thomasson, Eugene England, and Hugh Nibley to write
responses to Bush. All of them had important and interesting
things to say.

After Lester’s article, I found it harder and harder to recon-
cile the Church’s practice with my own sense of what was right.
And yet I continued to be active and supportive of the Church.

After all, I have been blessed with a witness of its truth, and
I felt both a joy and a responsibility in that witness.

It is hard to describe how I felt on the morning of 8 June
1978 when our good friend David Egli called from Salt kake
to say that President Kimball had just announced that: the priest-
hood was to be given to all worthy males regardless of race.
At first, I couldn’t believe it. I had been told by some Church
leaders not to expect this change in my lifetime; while I had
prayed for this to happen, I scarcely dared hope that it really
would. Certainly, I was not prepared for it to happen so soon.
But there it was! I immediately began calling friends all over
the country and delighted in being the first to tell them the
good news. We rejoiced together in this miracle. And when
the day was over and the reality of the news had really sunk
in, I knelt and expressed my gratitude to the Lord for so great
a blessing.

And what a blessing it has been for the Church. Who would
question the positive effect of this change, not only on our ability
to teach the gospel to others, but on the quality of life in the
Church through the gifts with which our black brothers and
sisters have enriched us. How grateful any parent in Zion must
feel not to have his children have this particular cross to bear.

The extent to which we have accommodated to this change
(and perhaps an indication that we were ready for it long before
it came) was illustrated to me recently in our priesthood meeting.
Shortly after participating in the ordination of a black convert
to the priesthood, I asked, "What have we wimessed here today
that we wouldn’t have witnessed ten years ago?" There was a
puzzled look on most faces, and several guesses before some-
one finally said, "Ordained a black to the priesthood."

IN working on the Bishop Tutu concert I have become
good friends with a South African student at UCLA, Charmaine
Modjadji. Charmaine, like many of her countrymen, is in exile.
While in South Africa she was arrested by the police and put
in jail. Many of her closest friends are either in prison, in exile,
or dead. Her younger brother was killed by the police when
he was still in high school. She carries the scars and burdens
of apartheid, and yet her spirit is as filled with love as almost
anyone I know. Quietly, she is working for change in her native
land even though she must do so from a great distance.

South Africa may seem a long way from the heartland of
America, from the mountains of Zion, but when a gang of white
youths brutalizes blacks in New York, causing one of them to
be killed, when discrimination is on the rise and its manifesta-
tions increasingly subtle, when suicide among young blacks
far exceeds that of whites, and when, until recently, a white
supremacist radio talk show, "The Aryan Nations Hour," flooded
the Salt Lake Valley with its hateful racism, we neecl to under-
stand that what is happening in the townships, the shanty
towns, and the cities of Paton’s "Beloved Country" is happen-
ing to some degree all around us.

And even if it weren’t, what is happening in South Africa
should be sufficient to awaken our Christian consciences, to
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call us to moral involvement. We cannot be free from the blood
and sins of our generation simply by not sinning or not com-
mitting violence. This refining process demands also our
involvement, our commitment. As Karl Keller said in his essay,
"Involvement is after all the only dialogue a man has with God,
action the only angel, risk the only kingdom." The terror and
tyranny experienced by our black brothers and sisters in South
Africa begs for our moral courage to manifest itself in some
way on their behalf. At the very least, it asks of us not to be
indifferent.

When I learned last April that Paton had died, I decided
to reread Cry The Beloved County, the opening lines of which
I had remembered for over thirty years: "There is a lovely road
that runs from Ixopo into the hills. These hills are grass-covered
and rolling, and they are lovely beyond any singing of it." What
I had forgotten, however, is how Christian a novel it is, how
it calls for a Christian response to what has been happening
in South Africa for more than two centuries. Two brief exam-
ples illustrate this point, both words spoken to the novel’s central
character, the Reverend Stephen Kumalo, who has come to
Johannesburg to find his lost son. Kumalo is taken into the
home of Mrs. Lithebe, orm of the sisters of the church, who
.later also takes in his sister and nephew. In response to this
kindness, Kumalo says, "Mother, I am grateful. Indeed, you are
a mother to me." To which Mrs. Lithebe replies, "Why else do
we live?" Kumalo is assisted in his search for his son by some
fellow Anglican priests. When Kumalo thanks one of them,
Father Vincent, for his help, Father Vincent replies, "We do
what is in us and why it is in us, that is also a secret. It is Christ
in us, crying that men may be succored and forgiven, even when
he himself is forsaken."

Paton’s novel is a powerful story of the redemptive power
of love-God’s and man’s-to transform individual lives, if not
the world. As another priest, Misiumangu, says, "There is only
one thing that has power completely, and that is love. Because
when a man loves, he seeks no power, and therefore he has
power." Someone has observed that South Africa is the only
Western nation to have escaped the Enlightenment. That’s a
profound insight, and it may explain why conditions are still
so terrible there. Perhaps it was the recognition of such a con-
dition in his country that caused Paton to write more than forty
years ago, "Cry, the beloved country, these things are not yet
at an end." Nor are they yet.

AS we left the theater after seeing Cry Freedom, Maddox
and I walked together a while in silence and then he said, "I
hate to admit it, Dad, but it took that film to make me really
understand what is going on in South Africa." I felt somewhat
the same way. I also felt connected in my soul to that beautiful
yet tormented country and to its people, both to the majority
of whites who must somehow live with a lie in their hearts
and especially to the blacks who continue to suffer injustices,
inequities, and indignities. When in the film all those gathered
at Biko’s funeral begin staging the black nationalist anthem,

"Nkosi Sikekel’ I Afrika" ("God Bless Africa"), I thought that the
only way God can really bless Africa is through those of us
who care about the suffering there.

When Karl Keller wrote that every soul, especially a Mor-
mon’s, has its South, I assume he was suggesting that the light
of the restored gospel should make us more responsive than
others to the inhumanity in the world, more intolerant of
injustice, more sympathetic to human suffering, more involved
in the struggle for human freedom. If he was right, then it is
also true that every soul, especially a Mormon’s, should have
its South Africa. Time will tell. ~
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Winner of BYU’s 1982 Mayhew Award for Drama

DIGGER

A PLAY IN THREE ACTS

By Robert Frederick Lauer

PROGRAM NOTE

DIGGER WAS THE NAME GIVEN THE MONEY DIGGERS

and village seers of New England who, in the early 1800s claimed
to be able to locate buried treasures, gold mines, and wells of water
through magical means; usually by using divining rods, crystal balls
or seerstones. Their rituals combined religious elements from the
Judaeo-Christian tradition with magic incantations and drew crowds

offollowers.
Only Joseph Smith of Palmyra, New York, achieved lasting fame.

His religious movement-called "Mormonism" by its detractors-grew
into a worldwide faith. Leo Tolstoy called it "the Religion of America"
and Joseph, "the American Prophet." The labels are appropriate, for
Joseph combined all that was uniquely American in Christianity, folk
magic and folklore in his doctrines. In many ways he internalized
the concept of America’s Manifest Destiny and then took it to its logi-
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cal extreme.
This play deals with Joseph’s early life and his relationship with

his first wife, Emma Hale. In it, I have attempted to capture the charac-
ter of the American frontier on which they lived and to explore sim-
ply and without resorting to the trappings of a religious or historical
epic the first stages in Joseph’s evolution from village seer to prophet
of the latter days.

When first produced at Brigham Young University in December
1982, I was unable to pin-point my objective in writing the play. In
the years since, as I have grown to better understand the craft of con-
structing a play and as my personal beliefs concerning Joseph and
his faith have evolved, clarity has slowly come. In this last and final
draft of the play I have focused on the fears and convictions that I
believe motivated the young Joseph, indeed, all religious leaders in
their youth: the fear that present injustices will never be corrected,
that repentance is impossfl:de, that life is destined to be disappoint-
ing, and yet the feeling that one’s life must stand for something, that
the individual was born for some higher purpose, and that in the
scheme of things, anything is possible if one is willing to dig. All in
all, I suppose Digger is rather naive.

-Robert Frederick Lauer
November 1988

DEDICATED TO MY PARENTS
WHO LET ME CHOOSE

DIGGER was first presented by the Brigham Young University

Department of Theatre and Cinematic Arts at the Nelke Experimental

Theatre on 2 December 1982. It was directed by John E. Clark, with
sets by R. Kent Sheranian, costumes provided by the BYU costume
shop, lighting by Sara V. Olds, and sound by Brent Wolfe and Somsik
Nonpoe. The cast was as follows:

isaac ~I_E .......................... J. Scott Bronson
EMMa HaLE .......................Paula Miller Eckern
ELIZABETH HALE ........................ Ruth Razanas

.JOSIAH STOWELL .....................Duane D. Reneau
ESSaU ................................Trent Bright
.JESSE .......................... Stanley J. Hainsworth

JOSE~’H SMrrH ........................Alan Ririe Stark

aV, aD STOWEU_ ......................Mark R. Gollaher

.IONa’~HaN "tHOMPSON ..................Richard F. Beach

The play takes place in the kitchen of the Hale Home in Harmony,
Pennsylvania, in the years 1825 and 1826.

ROBERT FREDERICK LAUER is a freelance writer, illustrator, actor,
and currendy the producing director of The Olde Theatre Company
of Portsmouth, Virginia. His most recent play, "The Beehive 5tare,"
deals with post-manifesto polygamy and is scheduled for production
by the Company in 1989. Copyright © 1982, 1988 by R.F. Lauer.
All rights smctly reserved, including reproduction of the script and
reading, recitation, and pedormance rights. Amateur and professional
performance rights available by" writing Olde Theatre Plays, 5408 Bing-
ham Drive, Portsmouth, Virginia 23703.

ACT I
SCENE 1

PLACE: Harmony, Pennsylvania
TIME: Autumn 1825
SCENE: The action of the play takes place inside the kitchen of the

Isaac Hale home and in the yard just outside. The kitchen is indicated
by a raised area upstage center. A table and chairs are in the center of
the room and a large stone fireplace is upstage center. A door frame to
the right leads into the rest of the house while a door frame to the left
opens out onto the back porch. Steps at the downstage end of the porch
lead into the back yard. To the right of these porch steps is an old water
pump.

AT RISE: isaac HALE, a great man of about sixty years, enters carry-
ing a hunting rifle and a string of dead quail. ISaaC is broad across the
shoulders and stocky of ~rth, with skin that is red and rough from the
sun and wind. He flings the quail across the table and rests his rifle against
the hearth. He walks to the pump to rinse the blood from his hands. He
works the pump vigorously but no water comes out. With a grunt he goes
back into the kitchen and spotting an apron hanff~ng on a peg by the door,
he wipes the quail blood from his hands onto it. Off left a hound is heard
barking. ~saac walks over to the pot cooking over the fire, pulls out a bone
with some meat on it with his hands, drips it across the floor to the porch.
He .flings it off stage left to his barking dog.

ISAAC: Now let that satisfy ya!
(EMMa ~aI_E enters from right just in time to see her father mess up
the kitchen floor. She is a striking young woman, dark complexioned,
she has abundant brown hair and piercing black eyes. isaac enters the
kitchen to find his daughter glaring at him.)

~saac: That bitch ain’t worth a thing since she dehvered her last litter.

(ISaaC wipes the meat drippings into the apron. EMMa grabs a rag and
wipes the floor, tossing the rag into the fire. She goes out to the pump
to rinse off her hands, but can get no water out of it.)
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EMMA (entering the kitchen): When are you going to put in a new

pump?
ISAAC: That one’s fine, you just have to put some muscle behind it.
EMMA: It’s dry as a stone. What we need is a new well closer to the

house. It’s hard on Mother having to go behind the barn whenever
she needs water.

ISAAC: I haven’t heard her complain.
(EMMA goes to wipe her hands in her apron but finds it mucky from
ISAAC’S hands. She throws him a perturbed look and wipes her hands
in his hunting jacket which he has removed and hung by the door. She
spies the quail on the table.)

EMMA: And what, pray tell, am I to do with these?
ISAAC: Cook ’era up for dinner, Daughter.
EMMA: You clean them and then I’ll cook them. Honestly! Mother and

I spend all morning cleaning this place, and then you come in
smelling like a dung heap and throwing dead animals about.

IsAAc: Need I remind you that this is my house?
EMMA: And need I remind you that that woman in the other room

is your wife and not your slave?
ELIZABETH (frOm Off stage right): Emma, has your father returned?
EMMA: Indeed he has!
ELIZABETH: Have you given him any stew? I’m sure he’s hungry.

(ELIZABETH HaLE enters. She is about fifty years old, descended from
upright New England Puritan stock. She is an excellent housekeeper,
a devout wife and mother, a good Christian and, last of all, a woman.)

ISAAC: No, she hasn’t offered me a bite. When I see how your daugh-
ter has turned out I sometimes wonder if you ever played me false.

ELIZABETH: Why, Isaac!
ISAAC: Ah, where’s your sense of humor?
ELIZABETH: [ don’t find such talk humorous. (She gives him a bowl of

stew.) Are these all the quail you shot?
ISAAC: I left a few on the front stoop of Widow Newbury’s house.
EMMA: Father, we’ll need those birds to feed the new boarders. These

few quail won’t feed us and those men.
ELIZABETH: Emma, the Widow Newbury has no one to hunt for her.

Where’s your sense of charity?
EMMA: My sense of charity ends where my common sense begins.

The Widow Newbury doesn’t need quail; she survives off her own
self pity. I certainly don’t know how we’re to feed those new
boarders tonight.

isAAc: Let me worry about where the food will come from. After all,
I am the man here and-

EMMA: -and this is your home. Yes, you never tire of telling us that!
ISAAC: After all, it’s the male of the species what does the important

work like providing food for his mate and offspring. It’s the law
of the forest. Bears do it, wild cats do it--

EMMa: I am neither a bear nor a wildcat, and I do not share your love
of roaming the woods and joining them in their pursuits.

IsAAc: I don’t see why not. You’re quite a wildcat today.
ELIZABETH: Emma’s always like that when she can’t teach.
ISAAC: Why isn’t she over at the school?
EMMA: Because it’s harvest time and no students came today. Their

parents obviously feel it’s more important for them to work the
fields like mules than learn to read or write.

IsAAc: There are a lot of fine men in these parts who can’t read or
write. Why aren’t you out tryin’ to get one of them to many instead
of hiding in that school house?

EMMA: I am not hiding.
EUZABETH: But, Emma, you are an attractive woman and you should-
EMMA: -Be out looking for a husband while I’m still in my prime?

ISAAC: Need I remind you that both of your younger sisters are mar-
fled? They’re happy, and you could be too if you’d only force
yourself.

ELIZABEnt: That’s true, Emma. And a married woman is a respectable
woman.

IsAAc: Find a good man and he’ll rid you of this hell fire that gets
you so stirred up inside. A husband and eight or nine children
tend to have a settling effect on most women.

EMMA: I’m content teaching school. Perhaps I’ll never marry.
ELIZABETH: Oh, Emma, don’t say that!
EMMA: Good Heavens, Mother, why shouldn’t I say it?
IsAAc: I don’t see how you’d survive if I were dead and gone and un-

able to hunt for you.
EMMa: Couldn’t I shoot a quail?
ISAAC (laughing): Even if you could, you’d still starve to death without

a man to clean it up for cooking.
EMMa: So I’m hopelessly dependent upon men, am I?
ISAAC: So it seems.
EMMA: Let me tell you, Sir, if I ever many it will not be out of neces-

sity. To date I haven’t met a single man to whom I am attracted.
All I’ve ever known are farmers, hunters, and trappers.., wolves
content to waste their lives running in packs, howling, at the moon
and breeding more of their own kind. No ambition! No gentility!
No refinemen!!

ISAAc (laughing): Just like Andrew Jackson!
EMMa: Laugh if you will, but I shall get along just fine one day without

you. I can clean these birds as well as any man. And to see who
is dependent upon whom, when I’m finished you can cook them!
(She takes the quail to a cutting board, grabs a kitchen axe and begins
hacking away.)

IsAAc: The man who goes after her will have to have the Good Lord
with him if he intends on holding on to her.
(JOSIAH STOWELL, a short bubbling man in his sixties, appears on the
porch and raps upon the door with his cane.)

ELIZABETH: Come right in, Josiah.
JOSIAH: Thank you, Lizzy. How are we today?
ELIZABETH: We’re doing just fine-

(EMMA hacks through a bird with a loud thud and looks at ISAAC.)
EMMA: Yes, Father is cooking supper tonight. Perhaps you’d like to

join us.
isAAc: Are the boarders here?
JOSIAH: They’re waiting outside.
ISAAC: Bring them on in.

(JOSIAH goes to the porch and calls off left.)
JOSIAH: Come right in, Boys.

(ESSAU and JESSE enter the kitchen, cautiously, so as not to dirty any-
thing. They are both in their twenties, dressed in dirty work clothes
and carrying all their belongings in bundles under their arms. They
are unshaven and unkempt.)

josIAt~: This is Essau ...
ESSAU: How’d do?
JOSIAH: And this is Jesse...
JESSE: Pleased to meet ’ya.
JOSIAH: And this is . . . (He hurries back to the door and calls off left.)

Joe, come on in!
(JOSE~’H SMITH enters from off left. He is nineteen years old, six feet tall
with blonde hair, penetrating blue eyes, a beguiling smile, and pale
white skin which somehow adds to rather than detracts from his appear-
ance. He stands straight and tall, moving in a princely manner despite
his ragged work clothes, poor speech, and generally poor appearance.)
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JOS~: And this is Joe Smith-
JOSEPH: Joseph.
JOSIAH: Of course! This is Joseph Smith. Boys, meet the Hales. This

is Isaac Hale, his wife Elizabeth, and that lady with the axe over
there is their daughter, Emma. They’ll be putting you up here while
you’re digging for me.

EM~: Digging? Father, while these men are here why don’t you hire
them to dig us that well we need?

EUZaBEm: Come, Emma. I’ll help you clean these birds while the men
talk.

EMMA: Mr. Stowell, could you spare these men a while so they can
dig a well here for us?

JOSIAH: That’s not the type of digging these boys do. Emma, you’ve
heard those rumors of Spanish gold or silver buried in these hills
since the sixteen hundreds? Some folks think it might be buried
on my land. Of course, I never paid much attention to that talk,
except when I needed money for land payments. Then those
rumors would come to haunt me like ghosts from limbo, and I
was certain that gold was buried just below the top soil. Well,
recently I dreams of a great golden treasure buried in the earth
just waiting for the right man to bring it forth, and in that dream
I somehow had part in it. I dreamt that dream three times, and
you know what dreamin’ the same dream three times means.

EM~: That you drank some bad liquor?
josua-~: It’s a sign-an omen!-that the contents of my dream must

surely come to pass. I’ra heading a digging on my land.
EM~: What does Mrs. Stowell have to say about this?
ISaac: Oh, she’s kicking up a cloud of dust over it, but it’s my land

and my money, so what can she do about it?
EMMA: But just how will you find this gold, Mr. Stowell?
JOSIAH: That’s where Joseph here come in. Last week while in

Palmyra, I mentioned my dreams to my cousin. He suggested that
I look up a boy he heard tell of who has the power to see the invis-
ible, interpret dreams, and find great treasures in the earth.

ESSAU: Our .Joe here is the boy!
josI,~: Of course, I don’t readily believe every such tale I hear-
EMMA: Not :readily...
JOSIAH: So I asked Joseph to demonstrate his powers. It was like pull-

ing teeth, but finally he took a small brown stone, dropped it in
his old white hat, held it over his face so as to keep out all light,
and began telling me what he saw. He said he saw my house and,
sure enough, he described it in detail. Then he described a oak
painted white around the trunk with a human hand painted over
that.

ISAAC: Sounds like Simpson’s place.
JOSIAH: Exactly! But Joseph’s never been there.
ISAAC: Then how do you explain your knowing all that, Son?
JOSEPH: I just told Mr. Stowell what I seen.

(ARAD STOWELL appears at the door with JONATHAN THOMPSON. ARAD

is a well dressed, proper .young man in his mid-twenties. THOMPSON
is a middle aged man. Both are upset.)

ARAD: Father! Are you here?
JOSIAH: No!
ARAD: What is this I hear about you digging for a silver mine?
THOMPSON: Josiah, as your foreman I think I deserve an explanation!
JOSIAH: At my age, I owe explanations to no one!

(ARAD looks JOSEPH, JESSE ~ ESSAU over.)
A~D: I suppose these are your... "men"?
JOSIAH: That’s correct, Son. This is Essau, Jesse-
ARAD: All right, which of you is the leader of this little crew?

JESSE: Who do you think you are, talkin’ to us like-
A~D: My father is old! I refuse to let him be taken advantage of by

the likes of you! (To ESSAU.) Are you in charge here? (ESSAU and
JESSE look at one another and step back behind JOSEPH. ARAD
approaches JOSEPH.) Are you behind all this?

JOSEPH (looking at his cowering companions): Looks like all this is
behind me.

joss’q: See here, Arad! Leave these gentlemen alone!
ARAD: "Gentlemen?" (To JOSEPH.) You’re the spokesman. Explain

yourself!
JOSEPH: Well...I...
"tHOMPSON (to JOSEPH): We’re worried about Josiah being taken by an

opportunist. Why, with Freemasons taking over everything these
days, you can’t trust strangers.

jos~: Fiddlesticks! An old man has a right to take a few chances.
If I’m taken for every damn cent I have, I won’t live and suffer but
so much longer!

JESSE: But we’re no frauds, Sir. Joe Junior can see the invisible . . .
ESSAU: Aye, and things hidden from mortal eyes!
JOSIAH: He’s an honest-to-God seer! I know that! Come, Joseph!

Demonstrate your gift for them.
JOSEPH: Here and now?

(JOSIAH pulls JOSEPH aside.)
jos~: I’m not an old fool being taken by you or anyone else, and

I shan’t have my children and neighbors thinking so.
JESSE: Go on! Show ’em up, Joe!
EMMa: Will he demonstrate his.., art for us, Mr. Stowell?
josI~a~: He most certainly will. Go ahead, Son. I have faith in you.
JOSEPH: Well... only if Mr. Hale doesn’t mind.
~sa~c: Go ahead.
al~t): Yes, do! I’ve always wanted to see how you rascals pull this

sort of thing off.
ESSAU: Then everybody be seated and make yerselves comfortable.

(ESSAU and JESSE usher everyone to a seat at the table. Then they push
JOSEPH to the head of the table ... as if they were actors preparing
to perform.)

JOSEPH: Well, I’ll need my stone.
(He takes a small brown stone out of his pocket.)

al~aI): So that’s a real peep stone! Hold it up so we can all see it.
tHOmPSOn: Why do you need an old rock?
JOSEI’H: To gaze into. The staring takes my focus from the physical

world around me, so that the visions come more clear.
(ESS,~U hands JOSEPH his old felt hat. The stone is dropped in it, and
JOSEPH then sticks his face inside the hat. A~D ~ves an irritated
chuckle.)

JOSEPH: I’ll need complete silence.
(As he continues to gaze silently into the stone, everyone unconsciously
leans toward him.., then they catch themselves, quickly sit up straight,
embarrassed that they were showing genuine interest in the demon-
stration.)

JOSEPH: Mr. Thompson, you don’t believe in my powers, you’re
against the digging because you was cheated once and you’re afear’d
Mr. Stowell will be cheated, too.

IsAAc: Who hasn’t been cheated?
mOMPSOrq: You needn’t look into a rock to know something like that.

(All laugh quietly.)
JOSEPH: Sixteen years ago.., lots of money was involved... I see

the man, bearded, no mustache.., wearing a black rimmed hat.
He was a Quaker or Mennonite.
(Suddenly THOMPSON’S eyes have opened wide in surprise.)
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THOMPSON: Ah... he was a Mennonite.
JOSEPH (without looking up): No ... a Quaker.
THOMPSON (caught): Yes... a Quaker.
JOSEPH: He was a’going to sell you some land.
THOMPSON: Yes, south of here by the Susquahanna.
JOSEPH: You trusted him.
THOMPSON: I had known him five years.
JOSEPH: So you paid him with the money you’d been saving.., he

gave you a deed.
THOMPSON: Yes! But when I went to confirm the transaction, I found

out he never even owned the land. He ran off with my money.
JOSEPH: He needed to pay his creditors.
THOMPSON: A warrant for his arrest was put out, but he was never

caught.
gv~a): You actually knew such a man?
josI~’-I: Of course, he did! Didn’t Joseph just say so.
THOMPSON: It all happened sixteen years ago just as he said.
JOSiaH: Now do you believe?
"tHOMPSON: Josiah, you told him this?
jos>,Ia: How could I? You never told me.
THOMPSON: I haven’t, have I? (To JOSEPH.) How did you know all of

this?
JOSEPH: I only spoke what I seen.
jost~a~: And that’s how we’ll find that Spanish mine. Joseph will look

in his stone, tell us what he sees and we will dig accordingly.
Av4m: Father, think of the time and money you’ll be wasting on this

magic child’s play.
EMMA: Mr. Stowell, listen to Arad. Certainly you cannot-
~sAAc: Daughter, stay out of it. It’s their business. Josiah, you’re old

enough to throw away your money on anything you like, and in
my opinion that’s what you’re doing with it.

josIva-~: Ye of little faith.
isaac: That I am. If your men board here, I’ll be expecting the amount

I quoted you at the end of each week. Now, if you’ll excuse me.
(He starts off right, but then turns to ELIZABETH.) Elizabeth, show
these men to their room. (He exits.)

ELIZABETH: Follow me, Boys.
(The diggers gather up their belongings and follow her off.)

jOSlaU (to AV, aD & "tHOMPSON): Don’t you worry. We’re going to be rich
men soon! (He cheerfully leaves the house.)

ARAD: Jonathan, are you certain that you never mentioned that inci-
dent to Father?

THOMPSON: I’m sure of it. I’ve always been embarrassed I was so gul-
lible at the time.

AV,,~D: How long have you known Father?
-tHOMPSON: About twelve years.
Atom: Think for moment: how could you possibly remember every-

thing you have or have not said to him in the course of all those
years? Isn’t it possible that you did mention it and he in turn men-
tioned it to this Smith fellow?

THOMPSON: I suppose you’re right, Arad.
aRaD: Of course, I am. Now go along with Father.

(THOMPSON turns to exit then stops.)
I"HOMPSON: But, Arad, what if I didn’t mention that incident to your

father? How did that boy know?
aaal): There’s an explanation! (I~OMVSON exits.) I can see right through

that Smith character!
EMMA: You’re a seer also?
a16m: You can find those fortune tellers in every tavern in the county.
EMMA: And you probably know, as no doubt you’ve been to every

one of them.
avem: Don’t be smug, Emma.
EMMA: Ah, where’s your sense of humor?
AV4m: This is serious! My father could be robbed blind by these

frauds. Listen, Emma, I want you to watch this Smith character
very carefully. Let me know what unfolds. I’m going to find out
more about him and show everyone the type of fraud he really is.

EMMA: And what kind of a fraud is he, Arad?
Atom: Just do as I asked, Emma-please!

(ARaD leaves the house. EMMa clears the table and notices that JOSEPH’S
stone has been left behind. After making sure that she is alone, she
picks it up and studies it. Then she holds it in her cupped hands, closes
her eyes, rolls back her head as if she is going into a trance. JOSEPH
enters but stops short when he sees what EMMA is doing. He almost
laughs but controls himself. EMMa opens her eyes and peers down into
the stone.)

JOSEPH: See anything?
(EMMa spins around in surprise.)

EMMA: Do you find it amusing, sneaking up on people unsuspected?
JOSEPH: I forgot my stone.
EMMa: And, of course, a seer can’t be without his stone.
JOSEPH: Neither can the. hunter’s daughter, I reckon.

(He holds out his hand. EMMa ~ves him the stone and he turns to exit.)
EMMa: I must say, you had everyone quite entranced with your httle

performance, Joe. Where in the world did a plow boy master such
theatrics? One would suppose you had been stomping about a
stage all of your life instead of corn fields. Your performance almost
had me convinced that you could see the invisible-almost!

JOSEPH: When do you stop performing, Miss Hale? I’ll admit you play
a very believable shrew, but a change of character sure would be
nice.

EMMa: How dare you!
JOSEPH: I’m sorry, but I’m also used to speaking my mind. If you’ll

excuse me, Em.
EMMA: How dare you address me in so familiar a fashion! To you I

am Miss Hale!
JOSEPH (suddenly smiling warmly, sincerely): Of course. And you can

call me Joseph. If you’ll excuse me, Miss Hale.
(He leaves the house, leaving an astonished EMMa. She returns to the
cutting board and beans hacking away angrily. Isa_~c enters.)

EMMa: Father, I refuse to be humiliated by that boy!
ISAAC: Humiliated by what boy?
EMMA: That Joe Smith just addressed me in a most familiar fashion!
~saac: How familiar?
EMMA: He called me EM! (ISAAC beans to laugh at her.) He looked me

straight in the eye and called me "Em" as if he had known me for
years; as if I too were accustomed to peeping in stones and dig-
ging up people’s field!! I suppose you’ll do nothing about it?

ISaaC: What should I do? Your name is Era, isn’t it?
EMMa: I want those men out of this house!
ISAAC: This is my house, and if I want to take in money diggers, I will.
EMMa: You would, wouldn’t you? Just to go against my wishes!
isaac: Daughter, your approval is not needed.
EMMa: Oh, I see. Well now, these birds are clean and ready for cook-

ing. (She.flings the quail into ISAAC’S arms and starts to exit.) Remem-
ber, Father, we’re depending on you. (She walks off defiantly.)

~saac: Daughter, you come back here at once! (He throws the birds
on the table, runs to the pump to rinse off his hands, but no water
will come out.) Emma Hale!

(Black Out)
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SCENE 2

SCENE: Same as before, one evening several weeks later.
AT RISE: EMMA is reading a letter aloud as aRAD listens. ELIZABETH

is busy cleaning the kitchen.

EMMA (reading): "... after the treasure’s been founded, it is best to
wait till seven nights after the new moon. On the seventh night
cut seven . . . "-I suppose the word is-"branches . . . of hazel.

Place them in the ground in a circle around where the treasure
is. Get a sword. Steel swords is best, but brass ones is even better.
Let a man walk round the circle, a-waving the sword first to the
left, then to the right, saying every fourth step ABRA... ABRA..."

ARAD (looking at the letter): ABRACADABRA.
EMMA: "... ABRACADABRA. This will scare off the Devil or any other

evil spirit that guards the treasure. My father has secured many
a treasure this way. My brother Alvin almost got a chest of old
Indian gold this way, but the Indian spirit what guarded that gold
was too tricky for him. I offer"- that’s O-F-U-R-"my services to
you. I can show you how it is done. Yours, Joseph Smith, Junior."

aRAD: That’s just one of such letters he has written to gullible, super-
stitious farmers around Palmyra.

EMMA: Do you think he actually believes in all this magic?
aRAD: Of course not. He’s a charlatan. Show this letter to your father

and he’ll have these men out of his house by morning. Maybe then
my father will come to his senses and send them all back to
Palmyra. Where is Joe now?

EMMA: Isn’t he at your place digging?
ELIZABETH: [ overheard him talking to the other two. He said some-

thing about the revivals the Methodists have been holding every
night this week.

,~RAD (with a laugh): Old Joe in church? (Leaving the house.) Keep the

letter, Emma, and show it to your father. I’ll get it from you later.
Good night, Mrs. Hale. (He exits.)

ELIZABETH: Good night, Arad.
EMMA: I’ll be very interested to see Father’s face when he reads this.
ELIZABETH: Oh, Emma, do show some respect for him. He knows

what he’s about.
EMMA: Are you really sure of that, Mother? (ELIZABETH starts to exit.)

Why are you so afraid to ever disagree with him?
EUZ~-rH: I know my place, Daughter. For your own well being I sug-

gest that you learn yours.
(ELIZABETH exits. EMMA, alone, looks over the letter, then places it in
her pocket and exits right. After several seconds JOSEPH enters from the
left looking very depressed and a bit angry. He sits on the porch steps.
Off stage left JESSE and ESSAU can be heard. They are drunk.)

JESSE (off stage): Did ya’ see that old lady?
ESSaO (offstage): "I believe! I believe!" (They burst onto the stage, laugh-

ing. ESS^O leaps onto the porch step above JOSEPH.) Lookee here, boys!
I’m that old preacher! "I say ye must repent ....Turn ye, turn ye
to the Lord!"
(,JESSE falls to his knees.)

JESSE: Oh, Brother, I repent! I am a sinner through and through!
ESSaO: Do ya’ confess?
JESSE: I confess and I believe!

(ESSau notices that JOSEPH has been trying to ignore them.)
ESSaU: And you, Joe Junior, do ya’ admit you’re on the road to Hell,

where the fire never dies-
JESSE: And where the worms eat away your flesh, and it grows back

so’n they can eat it away again? (JOSEPH tl, trrlS from them.) Hey, I
think he’s ignorin’ us, Essau!

ESSaU: Ah, Joe, don’t take it so serious! Why you have to go and get
religion? 0OSEPH throws him a peeved look.) Excuse me, Your
Holiness!

JESSE: Joe, you don’t want to join the Methodists anyway, not really.
My grandma’s a Presbyterian and she knows the Bible. She says
the Methodists ain’t right about anything.

ESSaU: Leave him be, Jesse. He’s been tight as a cork in a bottle ’cause
we ain’t dug up that treasure yet. Well, lookee up in that sky, Joe
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boy, and what do you see? The moon. A full moon! And tonight
that full moon’s gonna scare off those spirits and just draw that
there Spanish mine right out’a the ground. Now grab your shovel
and let’s get over to o1’ Josiah’s place. He’s waitin’ for us.
(He goes for his shovel that is propped up by the porch door. JOSEPH
turns to JESSE.)

JOSEPH: But I wanted to join that church, Jesse. I’ve been attending
them revivals and I like the Methodists. l’m ready to commit myself.
But that minister said, "No." He said I’d have to denounce my gifts
first. Now, how could I do such a thing?

JESSE: You know his type. Our kind ain’t good enough for them and
their churches. We ain’t educated and well mannered enough. For-
get it all, Joe.

JOSEPH: They only believe what they can see.
JESSE: That’s right. They’re blind.
JOSEPH: They’re the ones who are ignorant.., ignorant of things

spiritual. Don’t you reckon?
ESSAU: You don’t need ’em Joe Junior. You don’t need ’em ’cause you

can see. You got the gift of seeing.
JOSEPH: You really believe that, Essau?
ESSAU: What else is there to believe in? You’re as convincing as any

of those ministers.
JOSEPH: You think we’ll find that treasure tonight?
ESSAU: Sure, sure. Come on. Josiah’s waitin’ and tomorrow we get

paid.
JOSEPH: YOU two go on ahead. I’ll join you presently.

(ESSAU gives a shovel to JESSE and they start off left. ESSAU takes a bot-
tle from his back pocket and drinks from it.)

ESSAU: We’re gonna whup them evil spirits tonight and grab that gold!
(They are gone, leaving JOSEPH alone. He rises from the steps and then
kneels on the ground, looking up at the moon.)

JOSEPH: Open me... open me up, Lord. We ain’t finding that treas-
ure. My eyes are all stopped up. I can’t see in the earth .... Open
my eyes, Lord. Open them up and show me why I’ve been brought
here!
(He looks wide eyed at the moon. He stares at its light without blink-
ing. Inside the kitchen, EMMA has entered from off left carrying the let-
ter. She looks through the porch door and sees JOSEPH kneeling in the
moonlight. Clearing her throat, she steps on to the porch.)

EMMA: Joe, I want to talk to you. Arad Stowell was here earlier and
brought this letter...
00SEPH doesn’t respond to her voice but continues to listen to an
unheard voice. His eyes are open, filled with wonder, as if seeing some-
thing we cannot. EMMa stops short.)

EMMA: Joe... Joe, I’m speaking to you.
00SEPH doesn’t respond but keeps looking at the moon. His face has
become pale, it almost shines. A shiver runs down EMMa’S back. Slowly
she backs into the shadows, placing the letter in her dress pocket. Then
she hurries into the kitchen, unnerved by the experience. She takes
several books from a shelf and takes them to the table. She sits, opens
a book, tries to start reading, but can’t. She rises and goes to thefire-
place, looking into the flames. Meanwhile outside, JOSEPH nods his head
as if in agreement with something that’s been said.)

JOSEPH: Amen.
(He rises to his feet, feeling more at peace and confident. He enters
the kitchen. When EMMA sees him enter she is startled.)

JOSEPH: Evening.
EMMA: Good evening, Joe.
JOSEPH (seeing her books on the table): You reading? (He picks up the

open book and examines it.)

EMMA: I was about to. I have a lot of work to do tonight, for school.
JOSEPH (reading off title page): ... William Wordsworth...
EMMa: He’s an excellent poet now writing in England.
JOSEPH: You know him?
EMMA (amazed at his ignorance): Only through his poems.
JOSEPH: My father’s fond of poetry. There’s one poem he taught me

and the boys:
My name is Cap’n Kidd
And most wickedly I did,
The laws of God I did forbid
As I sailed,
As I sailed!

EMMA: That isn’t poetry.
JOSEPH: It rhymes, don’t it?
EMMA (correcting his grammar): "Doesn’t it." It’s very bad verse. A

prostitution of true poetry.
JOSEPH: I reckon my father didn’t know that. He was never one to

abide harlots, be they real or written.
EMMA: Obviously you haven’t read much. Now if you will excuse

me-
JOSEPH: No, Ma’m, my mother makes sure that my brotlhers, sisters,

and myself read every day.
EMMa: The Bible, no doubt.
JOSEPH: I’ve been through it twice.
EMMA: And so has every dirt poor farmer and miner in the state. Being

able to quote scripture hasn’t helped them.
(She opens a book to read. JOSEPH studies her.)

JOSEPH: I knew you was a teacher the first time I saw you.
EMMA (without looking up): Did you look in your peep stone?
JOSEPH: I didn’t have to. You have an intelligent way about you.
EMMA: If SO, you’re the first one around here to take notice.
JOSEPH: And... you’re not married.
EMMA: And of course, spinsterhood is a prerequisite for teaching! So

I work trying to teach children things they would never learn from
their parents, hoping that just maybe they’ll realize the.y don’t have
to settle for pushing a plow the rest of their lives! What are you
dedicated to, Joe? Digging for dream mines or simply deceiving
people?

JOSEPH: Neither.
EMMa: Neither? Well, you certainly have picked a fine profession.
JOSEPH: I never picked stone peeping and money digging as profes-

sions. All of this sort of happened by itself.
EMMa: And you had no say in the matter?
JOSEPH: I suppose as a child. But what boy doesn’t dream of such

things.
EMMA: What things?
JOSEPH: Buried treasure and magic charms. Among your students-

especially the boys-ain’t you heard talk of Cap’n Kidd and bury-
ing dead cats in graveyards to cure warts?

EMMA: I ain’t. It’s my job to show them that such things are supersti-
tion and discourage them from believing in such tales.

JOSEPH: You got the right idea. But the folks I growed up around-
EMMA (correcting): "The folk I grew up around . . ."
JOSEPH: -thej didn’t have your ideas. So when the other boys and

me--
EMMA: "Other boys and I..."
JOSEPH: When we made up stories of buried treasures and spread

rumors that the old woman in the hollow was a conjurer, the grown
folks encouraged us. They didn’t mean no harm, they was just back-
wards because they never had no one like you to educate them.
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EMMA: Then you admit that you’re a fraud?
JOSEPHI I’m no fraud, Ma’am. I can see things-wonderful, beautiful

things, and other things not so nice-right in here . . . in my mind,
my intellect.., with my spiritual eyes.

EMMA: Then there is no magic?
(JOSEPH searches her face before answering.)

JOSEPH: You want to believe there is, don’t you?
EMMA (taken aback): I’m sure it matters not to me.
JOSEPH: Miss Hale, I know there’s more to this world than what meets

the natural eye, and there’s a power greater than man’s.
EMMA: And you understand this "power"? Aren’t your visions ever

wrong?
JOSEPH: I make plenty of mistakes. I suppose those are just the inven-

tions of old Joseph Smith’s mind or deceptions from the Devil.
At times it’s hard to tell one from the other. But the true visions
come from God.

EMMA: God?
(She wants an explanation, but JOSEPH quickly changes the subject
when he .senses this.)

JOSEPH: When I was a boy tlhere was this fellow named Walters liv-
ing in Palmyra. Now, he knew how to draw a crowd! We boys
would watch him wide eyed while he told people’s fortunes and
did his magic. I remember once he claimed to have found some
old manuscript written in some ancient tongue only he could trans-
late. It turned out to be an old book he bought in New York what
was printed in Latin. We boys would play games, pretending to
tell fortunes like he did. At first we was just guessing, but then
folks began noticing that I always seemed to guess right. Soon it
weren’t a game no more-

EMMA: "any more..."
JOSEPH: . . . any more. Folks were listening to me and watching me.

Some said they didn’t believe a word I said, but if they didn’t, then
why’d they keep on listening? And I started noticing that whenever
I looked at them in a certain way, they’d get real uneasy. I reckon
it was then I realized I were different.

EMMA (correcting): "I was different .... "Well, Joe, merely considering
yourself different will not get you very far in this world. Do you
ever think about the future?

JOSEPH: All the time.
EMMA: And you’ll be content to spend your life digging for fool’s gold?
JOSEPH: Course not. I only took this job because my family needs the

money.
EMMA: You could elevate the station of both your family and your-

self with an education.
JOSEPH: I went to school., for a while.
EMMA: Then what are your plans when this escapade with Josiah

Stowell is over?
JOSE,’H: Go back to Palmyra and find work.
EMMA: Doing what? Digging?
JOSEPH: There’s farm work.
EMMA: Oh yes, pushing a plow! Now that’s quite an improvement

over digging!
JOSEPH: I’m an able body! I .got talents-
EMMA "I have talents-"
JOSEPH: I HAVE TALENTS!
EMMa.: Of course you do, Joe. And you like to use words such as

"ain’t"; "was" instead of "were"; "no" instead of "any"... Oh yes,
you’ll go far indeed!

JOSEPH: Well, if you’re so damned all knowing, you teach me!
EMMA: Don’t think for one moment that I couldn’t!

JOSEPH (suddenly cheerful): All right then! I accept the offer.
EMMA: What?
JOSEPH: I’ll be your new pupil!
EMMA: But it--
JOSEPH: Of course! You can teach me how to speak proper, how to

read that Wordsworth fellow and how to tell true poetry from
prostitution!

EMMAI But when?
JOSEPH: Evenings, early mornings ... we’ll find the time. (ELIZABETH

enters.) Mrs. Hale, your daughter has volunteered to teach me and
help me with my reading and writing!

ELIZABETH: Emma?
EMMA: Yes, I suppose I have.
JOSEPH: Mrs. Hale, your daughter is a very intelligent woman. I think

we’d all be better off if we’d listen to her more. Now, if you’ll excuse
me, I feel like washing up.
(He exits left whistling cheerfully. ELIZABETH looks at EMMA, concerned.)

EMMA: IS something the matter, Mother?
ELIZABETH: You’re going to teach him?
EMMA: I suppose so. Why shouldn’t I?
ELIZABETH: What about that letter that Arad showed you?
EMMA: I’ll simply teach Joseph how to write better ones in the future.
ELIZABETH: You haven’t mentioned this to your father?
EMMA: Of course not. What business is it of his?

(EMMa smiles at ELIZABETH, amused by what she sees on her mother’s
face.) Why, Mother, I do believe that you’re concerned.

ELIZABETH: Of course I am. You’re my daughter.
EMMA: You’re afraid.
ELIZABETH: What have I to be afraid of?.
EMMA: I don’t know.
ELIZABETH: Even though you are an attractive, unmarried woman and

the neighbors might talk about you teaching a younger, unmar-
ried man with his background and reputation.

EMMA: To the devil with the neighbors! Who don’t they talk about?
You’re always talking about Christian charity. Admit it, Mother,
you’re always at your most cheerful when some poor wretched
sinner comes to you begging for help. Now I shall have a chance
to see what it feels like to administer relief to one in need.

ELIZABETH: Just remember, Daughter, that he is a fraud.
EMMA: Yes, Mother, but he’s a genuine fraud.

0OSEPH enters carrying a towel. He crosses through the kitchen
whistling cheerfully, goes out to the pump and reaches for the handle.
EMMA goes to the door.)

EMMA: Joe, you’ll have to go to the well behind the barn. That pump’s
been dry as a bone for months.

JOSEPH: Really? I’ve been using it ever since the day I arrived.
(He pumps the handle several times and suddenly water beans to pour
out.) There! You see?
(EMMA is amazed. When ELIZABETH hears the water running, she hur-
tles to the door and is also amazed. She looks to EMMA, who returns
into the kitchen speechless, gathers her books and exits left. ELIZABETH
recovers and follows her. JOSEPH takes off his shirt and beans to wash
his face and neck. JOSLAH enters from left, carrying a bucket.)

JOStAH: Joseph, what’s taking you so long? We’re waiting over in my
field. And lookee here: I went over to the Brock’s farm this after-
noon where they were butchering sheep and got the blood of a
pure white lamb. I’ve heard tell such blood binds the evil spirits
that might be guarding the Spanish mine. (JOSEPH looks into the
bucket, then withdraws as if repelled and sticks his head under the
pump, wetting his head and scrubbing his face and hair.) What’s wrong,
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Joseph? Once you told me yourself that this might work. Now come
on. The moon is full and white.

JOSEPH: Mr. Stowell, we don’t need that blood.
JOSIAH: But once you said-
JOSEPH: I know, but now .... Well, I don’t think it’ll do any good in

this case.
JOSIAH: Why? Are these spirits too tricky?
JOSEPH: Yes, that’s it. We’re dealing with very tricky spirits.
JOSIAH: We’ll just have to work harder to break them.
JOSEPH: I don’t know if I’m that strong and wise.
JOSIAH: Of course you are. You have a gift.
JOSEPH (to himself, exasperated): My gift!
JOSIAH: Now come on. Essau and Jesse are waiting.

(Suddenly JOSEPH gets an idea. Taking his stone and cap from his back
pocket, he drops the stone in his cap and looks into it.)

JOSEPH: Mr. Stowell, wait!
JOSIAH: Yes?
JOSEPH: Mr. Stowell, a vision is coming.., yes, it’s coming.
JOSIAH: What do you see? The mine?
JOSEPH: No . . .

JOSIAH: Then what?
JOSEPH: I see a group of weary men coming home after a hard day.
jos~a-t: Do you recognize them?
JOSEPH: They’re all so old and bent over.., like they’ve been work-

ing very hard. Their clothes is just rags, and they have such long
faces-like they had a real hard life! (He gasps.)

josiAH: Who are they?
JOSEPH: Could it be me and the boys and Mr. Thompson?

~ THOMPSON: Could it?
JOSEPH: Yes, it could. It’s us, Mr. Stowell.
THOMPSON: Can you see me? What about me?
JOSEPH: I ain’t seeing you yet. Right now I see us going into a house.

Why, it’s your house, only it’s run down and deserted.
JOSIAH: My house?
JOSEPH: There’s no furnitur!! Seems you owed folks money, Mr.

Stowell, and when you couldn’t pay them, they came and took
everything.

JOSIAH: Why couldn’t I pay them?
JOSEPH: Because you spent all your money digging for gold, paying

diggers. Now we’re standing by your bed. Is that you?
JOSIAH: You see me?
JOSEPH: You don’t look like yourself. You look so weak and old and

your hair is long and white and unkempt. You’re weak, near
death-penniless!

JOSIAH: Oh no! What’s happening now?
JOSEPH: We tell you that we found no treasure. You start to cry. All

at once-Oh, no!
JOSIAH: What?
JOSEPH: It’s the spirit-that tricky spirit that guards the treasure. He’s

appearing over your bed. You shrink back from him. You gasp
for breath. He draws near your face. You’re calling to us to save
you, but we can’t see the Spirit! Only you can! "I’ve got you now,
Josiah Stowell!" he’s saying. "Now you’re mine forever." "Who are
you?" you cry. "Look at me well, Josiah!" the Spirit’s saying. "For
my name is Greed, Avarice!" His cold fingers are circling round
your throat. Your eyes open wide. Your breath is leaving you-
Oh, I can’t go on!
0OSEPH drops his hat and stone and sinks to the porch steps, shaking.
JOSIAH picks up the cap and stone and hands it back to JOSEPH.)

JOSIAH: Oh, Joseph! What am I to do? What?

JOSEPH: If this vision is true-and you know I do have a gift-I would
call off the digging at once. My mother has always been fond of
the Bible verse what reads, "The love of money is the root of all evil."

JOSIAH: But I’m not greedy, am I? (Suddenly JOSEPH beans trembling.)
What is it?

JOSEPH: I was just thinking of your face as that spirit grabbed your
throat. Maybe Arad and Emma Hale are right. Maybe it is hope-
less . . . digging for this Spanish mine when spirits such as that
one are guarding it.

JOSL~H: You’re right, my boy. I shall call off the digging at once! Oh,
Joseph how can I repay you for this?

JOSEPH: I did nothing. Really. I did nothing. This is your decision.
JOSIAH: And you think it’s a wise one?
JOSEPH: I do indeed, Sir.
JOSIAH: I do, too. But I feel I should do something in return for

your.., advice.
JOSEPH: Well, I am out of a job now, unless you’d let me stay on at

your place and help work your farm for you in exchange for my
room and board. I can do real farm work, Mr. Stowell-

JOSIAH: Not another word! Of course you can stay.
JOSEPH: NOW, I don’t want to interfere.
JOSIAH: I insist!
JOSEPH: Well, if you do insist. But what about Jesse and Essau?
JOSIAH: They’re digging for the mine right now over in my cow

pasture. I’ll tell them their services are no longer needed.
JOSEPH: But maybe I should talk to-
JOSIAH: No. I hired them. I should dismiss them.
JOSEPH (embracing JOSIAH): Thank you Mr. Stowell!
JOSIAH: For what?
JOSEPH: For believing in me.

(JOSEPH pulls away and looks at the moon.)
josI~-~: You’re welcome, Joseph.
JOSEPH: Miss Emma Hale said she’d help me with my reading and

writing.
JOSIAH: Emma is a good teacher, I hear.
JOSEPH: Maybe she believes in me, too.
JOSIAH: What?
JOSEPH: Oh, nothing.., nothing. (He looks off left.) Mr. Stowell, those

tricky, tricky spirits are flying away. You broke the spell and set
us free.

JOSIAH: I did? How?
JOSEPH: By your decision just now.
JOSIAH: I did it that easily?
JOSEPH: Uh-huh. Maybe they’ll leave us alone for good this time. (He

starts off left.)
JOSIAH: Are you going to say good-bye to Essau and Jesse?
JOSEPH: No. The moon is full, the sky is clear and all the stars are out.

It’s a night for running through open fields and dancing in the light.
JOSIAH: What?
JOSEPH: Now that those wicked spirits have fled, all the good spirits-

the spirits of the righteous-are rejoicing. Don’t you see them out
in those fields running and leaping for joy?

JOSIAH: No.
JOSEPH: They’re all here. Even an angel or two has joined them...

dancing in the moon’s light and kicking the dew off the grasses.
JOSIAH: I can’t see a thing.
JOSEPH: Oh, I can. And tonight I’m going to join them.

(He hurries off left into the night.)
JOSIAH: Good night, Joseph, my boy ....And thank you!

(Black Out)
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ACT II
SCENE 1

SCENE: The Hale home the next afternoon around dusk.
AT RISE: JESSe and esst~u are on the porch steps packing their belong-

ings into their small bundles, josePH enters from the left.

JESSE: Well, lookee who’s here! We was wonderin’ i~n you’d get back
in time to see us off.

JOSEPH: Mr. Stowell talked to you?
JESSE: Last night. He told us everything: How you looked in your lit-

tle stone and warned him of what would happen if he kept on
digging .... how he could repay you by taking you on to do chores
’round his farm.

JOSEPH: Fellows, I’m sorry ....I’m-
JESSe: How could you do it, Joe Boy, after all we’ve been through

together? Now you’re sittin’ pretty and we ain’t got no employment.
JOSEPH: I’m sorry Jesse. It’s just that I had this feeling-
ESSaU: You felt like shootin’ us in the back, did ya?
JOSEPH: It weren’t that at all! It’s just that it’s been near a month and

we ain’t found any Spanish silver mine, and we was just a waste
of time and money to Mr. Stowell.

ESS,~U: Since when have you given a tinker’s dam about whether or
not a body could afford us? Hell! That man’s got more money than
he knows what to do with. Why shouldn’t we get a little of it our-
selves if he’s willing to pay us?

JOSEPH: There are other ways to make a living. There are plenty of
jobs to be had. You’re able bodies.

ESSaU: Don’t go actin’ like you are so concerned about what happens
to us. I see what’s happenin’ here. You been talking to someone
like that Emma Hale.

JOSEPH: Don’t bring her into this!
ESS~,U: I seen you lookin’ at her since the day we arnved. Hey, Jess,

I think he got the idea he’s some kind of match for her.
JESSE: Come on, Joe. These folks here are too good for the likes of

us. They’re the type we used to laugh at and call names when we
was boys. Remember? And remember the looks they’d throw us,
the things they use to say about us and our folks bein’ so common?

JOSEPH: I remember.
JESSE: Then you can’t turn your back on us now!
JOSEPH: I’m not-
JESSE: Prove it! Come with us! We don’t have to go back to Palmyra.

We can go up to Canada. We can go anywhere we want-have
the road together! Think of it: a new town every few days, new
fnends, new women-no ties, no burdens-freedom!

JOSEPH: That’s not freedom! I’ve had that road before. First with my
father, then with you. I want to try something new . . . something
better. What’s wrong with trying to improve yourself?.

ESSAU: Nothing as long as you remember who you are and where you
started.

JOSEPH: Oh, I’ll remember, Essau. I’ll try to forget, but I’ll remember.
Fellows, don’t you see that’s why the Lord God put us here to begin
with? To become something better than what we are now?

ESS,~U: You think these fine, stiff-necked folks are gonna help you?
You think they’re gonna give you anything? They have what they
want and they’re gonna do anything they have to to keep it! That’s
the way this world has always been and always will be!

JOSEPH: No! Not forever, Essau. That world’s seeing its last days.
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There’s a storm~ coming. There’s a new Spirit’s that’s coming and
it will rip through this old world and shake it down! The high
and mighty are going to be made low, and folks like us- the poor,
the ignorant, the humble-the Lord will exalt us!

ESSAU: So that’s it! You’re gettin’ religion. Come on, Jesse! Let’s go! It
turns my stomach when he starts goin’ on like this.

JOSEPH: Listen to me, Essau-Jesse! There is a new day comin’!
ESSAU: What do you think you are? First you take our jobs from us,

then you start preachin’ at us! I’ve never understood that about
you. You drink with us-match us drink for drink-and then as
you stumble off to your bed drunk, you start talkin’ about God,
like a man haunted! To me that doesn’t measure out. Stay here!
I’m sick and tired of your moods! Just remember, Joe Smith, you’re
only a treasure digger with an old peep stone from a well. No matter
what you do or say or think, that’s all you’ll ever be.

JOSEPH: You want me to believe that, don’t you? Well, maybe I do.
Maybe that’s what haunts me... that this is all we’ll ever
be . . . that this is all my life will ever be! Leave me then! I don’t
care! I swear before God I’ll show you I’m worth more than this!

ESSAU: You selfish bastard!
(ARAD has entered from the left, unseen.)

JOSEPH: Maybe I’m finding out that it ain’t such a sin to be a little self-
ish. Look at my hands! If I keep on like this, they’ll look like an
old man’s by the time I’m twenty-fiv!! Is that what God intended?
I don’t think so! I’m shaking the dirt from under my nails! We’re
men! Not work horses! God didn’t create us only to live and die
such miserable creatures! I know he didn’t.

tu’~D: My Lord, Joe, you have been in church recently, haven’t you?
ESSAU: How long have you been standing there?
ARID: Long enough to hear Joe’s eloquent defense of himself.
ESSAU: Yeah, he’s a real talker.
,~D: I must say, Joe, that your little sermon was as moving and con-

vincing as your devotion to your friends.
ESSAU: He ain’t no friend of ours. You can have him.
AP,~D: No, I insist that you take him with you. He is not welcome in

my home-
JOSEPH: Your father’s home-
ta~D: My father is an old, superstitious man. I will not sit idly by

while you take advantage of him with your hocus-pocus.
JOSEPH: You underestimate him.
ARt~D: The only person I have underestimated of late is you. You’re

more persuasive than I originally thought, but I’ve been investigating
your character, your background, and now I know the real Joe
Smith quite well.

JOSEPH: You don’t know me!
,~,tD: Oh, but I do, and so do the good people of Palmyra. You talk

of powers, charms, spirits, treasures in the earth! You’ve peeped
and muttered and dug and you’ve never brought forth anything!
You’re famous for your gift of deception!

JOSEPH: Not deception-belief. But what would your kind know about
that? You already have everything you want. Why would you need
faith? You eat up this world, live off the fat of people like us!

~: And what about your kind? The ignorant, the superstitious, the
rabble-rousers! It’s you who live off their fat . . . like your father
before you. I hear that he also has a seer stone and a divining rod.
And what about your pious mother? She’s quite a religious fanatic,
I’m told. You see, I do know about you.

JOSEPH; DO you now?
~t~: I know of your reputation with the ladies. I know that you like

a good brawl almost as much as a pretty ankle.

JOSEPH: Wrestling is a good sport.
ARAD: A sport fit for a gentleman such as yourself. I have a reputa-

tion as quite a wrestler myself. Why not take me on-
JESSE: Joseph could pin you-
ESSAU: Let ’em alone, Jesse.
Atom: You lose, you leave with these two.
JESSE: You don’t know o1’ Joe.
ESSAU: or Joe don’t know Arad. Maybe he’s finally met: his match.
atom: You scared, Joe?
JOSEPH: Of you?

(ARAD takes off his jacket, rolls up his sleeves and takes a stance JOSEPH
looks at JESSE and ESSAU, then to ARAD. He takes off his shirt and takes
a stance. They be~n to wrestle. Both are strong and soon ARAD has
pinned JOSEPH to the ground. He presses his head to the dirt.)

JOSEPH: I give.
ta~o: Do you see any buried treasure, Joe? Can you hear any spirits?
JOSEPH (boiling inside): Not at the moment.
AR,tD: I can’t hear you.
JOSEPH: I give.
,~Rt~D: Come on, Joe. Use your powers! Tell me what you see and

hear!
JOSEPH: I see an old toad breeding in the fires in the earth, burning

hotter and redder. That’s right, Arad, push my face in the dirt so’n
I can hear what he’s saying. He has a message for you. He’s crawl-
ing closer and the words he speaks are these: "You’re down, Arad!"
(With a cry of anger, JOSEPH suddenly tosses ARAD off himself and pins
the man to the ground.) You’re down and I stay! Do you give? Do
you?
(ARAD struggles to get free but finally ~ves up.)

,~R~: I give.
(JOSEPH releases him and springs to his feet. He points a finger at ARAD.)

JOSEPH: You can’t keep me down, you Devil! Try it again! Come on!
(ARAD remains on the ground.) Just as I thought! You’d bettter stay
clear of me from now on-in God’s name, you’d better not try to
hold me back! Or else! (He points to ESSAU and JESSE.) And that goes
for you, too!

aR~D: Is that a threat? (To JESSE and ESSAU, who stare in disbelief at
JOSEPH.) You hear me! You’re both witnesses! He’s threatening us!
(ESSAU looks at ARAD in disgust and then to JOSEPH who is out of
breath.)

ESS^U (quietly): You can both go to Hell. Come on, Jesse.
(ESSAU exits left. JESSE looks sadly to JOSEPH,)

JOSEPH: Go on, Jesse. (JESSE starts to follow ESSAU, but stops and looks
back to JOSEPH one last time.) Go!
(JESSE exits. ARAD has risen from the ground and puts his jacket back
on.)

,~RM:~: You’re going with them, Joe. Maybe not today, but soon. I will
see to it myself that you go back to Palmyra very, very soon.
(ARAD exits left. Meanwhile EMMA has entered the kitchen from the right
just in time to hear the last few lines above. Finding himself alone,
JOSEPH brushes off his pants, grabs his shirt and enters the kitchen.
When EMMA sees him enter shirtless, she quickly turns away,
embarrassed.)

JOSEPH: I’m sorry-
(JOSEPH quickly puts on his shirt.)

EMMt~: Joe, what was happening out there? I heard shouting.
JOSEPH: Ah... Jesse and Essau are leaving.., for Pahnyra.
EMMa: Leaving? Old Josiah called off the digging?
JOSEPH: Last night.
EMMa: Why?
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(JOSEPH crosses the table and sits.)
JOSEPH: Can we study now? I have the time.
EMMA: You’re staying, then?
JOSEPH: Mr. Stowell offered to take me on doing farm work.
EMMA: What made him change his mind about the Spanish silver

mine? Why were your companions so angry with you?
JOSEPH: Because I persuaded Mr. Stowell to stop the digging.
EMMA: You?
JOSEPH: Isn’t that what you wanted?
EMMA: You did it because of me?

0OSEPH is tense-wants to change the subject.)
JOSEPH: Help me with my reading now?

(EMMA takes a book from the fireplace mantel and sits next to JOSEPH.
She opens the book and shows him a page.)

EMMA: Now this book is very simple. I use it with my younger stu-
dents, but if you can read it, I’ll have some idea of your abilities.
(JOSEPH takes the book and looks at the page. EMMA watches him, but
her stare: makes him more nervous. He opens his mouth to read-then
stops.) Go on.

JOSEPH: I’m sorry. I can’t. (He puts down the book.)
EMMA: Joe, what’s happened? What’s wrong?
JOSEPH: Nothing’s wrong! Why does there always have to be some-

thing wrong?
EMMA: I was only concerned about you!
JOSEPH: I’m sorry .... I’m sorry. I’m a failure.

(He turns from her, take,,: out his stone, drops it in his cap and looks
into it.)

EMMA: I wish you would tell me why you’re so upset. There’s no need
to hide in that cap. I won’t disappear, Joe. (He doesn’t answer.) Well,
:if you insist on acting foolish, go on looking into that stone and
:making up visions.

JOS~:.PH: I don’t make up my visions!
EMMA: Of course, you do. Anyone could come up with the things you

do.
JOSEPH: Here then. You look and tell me what you see.
EMMA: I won’t.
JOSEPH: Because you know you can’t?

(.Reluctantly EMMA takes the hat. Then she gets an idea. Looking into
the stone she describes what she "sees.")

EMMA: I see a boy dressed in a shirt that’s too big and britches that
need to be sewn, wading barefoot in a creek looking for lucky
stones. He should be hoeing in the fields, but he hates the corn.
It grows too high and green. He can’t see over or around it. But
in his stone he sees far. He sees treasures, pirate ships, armies,
kingdoms.., all the thi:ngs he’s never known. Now he lies in the
shade where no one can see him and...

JOSEPH: Go on.
EMMA: He starts to cry. (She looks up at JOSEPH.) He feels such a part

of the things he sees in his stone, and he doesn’t understand why
he’s only a poor plow boy. He feels no one understands him.

JOSEPH: He has his visions.
EMMA: Dreams make poor friends.
JOSEPH: But they make wonderful playmates. Look in the stone again.

What is the boy doing now?
EMMA: I don’t need to look. The boy still cries.
JOSEPH: Only when he’s alone. Here, let me look now. I still need my

stone. (He takes the hat and looks into it.)
EMMA: He’s alone now, isn’t he?
JOSEPH (ignoring her, looking in the hat): What do I see? Yes, a vision

is coming...

EMMA: YOU don’t need that stone, Joe.
JOSEPH: I see fire and wind ...
EMMA: Joe, look at me.
JOSEPH: Now it starts to rain...
EMMA: Look at me please, Joseph!

(She tears the hat from him. Their eyes meet.)
JOSEPH: You called me Joseph.
EMMA: Isn’t that your name?
JOSEPH: Everyone else calls me Joe. Everyone but old Josiah . . . and

now you? (EMMA stares at him puzzled.) Why do you look at me
like that?

EMMA: l’ve never known a man to act the way you do.
JOSEPH: I’m sorry about the argument with Jesse and Essau and Arad.

I’m afraid I have a violent temper.
EMMA: It wasn’t your temper. It was the way you said "God."
JOSEPH (uneasy): Can we go back to the books now? Please stop look-

ing at me like that.
EMMA: What is it about you?
JOSEPH: Maybe Arad is right. Maybe I am a fraud.
EMMA: You don’t believe that. And maybe I don’t either.
JOSEPH: Well, everyone else does. Jesse and Essau probably think I’m

a scoundrel, and they’ve known me for years.
EMMA: You’re no scoundrel.., at least, not intentionally.

(She smiles at him, but he remains somber.)
JOSEPh: You don’t know my mind, my heart. If you did . ..
EMMA: I wish we could talk. I wish you could tell me... Last night

I saw you kneeling in the moonlight out there. I called your name
several times, but you kept stanng straight ahead as if you were
watching someone or listening to someone.

JOSEPH (with difficulty): Sometimes at night just before I drift off to
sleep, I hear voices-Oh, I sound like a mad man!

EMMA: No! Go on. You hear voices at night...
JOSEPH: And in the day.., sometimes. When the sun is high, they

call me from the fields. It’s something I’m supposed to do . . . to
be. I keep digging but I don’t find no treasure. I get scared some-
times because the years pass and I’m still Ol’ Joe Junior, scratch-
ing in the dirt looking for fool’s gold. Sometimes while lying in
bed at night, I get scared that morning won’t come . . . that it will
all end with the night and I’ll lose the chance.

EMMA: The chance at what?
JOSEPH: The chance to make a difference in the world, to find what

it is I’m meant to find. Don’t you feel there’s a purpose in your
having being born? As a child I always suspected there was a rea-
son I was born, but it wasn’t till I got much older that I know ....
I’m confusing you. I should be quiet.

EMMA: You don’t want to confide in me?
JOSEPH: You won’t believe me. You’d call me a liar.
EMMA: Just tell the truth.
JOSEPH: Emma . . . (He hesitates. Then blurts it out.) I’ve seen kingdoms

and angels... God!
EMMA: In your peep stone?
JOSEPH: With these eyes. I heard a voice calling me by name and it

was his.
EMMA: When?
JOSEPH: Two, three years ago there was lots of revivals around Palmyra

and everyone was getting religion. My mother, brothers and sis-
ters had joined the Presbyterians and they was always telling me
and my father that we should, too. The ~reachers would get up
in meeting and pound their Bibles, yelling about hell fire and dam-
nation and how we was all sinners. I saw people I knew all my
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life confess Jesus. They’d stand up and cry as they made all their
sins public. Some would babble on so you couldn’t understand
them. Others would dance around, jerk their bodies or roll on the
ground-all because of the Spirit. Part of me wanted to feel what
they was feeling. Part of me just laughed at them for making such
fools of themselves. People called me bad. They said it was the
Devil what made me laugh at the things of God, and that the Lord
would punish me. But no matter what they said, I just wasn’t afraid.

Sometimes, though, I feel things and think of things I shouldn’t
talk about in your company. Sometimes I felt like I was boiling
inside, and I felt so dirty and frustrated. I started thinking maybe
folks were right. Maybe I was bad like folks said. But when it came
to getting good I didn’t know who to listen to. I just couldn’t get
up at camp meetings and tell everyone everything I ever thought
or did.

Then one day I ran out in the wilderness near our home and
cried out to God-to anyone-to hear me and show me the way.
I reckon I got so excited the blood ran to my head, because I felt
dizzy and fell to the ground. I couldn’t speak. Everything got dark-
like all my sins was closing in on me. I swear I could feel the Devil
breathing down my neck. Then I saw it-a light coming towards
me, and in it I saw him-The Lord Jesus himself. I knew him at
once. He smiled and he called me ’Joseph." He was nothing like
the preachers described. He wasn’t judging me or calling me a sin-
ner. He just loved me. He said all my sins were forgiven me, and
that’s when I started realizing all of those preachers were blind.
They preach to hear themselves make noise. They close their doors
to those they don’t understand. They don’t know him! But I saw
him. And I knew that if I just prepared myself, he’d show me the
truth about everything and one day I could help him save the world.
Then the vision opened up and I saw angels and kingdoms and
worlds filled with lights and loud noises; things I can’t explain even
now. Suddenly it was all gone. I opened my eyes and found myself
lying on the ground looking up into the sun through the tree tops.
(There is a long pause. EMMa takes a deep breathe, unsure of what
to say.) From then on I knew there was more to me than what
everyone else was seeing. I knew my life had a purpose.

EMMa: But why would God choose you, of all people?
JOSEPH: I don’t know. To show he can make something out of a

nothing.
EMMa: What did you do after your.., experience?
JOSEPH: My family was still poor, so I kept on digging and gazing into

my peep stone; I wasn’t hurting nobody and we needed the money.
But from then on I felt different about doing those things because
I knew I should be acting.., holier?

EMMA: Did you tell anyone about this?
JOSEPH: They’d never believe me. You don’t believe me, do you?
EMMA: I didn’t say that.
JOSEPH: I shouldn’t have told you.
EMMA: NO, I’m flattered that you did. (Pause.) How tall is Jesus?
JOSEPH: Average height. He’s a man, only he’s perfect and he shines

like the sun. It happened, Emma. It really did. If you can’t believe
me, then forget about it all. I’ll not mention it again. But you mustn’t
tell anyone. It has to be our secret.., for now.

EMMA: YOU have nothing to fear from me.
JOSEPH: Then you believe me?

(EMMA searches his face-his eyes-before answering.)
EMMA: I believe that you believe it. I’ve never been sure about reli-

gious things. I can only recall once that I’ve ever prayed out loud.
My Uncle Nathan is a Methodist preacher. Mother’s very proud

of him. Father thinks he’s an ass. He thinks all of Mother’s rela-
tives are asses. Once Father told Uncle Nathan he wasn’t sure there
was a God. I was onlSz six or so at the time, and that really scared
me. I knew if God was anything like Uncle Nathan and Mother
made him out to be, he would be very angry at Father. Soon after
that, I accompanied Father to the woods to shoot squirrel. I went
off to a clearing alone, knelt down and prayed to Jesus, begging
him to love Father despite his unbelief, to forgive him and help
him see the truth. I prayed so intently, and when I finished I opened
my eyes and . . . well, I didn’t see any lights or angels-just trees.
I could never decide if God was simply busy with more impor-
tant things that day, or if maybe Father was right. I’ve never been
sure.

JOSEPH (after a pause): You’re such a goqd person. You’re one of the
Elect.

EMMa (laughing): Me? Why? Because I prayed for my father once?
You’re the only one to whom I’ve ever told that. Don’t misunder-
stand me. I’m not religious.

JOSEPH: But you see things as they are. You’re not afraid to speak your
mind. You’re an Elect Lady in God’s sight.

EMMA: Did God tell you that?
JOSEPH: He didn’t have to.

(Pause.)
EMMA: You must give up money digging.
JOSEPH: The Lord wants me to. I know that.
EMMa: He speaks to you now?
JOSEPH: I’m not sure if it’s him or not. I could stay on at the Stowells’

or I could go back to Palmyra tonight.
EMMa: No!-I mean.., maybe it’s God’s will that you stay in Har-

mony a while longer.
JOSEPH: Wherever I am, I must improve myself so I can do his work.
EMMA: I could help you with your reading and writing.
JOSEPH: You could help me be better, couldn’t you? (They make eye

contact. Pause.) Yes, maybe it is his will that I stay here.., just
a while longer.

EMMa: We can go through this book, and I’ll find others ... if you
wish.

JOSEPH: I wish.
(They stare into each other’s eyes. JOSEPH steps toward EMMA and teen
slowly leans forward to kiss her. Quickly her hand goes to his mouth
to stop him.)

EMMa: No, Joseph.
(Gently he kisses her.fingers.)

JOSEPH: Emma, kiss me.
EMMa (trying to resist): Why on earth would I do that?
JOSEPH: Because.
EMMa: Because it’s God’s will?
JOSEPH (smiling warmly): No. Because it’s yours.

(EMMA opens her mouth to say something sharp in reply, but then real-
izes that he is right. There is a split second of resistance. Then the two
come together in a passionate kiss.)

(Black Out)
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SCENE 2

SCENE: The Hale Home several weeks later.
AT RISE: ISAAC enters just in time to see EHZABETH struggling with a

large iron, trying to hook it up over the fire. IsAAc runs to help her.

ISAAC: Where is that daughter of yours? You shouldn’t be lifting this
by yourself.

EHZABETH: 1 suppose she’s where she is every day this time.
IsAAc: Over at the school with that damned money digger.
EHZABETH: Now let us be [air. Joe has given up money digging-
ISAAC: Only because he couldn’t find any Spanish silver mine for old

Josiah.
EHZABETH: Perhaps we should give him time to prove himself.
ISAAC: Ah! Prove himself with our daughter! Woman, are you blind?

I was young like him once, and good looking too, if you’ll remem-
ber. I know what young men want . . . especially low bred young
men!

EHZABETH: Emma says that she only teaches him-
ISAAC: Open your eyes, Elizabeth!
EHZABETH: I see quite well, Isaac. You know, Emma did suggest that

you not take the boy in as a border in the beginning.
ISAAC: She ordered me not to take him in. Ah, but she doesn’t give

orders anymore.
EHZABETH: No. The two of you get along now quite nicely.
IsAAc: And it’s driving me mad! She never disagrees with me, never

raises her voice. She’s become . . . well, like you.
ELIZABETH: I’m sorry you feel that’s such a sad change of character.
IsAAc: I’m not saying that. It’s just not Emma.
EHZABETH: Maybe if you had listened to her in the beginning-
IsAAc: What! And let her think she runs this house? (Suddenly EMMA

whirls into the kitchen. She is dressed in a new dress, bonnet, and cloak.
Her wit is still there but it has lost its sarcastic biting edge, and has
taken on the air of good natured teasing.) It’s about time you were
home!

EMMA: I’m no later than I was yesterday.
ISAAC: Or the day before that or the day before that! Don’t you think

that dress shows a bit of your throat?
EMMA: I certainly hope so. That’s why I removed the collar.
ISAAC: Another inch and your collar bone will be showing!
EMMA: It’s the fashion.
IsAAc: Since when have you cared about fashion?
EMMA: Just because I’m an old maid school teacher doesn’t mean I

have to dress like one.
ISAAC: Those children you teach don’t care about your neck!
EHZABETH: Emma, remember modesty.
EMMA (laughing them off): Come now, I don’t wish to argue.
ISAAC: Why not? What’s the matter with you lately? What do you and

this Smith fellow do all the time?
EMMA: IS that what’s bothering you? Well, be at peace, Father.

Remember how upset I was when he first arrived-how suspicious
I was of him? You laughed that all off, and you were right-

IsAAc: But!
EMMA: NO, you really were. Joseph is uneducated, but he’s neverthe-

less a very kind and good looking young man.
~sAAc: The fruit looked good to Eve, but it proved to be her downfall.
EMMA: Funny, I was thinking of that the other day.
ISAAC: What?
EMMA: Poor old Eve gets blamed for all the misery in the world. If

she hadn’t eaten that fruit and fallen, we’d never know any mis-

ery, it’s true, but we would never know any happiness, either. Life
would be so dull. I think it took a lot of courage for the lady to
bite into that fruit.

ISAAc: And did you come to this conclusion all by yourself?.
EMMA: A friend enlightened me.
ISAAc: Yeah! I think I know which friend!
EMMA (laughing): Don’t be such an old man!

(She takes off her cloak and starts off right.)
ISAAc: Have you been with him-Smith-all afternoon again?
EMMA: As a matter of fact, I haven’t. He never showed at the

schoolhouse.
ISAAc: Then where have you been?
EMMA: I was walking in the woods all afternoon . . . over where you

used to shoot squirrel.
ISAAC: Why there?
EMMA: I wanted time alone to think, and I haven’t walked that way

in years.
(EMMA exits. ISAAC turns to ELIZABETH looking very worried.)

ISAAC: I don’t like that boy! Who’d have thought when I took him
in that he’d take on Emma?

EHZABETH: Maybe Emma is taking on him.
ISAAC: Why him of all people? I thought your daughter had a good

head on her shoulders. (Pause.) Elizabeth, should I have taken in
those boys as boarders?

EHZABETH: Isaac, this is your house-
ISAAC: I know that, but should I have done that? What did you think?
EHZABETH: I’d agree with whatever you think is best.
ISAAC: For God’s sake, Woman, talk to me! Were you opposed to

Smith and those others staying here?
EHZABETH: I was suspicious of them ... I suppose ...
IsAAc: And you said nothing?
EHZABETH: Would it have mattered?
ISAAC: Do you think I can see everything by myself?.
EHZABETH: Isaac, I try to stay in my place. I’m your wife-
ISAAC: And that’s all you are!

(ELIZABETH turns away huH, holding back her tears. ISAAC, reali~ng
what he has done, tries to mend things, clumsily.)

ISAAc: Elizabeth... I’m sorry. Damn it, I was wrong to blame you.
EHZABETH (staying in her place): You needn’t apologize to me. I was

in the wrong for holding my peace.
ISAAC (under his breath): Oh, Elizabeth . . .

(She resumes her work. ARAD appears at the door.)
AP, AD: Good day, Isaac Hale.
ISAAC (unenthusiastically): Oh ... Arad ... Come in.
AP, AD: IS Joe here?
IsAAc: No! He lives at your house now!
ARAD: You’re in good spirits this afternoon. (He takes a letter from his

pocket and hands it to ISAAc.) Here. Maybe this will cheer you up.
ISAAC: What is it?
Ap, aD: Just read.
EMMA (entering): Good day, Arad. Do you like my dress? Is it too

immodest?
A~a3: It’s very pretty.
EMMA: Father thinks it too revealing, that it shows too much of my

neck. Do you like my neck?
ai~D: Your neck is very pretty also.
EMMA: Everything seems to please you today. What’s wrong?
ISAAC (looking up from the letter): You’re pressing charges?
A~D: Not just me, but my entire family.
EMMA: What are you talking about?
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ARAD: Joe Smith. The family is pressing charges. We’re sick and tired
of his glass looking shenanigans. I have the summons right here
for him to appear before one Justice Neely of Bainbridge, New York,
for an examination.

EMMA: On what charges?
ARaD: Disorderly conduct and fraud.
EMMA: Joseph is no fraud!
,~a~D: Oh, Emma, you are so smitten by his charms that you too are

blind to what he’s doing.
EMMA: What has he done?
ARaD: He’s disturbing the peace-our peace! Since Father took him

in, he comes and goes like one of the family. Father takes his every
word on everything without question. Surely he’s disturbed your
household, Isaac?

Isaac: What do you mean?
AP,,~: Come, Isaac, everyone knows that Emma’s interest in Joe goes

beyond teaching him his ABC’s. And frankly, not a few people in
the community are surprised that you sit back and allow your
daughter to be courted by someone of Joe’s class.

EMMA: My father could do nothing to stop me from seeing Joseph one
way or the other!

Isaac: Oh no?
EMMA: No!
ARAB: People are certainly hoping that you will make your opposi-

tion to this courtship public.
ISAAC: Are they? Well, they can go to Hell! It’s none of their business!
ELIZABETH: Oh, dear.., what are they saying, Arad?
isaac: Elizabeth, we don’t need Arad to spread gossip! You’d better

leave now, Arad. (To EMMA.) And you’d better start explaining
some things to me!

ARAB: Very well, I’m off. But before I go, I want that letter, Emma.
EMMA: What letter?
ARAB: The letter from Joe that I left here with you. I’m going to sub-

mit it at the examination as evidence.
EMMA: I don’t have it any longer.
ARAB: I don’t believe you.
ISaaC: Are you calling my daughter a liar?

(JOSIAH appears at the porch door holding a letter.)
JOSIAH: Isaac, is that son of mine here?
Isacic: Not for long!
josIAh (entering, indicating the letter): Arad, what is this!
ARAD: A summons for you to testify at an examination of Joe Smith.
JOSIAH: Tell me you’re not responsible for this!
aKaD: Not only me, but mother, cousin Peter-the entire family. We

can’t sit back while you are taken advantage of by this boy. You
are an old man-

JOSta~H: Arad, I am growing very weary of you constantly referring to
my age as if it had anything to do with anything!

ARaD: Any justice in the state could see that you’ve been swindled!
josmt: I haven’t been swindled! I am in my right mind and I will not

allow anyone-family or not-to twist facts around and use them
against an innocent man!

aKaD: Joe is no innocent!
EMMA: He is!
ELIZABETH: Emma, please let the men talk!
isaac: Elizabeth, keep out of this!

0OSEPH appears at the door. AKaD is the first to see him.)
aKaD: Why hello, Joe.
IsKac: What do you want, Boy?
JOSEPH: I’ve come to see Emma, Sir, if you don’t mind.

xs,~c: Maybe I do mind! What have you been doing with my daugh-
ter to make all the neighbors talk about her? She’s acting strange
and has her mother womed sick!

ELIZABETH: Isaac!
EMMA: Father, he’s come to see to me.

(ARAD steps forward and gives JOSEPH the summons.)
ARaD: Here, Joe, I have a little something I’d like to give you

personally.
0OSEPH reads the summons and becomes white with fear.)

JOSEPH: Wha-what’s this?
ARaD: I forgot about your reading abilities. Would you like to have

your teacher read it to you?
JOSIAH: Don’t worry, Joseph. I know you’re not a fraud. I’ll tell that

justice all about your gifts and the things you’ve done for me-
JOSEPH: No-
JOSiaH: No?
JOSEPH: You mustn’t.
JOSIAH: But I have to. I’ve been summoned, too.
EMMA: Joseph, what’s wrong?
ARAD: Yes, tell us all what’s the matter. Are you afraid ttlat all your

believers will testify of your miracles? What will you do? Call them
liars and lose them, or admit you’re a fraud and lose them? Surely
even someone as ignorant as yourself w.ouldn’t insist under legal
examination that he actually can work magic.

EMMA: Let me go with you. I can testify that you’ve reformed . . . that
you’re studying now, learning to read and write-

JOSEPH: No, Emma, you can’t.
EMMA: Why not?
aRaD: See, Joe, I have won. You are leaving just as I predicted. Does

that make a prophet of me also?
JOSIAH: Oh, Arad! Come on, Joseph, I’ll see you off.
EMMA: I’m coming, too.
ISaaC: NO, you’re not, young lady! You will stay fight here! (To JOSEPH.)

And you will get out of my house! If I ever catch you near my
daughter again, I’ll fill your tail full of lead! I’ll not have her reputa-
tion ruined for your sake!

EMMA: Father!
ISaaC: Now get, before I set the hounds on you!
EMMA: (furious with ISaaC): Wait, Joseph! (She runs to him and kisses

him on the mouth. ISAAC’S jaw drops. ELIZABETH lets out a gasp and
sinks into a chair.) You’re not a fraud, Joseph. I know it!
(JOSEPH looks at her but is so surprised he can’t talk. Finally he sim-
ply nods at her and leaves. JOSIAH hurries off after him. EMMA runs to
the door and calls after them.)

EMMA: You’re not a fraud! You’re not! You’re not!
(ISaaC turns on ARAD.)

ISaaC: What I promised to him I’ll deliver to you if you ever breathe
a word of this to anyone! (A~D exits quickly, isaac and EUZABETH
look at EMMA in shock.) Now I want you to tell me the truth! What’s
been going on between you and that boy? (EMMA doesn’t answer
but exits right.) I’m still talking to you, Daughter! Have you
been.., familiar with him? Come back here!
(EMMA enters carrying the letter written by JOSEPH.)

ELIZABETH: Emma what is that?
ISaaC: Is that the letter Arad was looking for?

(EMMA tears the letter into pieces and throws it into the fireplace where
it burns.) You lied! You said you didn’t have it!

EMMA: I don’t-now.
(EMMA looks defiantly at her shocked parents.)

(Black Out)
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ACT III
Scene i

SCENE: The Hale Home one afternoon several months later.
AT RISE: EMMA is sweeping the kitchen. She has reverted back to her

old self-an attractive woman disguised as an old maid. She looks depressed
as she sweeps the dust out onto the porch. Setting the broom aside, she
comes down the steps and pumps the handle of the water pump, but noth-
ing comes out. She sinks to her knees next to the pump, miserable. Her
eyes fill with tears, when all at once from off left-)

JOSIAH: Emma! (EMMA quickly dries her eyes and rises. JOSIAH enters from
left.) Are you all right?

EMMA: Yes. This old pump has run dry again. Father has driven over
to the Whittakers to fetch Mother. Mr. Whittaker has the mumps
and Mother was helping care for him.

jos~q: I didn’t come to see them. I came to see you. How are things?
EMMA: Fine, just fine. The school and my students keep me busy. I

help Mother clean up the house after Father. Things could be

more .... fine. (Pause.) Come in for some coffee.
(She goes inside and tahes the hettle from the fire, pours coffee into
a cup and sets it on the table as JOSIAH enters. He sits and sips from
the cup. ~MMA sits and there is an uneasy silence. Finally-)

EMMA: Mr. Stowell, I feel like sach a fool.
josIAH: Why?
~MMA: You know. Joseph. I don’t know what came over me, but for

a short time I thought ....Oh, I was such a fool!
JOStaH: You’re no fool.
EMMA: He was found guilty at the examination. He was to go on to

trial for fraud.
JOSIAH: Yes, but the justice told him that if he’d leave the area and

not show his face there again, the matter would be overlooked.
EMMA: So he left...
JOSIAH: Yes.
EMMA: Why did he do it? Why did he insist that he had powers-

that he could see things in his stone?
josIAh: Because he can. Emma, I never stopped believing that. The

boy can look in a stone and see things others cannot. He looks
at those hills out yonder and he sees things in them we can’t begin
to envision.

EMMA: Has he ever told you about... God?
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JOSIAH: God? Hmmm. There is something different about him, some-
thing he knows. I suppose it could be God. Emma, stop worrying
about looking foolish. Think back on how you felt when you were
with him.

EMMA: He did make me feel useful . . . part of something bigger than
all this.

JOSiaH: Think about those feelings instead.
EMMa: But can’t feelings be wrong?
JOSIAH: Would you like to feel better?
EMMA: Yes.
JOSIAH: Then let me give you a surprise. That’s why I came here in

the first place. Now close your eyes. (EMMA reluctantly closes her
eyes. JOSIAH runs to the door and motions to someone off left. JOSEPH
enters and comes into the kitchen. He stands in front Of EMMA.) This
isn’t the type of surprise your father would appreciate. That’s why
I waited until I thought you’d be here alone.

EMMa: What in the world is it?
JOStaH: Open your eyes and see!

(She does.)
JOSEPH: Hello, Miss Hale!
EMMa: Joseph!

(She runs into his arms. They embrace. JOSIAH quietly exits, ~ggling
gleefully to himself at the reunion.)

JOSEPH: If I knew I’d get a reception like this I would have come back
sooner. (Suddenly EMMA breaks away and turns from him.) What is
it, Emma?

EMMa: Why did you come back?
JOSEPH: Didn’t you know I would?
EMMa: No! Why would I? You wouldn’t take me with you when you

left. I could have testified before the justice in your favor, but instead
you try to convince him that you have some sort of magical gift.
You should have known he’d never believe that! So he tells you
to leave the county and not to return or else, and you run away
like a scared squirrel. Where have you been all these months?

JOSEPH: I had to be alone, Emma. I had to think about my life and
what I’m to do with it. I’ve been working on myself, Emma. My
grammar isn’t much better, but I’ve improved. It doesn’t bother me
any more when people talk me down. I can turn a deaf ear to it.
I even feel sorry for them. I think about the type of people I’ve
known all my life-Jess, Essau, my family, Mr. Stowell-I want to
give them something.., something to believe in that will last. A
man can look in a hunk of rock and they’ll believe whatever he
says. If he tells them to dig here and they’ll find gold, they’ll break
their backs digging. Somehow there must be a way to get people
to believe in more than buried treasure.

EMMA: What has gotten into you?
JOSEPH: It’s the Spirit of the Lord, Emma. He’s showing me the way

I should go. The directions are coming clear now. Soon my life
is really going to begin. But not alone. I need you. Come back to
Palmyra with me.

EMMA: GO back with you?
JOSEPH: Marry me!
EMMa: What? Just get up and walk out that door with you?
JOSEPH: Emma Hale, look me in the eye and tell me you haven’t been

hungry to leave this place.
(She tries but cannot.)

EM~,~: What of my parents? In their eyes you’ll always be nothing
but a poor money digger.

JOSEPH: I’ve given that up forever.
EMMa: Have you? Really?

JOSEPH: Yes! The Lord commanded me to.
EMMA: And is the Lord the only one you ever listen to?
JOSEPH: I’ve listened to you. Emma, look me in the eye. (She does.)

You don’t believe I’ve changed, do you?
EMMA: Can you blame me for doubting.
JOSEPH: YOU believed in me once. Maybe for just an instant, but you

did believe. I felt it and it changed everything for me. I may have
looked in my peep stone and seen something that wasn’t true, but
I know I am right about this. You can’t deny what you felt then.
And you must know I love you.

EMMA: I’m sure that you think you do.
JOSEPH: I know I do. And you loved me once. (He looks her in the eye.)

You love me now.
(She turns from him.)

EMMA: I remember I once told my father that I was not a rabbit or
a quail to be hunted, and that I would never allow myself to be
caught.

JOSEPH: Is that how you would feel with me? Caught?
EMMA: I feel hunted.
JOSEPH: By me?
EMMa: No. Not just by you.
JOSEPH: And if I leave you here, will you still feel hunted?
EMMa: For a while. But maybe the feeling would eventually go away.
JOSEPH: It won’t. Not ever.
EMMa: How do you know?
JOSEPH: Because I’ve been hunted, too. Hunted or... haunted. All my

life. It never goes away until you let yourself get caught. You can’t
hide here any longer. This kitchen, this house, the school-they
can’t hold you any more. You have to leave. Come away! You want
tO.

EMMa: I’m not an idealist, Joseph. I don’t believe this world will ever
change; not without a lot of pain and suffering, and I don’t want
that. I can only see the present.

JOSEPH: You’re an Elect Lady.
EMMa: Don’t say that!
JOSEPH: It’s true.
EMMA: No!
JOSEPH: You’re Elect of God.
EMMA: I don’t want to be!
JOSEPH: He’s the one hunting for you.
EMMA: Tell him to stop!
JOSEPH: I can’t. You have so much to give this world.
EMMA: No! Who are you talking about? I don’t know what I believe

in! You’ve had your magic, your peep stone, your dreams of buried
treasure and now some vision of your destiny. I have nothing!

JOSEPH: YOU have me.

EMMA: Go away, Joseph!
JOSEPH (walhing up to her): Do you mean that?
EMMA: Yes? Please leave me! . . . Leave me. Go now! Just go, go-

(She passionately hisses him. They embrace.) I love you . . . and it
scares me.

JOSEPH: Don’t be afraid.
(EMMa and JOSEPH rest in one another’s embrace. They are unaware
that ISAAC and ELIZABETH have entered from left and are coming into
the kitchen. When ISAAC enters through the door, the sound of his step
makes EMMa and JOSEPH turn. ISAAC’S eyes flash when he sees JOSEPH,
ELIZABETH lets out a gasp.)

isaac: You!
(isaac runs for his rifle over the fireplace. JOSEPH starts out the door.)

EMMa (grabbing onto the rifle): No! Stop it!
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ISAAC (to JOSEPH): What are you doing here? Didn’t I tell you what I’d
do to you if you came around her again?

JOSEPH: Yes, Sir, but-
EMMA: Father, put down :he rifl!!
ISAAC: She’s miserable because of you! How long have you been here

alone ~vith her?
EMMA: Just: a few minutes! Mr. Stowell brought him over!
tsAAc: I’ll kill that old fool!
EMMA: Father, put down that damned rifl!!
ISAAC (to ELIZABETH): Listen to how your daughter curses her father!
EMMA: I’m sorry, Father, but Joseph has something to talk to you

about.
JOSEPH: Emma?...
EMMA: Go on, Joseph. Tell them what you want. Ask them.

(JOSEPH looks at the rift,: ISAAC holds and swallows.)
~saac: What’s happening here? (He catches on.) Oh, I think I under-

stand now. (Sitting wit;h his rifle across his thighs, his finger on the
trigger.) All right, Boy, talk! Just be sure you pick your words real
carefully.

JOSEPH (starting nervously): Sir, I know that you don’t look too kindly
upon my past profession. Since that examination before the justice
you’ve probably heard a lot of stories being spread around, but
they’re not true, Sir. During these past few months I’ve done a lot
of thinking about the past .... and a lot of... praying about the
future. (ISAAC smirks at this.) I have, Sir. I realize now how foolish
it was for me to get involved with the money digging company.

ISaaC: Isn’t it wonderful ti~at you realize all this now.
JOSEPH: Nothing I say or do can change the past.
EMMA: Joseph has given up money digging forever!
ELIZABETH (hushing her): Emma...
JOSEPH: I know my reformation has come late-maybe too late to con-

vince you that this tin-re I am serious. I’ll admit that deep down
inside I doubted that there was a Spanish silver mine here. But
Mr. Stowell offered good money, my folks weren’t doing too
well .... and I felt I should come here. It wasn’t until after I walked
into this house that I found out what the reason was. It was your
daughter.

~saac: What?
ELIZABETH: What?
JOSEPH: Sir, I’ve done a lot of thinking about her. I love Emma and

I want her for my wife.
ISaaC: You what?

(ISAAC points the rifle a,~. JOSEPH but EMMA pulls it from him.)
EMMA: NO, Father!
~saac: You love her, you say? Hell! What do you know about love?

You think it’s talking fimcy about visions and dreams? It’s work,
Boy! Hard work! It’s blisters on your hands and aching in your
back from swinging an axe or a hoe! Do you love my daughter
enough to soil your precious hands? Do you love her enough to
throw away your pretty little visions and work like a man?

EMMA: Father, I love him!
ELIZABETH: Emma, don’t say that!
EMMA: Why not? I do love him. I’m sure I do.
JOSEPH: Sir, I’ve prayed about it, and I feel it’s God’s will that we be

together.
ISaaC: God my foot! What does God have to do with any of this?
JOSEPH: He has to do witln everything, Sir.
~s,~c: Don’t you dare preach at me, Boy! So... you’ve taken up with

the Almighty now, have you? I still say, No! You think I’d let my
gift marry a lollygag who squints at rocks?

JOSEPH: I’ve repented!
ISAAC: So now you’re a religious lollygag! I don’t give a damn about

your repentance! I still say no!
JOSEPH: Mr. Hale, Sir, you’re going against the will of the Lord.
~sAAc: And do I have the pleasure of gazing upon the Lord himself?.
JOSEPH: No. He has only called me to be his servant.
ISAAC: I don’t care if you’re all the prophets this side of Adam!
EMMA: Father, would you listen to what I have to say.
ELIZABETH: Ssshh, Emma. Let them talk this out.
EMMA: But it’s me-my life-they’re "talking out"!
~saac: Do you love this scatterbrain, Daughter?
JOSEPH: Tell them the truth, Emma.
EMMA: I think-I think I do . ..
ELIZABETH: Oh, Emma!
EMMA: No! I know that I do!

(Pause. Then ISAAC turns on JOSEPH with new Jury.)
~SAAC: If you don’t stop filling my daughter’s head with your lies and

your promises, I’ll kill you! I’d rather follow her to her grave than
see her married to the likes of you!

JOSEPH (finally breaking): The likes of me? What do you or anyone
else know about the likes of me? I’ll admit I’m ignorant-that right
now I haven’t much to offer to your daughter or anyone else-but
does that make me worthless? I do have value! God has taken notice
of me! He has! He’s chosen me to do his work-maybe because
I was only a treasure digger; because I believed somewhere in this
dull world there was buried something golden just waiting for
someone to wake up and claim it; because I wasn’t afraid to look
above and below things for something better, even if it was only
a dream in a hunk of rock! I’m nothing but a treasure digger, and
once one, always one! But I have something to tell you, Sir: believe
it or not, so is your daughter. When it comes to wanting some-
thing more of’life, something others just won’t look for because
they’re too busy pushing their plows, cooking meals, or hunting
in their woods, we’re both of the same blood!

~sAAc: Watch what you say about my own flesh.
JOSEPH: Emma is of age, Sir-
ISAAc: But you’re not!
JOSEPH: We don’t need your permission.
~saac: Get out of my house!
JOSEPH: I’ll go. But first I must have Emma’s answer.
IsAAc: Get out~
EMMA: Go on, Joseph. I’1l meet you later at the school.

0OSEPH turns to go, but stops when he places his hand in his pocket
and withdraws the stone.)

JOSEPH: I don’t know why I still carry this with me.
(He places it on the table and exits. ISAAC turns to EMMA.)

~SAAC: The school, heh?
EMMA: Yes, the school!
~sAAc: I tell you, Daughter, not to lay eyes on him again!
EMMA: My eyes are my own, Sir!
EUZABETn (unable to remain silent any longer): BE STILL THE BOTH

OF YOU! 0sAAc and EMMA fall silent-stunned by ELIZABETH’S out-
burst.) There are some things a woman cannot discuss with a
man-even her father. Isaac, please let me speak with Emma-alone.

ISAAc: It’s a waste of time!
ELIZABETH: But she is my daughter. 0SAAC ~ves a grunt and exits right.

ELIZABETH turns to EMMA.) Now Emma-
EMMA: Mother, even you can’t change my mind.
EUZABE’rH: I know. You think you’re in love with him.
EMMA: I know I am.
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ELIZABETH: You know you are.
EMMA: Father can do nothing about it. He must accept the fact that

I have a mind and a will of my own.
ELIZABETH: You’ll have to bear with him, Daughter. We both know

that your Father sees little more than what he wants to see. I, on
the other hand, see plenty. I saw your feelings toward Joe change
only days after he arrived.

EMMA: Oh, Mother, how could you? I didn’t realize how I felt until
much later.

ELIZABETH: Do you think I’m stupid, Emma.
EMMA: Of course not. You put words in my mouth.
ELIZABETHZ I thought perhaps you might, seeing as I don’t speak back

to your Father as you do, because I don’t . . . defend myself. But
just because I don’t discuss certain things doesn’t mean I’m ignorant
of them. I was once young like yourself.

EMMA: That was ages ago.
ELIZABETH: Men and women and things remain the same throughout

the "ages." Emma, you are a very.., very passionate young
woman. I’ve watched you grow from a child into a woman in fear
and in silence, hoping that if I never voiced my fears nothing would
come of them.

EMMA: What does this have to do with Joseph and me?
ELIZABETH: I know there is nothing more exciting to a passionate

woman than a prophet. When I was a girl many ministers passed
through, and while I listened to them rant on about the glories
of heaven and the agonies of hell, my heart would come to my
throat. I swear I would have left my family, home, everything to
follow after them if they had only asked. Being a foolish young
girl, it never occurred to me that what I was feeling might have
more to do with some magnificent preacher’s masculinity than with
the Spirit of God. What is it that is so seductive about sainthood?
Why do we women respond so recklessly, so passionately to
spirituality in a man?

EMMA (at a loss for words): Mother... I ...
ELIZABETH: You’re embarrassed, Daughter?
EMMA: I’ve never heard you speak this way before.
ELIZABETH: And so you assumed that I never thought of such things.

If you only knew what passes through my head at times. Between
the sweeping and the meals and the bed sheets we think of many
things we’d never dare speak of, don’t we? Not only are Joseph’s
ideas appealing, but above all, he is powerfully male. No woman,
young or old, could remain entirely unresponsive. Tell me you
haven’t noticed that? (EMM~ is silent.) It seems your Father was
right. You truly are my daughter.

EMMA: Mother, you don’t know Joseph as I do. When he talks to me
all I can do is sit very still and listen to his every word, despite
his grammar. He paints pictures of things I never imagined, and
through it all I see his eyes-changing constantly with his every
thought. They see and they understand. And there’s something
in his smile . . . right here in the comer of his mouth that puzzles
me, that intrigues me, that scares me. I don’t think I could ever
go back to living life as I did until I find out what it is in his smile.

ELIZABETH: Dear, try to see him as your Father sees him, as Arad
Stowell sees him, as Emma Hale once saw him.

EMMA: But once Emma Hale didn’t know him. (The revelation comes.)
Mother, I must marry him. I must find out what it is behind him.

EUZABETH: I’m afraid for you, Daughter. Afraid you’ll be disappointed,
afraid it won’t be worth the price you’ll have to pay for the privilege
of bedding down with your prophet.
(ISAAC has heard the last few lines while lingering outside the room.

Now he bursts in.)
ISAAC: I tell you, all she wants to do is take on God! She’s too good

for her own family! She’s tired of our way of life! It isn’t exciting
enough for her taste!

EMMA: I’m sorry, but it’s not! There has to be more to this world-
more to life than this kitchen and the school house.

~sAAc: You’ll never see any of it with that lazy boy!
EMMA: I think I will.
IsAAc: I tell you, he’ll make you cry. You’ll live and die miserable!
EMMA: Father, I’m miserable now!
~sAAc: Only because you choose to be! I could be unhappy, too, if

I let myself! You think I don’t long to get away from this ,every
now and then? But I know I can’t! Life isn’t that way!

EMMA: Why can’t it be that way? A while back I would have laughed
at anyone who would seriously ask such a question. Once it would
have seemed so simple, so idiotic. But now... I will marry Joseph.

~sAAc: And as long as you are my daughter living in my house I say
that you will not see that dreamer again!

EMMA: Why won’t you see things the way I see them? I’m sure about
this! Do you know what I did the other day. I went to the woods,
knelt down and prayed-

~sAAc: -that Jesus would still love your father? That He would for-
give him and help him see things right?
(Their eyes meet and they must pause. For a moment EMMA is now
six years old, kneeling in the woods praying for her father. She now
realizes that she is being watched. ISAAC is moved that his child would
pray for his salvation. Then it is the present once again. EMMA comes
close to ISAAC, takes his face in her hands and quickly ~ves him a gen-
tle kiss.)

EMMA: Father, I love you. I’m sorry that I haven’t always acted as
though I do. I’m sorry for not being a good little daughter . . . for
not staying in my place . . . really I am. I’ll always love you. But
I’m not yours any longer.
(ISAAC tries to speak, but being overcome with emotion, his voice
cracks.)

~sAAc: I don’t want to hear you say that ever.., ever again.
(EM~v~ turns from him. She sees the peep stone on the table. Gently
picking it up and looking at it, she smiles to herself and places it in
her pocket. ISAAC and ELIZABETH watch silently, knowing what is about
to happen, but wishing they did not. EMMA goes to the door, turns and
looks at them one last time, and then exits. She is gone. ISAAC is struck
dumb for a moment. Then he runs to the door.)

ISAAC (desperately): Emma! I still have things to tell you! I still have
things to say! You are my daughter! You’ll always be mine! Do
you hear me? You’ll always be mine! (ELIZABETH walks over and
gently touches him.) She’ll be back.

ELIZABETH (quietly but with conviction): No, Isaac.
IsAAc: She will! I know my daughter. She’ll see him for what he is

and she’ll be back.
ELIZABETH: I’m sorry, Isaac, but she’s gone. This time I am right.

(IsAAc breaks. He crumbles, hitting the "dry" pump. Clear water sud-
denly bursts from the spout. ELIZABETH kneels beside him, wets her
hand and wipes the brow of the crying man.)

CURTAIN
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S U N S T 0 N E

EULOGY
(AT THE BURIAL OF BROTHER JOSEPH)

We are gathered here today,
With shovels in eager hands,
To bury Brother Joseph

Who, beginning at age eleven, felt
fire in the stones,

God in the woods,
History in the hills.

He’d shut out the world
By covering face with cap,
And in the darkness he saw magic,

Or was it his own potential he saw?
Or was it ours?

Or was it simply God?
Whatever it was he saw

He injected it into long forgotten rituals,
In the sacrifice of a lamb at harvest,

In treasure hunts in Spring,
In the clasping hands of fellowship.

He dug deep into the soil in search of
Money,

Or was it history books?
Or was it God?

Whatever it was, he found it
And he passed it on-or at least, tried to

In parables and folklore,
In satire and jokings,

As was his way.
But we, who had been tossed and thrown

From one doubt to another,
From this church to that,

Failed to see the joke,
Or did we see the joke, but not the humor?
Or did we simply miss "That of God" in it all?

We took the joke too seriously,
The parable as fact,

The ritual as God Himself.

And poor Brother Joseph...
We insisted of him our perfection

(something he never had)
And forced him to prove

That which can only be felt,
Until finally he leaped from a window

With four balls in his back
And die’d according to the Will of God,

Or was it his will?
Or was it our own?

NO! Let us stop such questioning,
And get on with the burial!

If Brother Joseph was backed into a comer,
It was his own fault!

But no! Wait!
Why have this funeral so fine

For a man so faulty?
Quick! Fetch the shears and the paint!

Shave his face and chest!
And with red, paint youth into his cheeks.
Polish the porcelain and replace
The chipped tooth in his smile!

Quick! Hide the wives, and erase his children!
("Who shall declare his generation?")

Now bury our freshly painted,
Properly spiced and scented prophet
Beneath the archives’ floo!!

With your shovels, pile on your books and sermons!
Pile them high, Brethren!
Lest the stink of the corrupting body rise up

Intensified by all the contradictions.
Bury the oppositions!
Bury them everyone! OR
Is it life we bury?

Is it man himself?.
Or is it simply God?
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STRANGERS AND FRIENDS

STICKS AND STONES

A MONOLOGUE ON CONVERSATION

By David Knowlton

HOW CAN WE ever really understand
someone else? While no person may be an
island, the bands of communication linking
any two individuals often seem as tenuous as
a flayed rope bridge in a hurricane. We may
not like it, but life is filled with difference, ten-
sion, disagreement, and conflict. Solidarity and
unity seem at best illusory, a sort of painful
mirage, even though without them there could
be no "society." If they were that common and
easily attained, there would be little sense to
Jesus’ challenging admonition "be ye therefore
one."

DA kiD KNOWLTON is an assistant pro[es-
sot of anthropology at Washington Univer-
sity in St. Louis.

When, however briefly, we achieve that
oneness with another person, it feels abso-
lutely sublime. For a moment we live the mys-
teries of utopia. This could never happen were
it not for our inherent separation, our eternal
banishment to individual existence. But there
always remains the dialectical promise that we
can transcend our separation and achieve
celestial unity while still remaining
individuals. This promise in many ways
expresses the essence of the gospel.

Recently, I called a friend long distance in
an attempt to recreate the oneness that had
danced in our conversations. In his mechan-
ically resurrected voice I felt our egos evanesce
as we shared our experiences and thoughts
with one another. I hope that is what eternal

life brings. But a jarring note reconstituted our
differences. I was telling him about a friend
I had recently made who is gay. I was describ-
ing the thrill of learning, of coming to com-
prehend empathetically other ways of
approaching life. With coldness my friend
responded, "Yeah, it teaches you how impor-
tant and tree your own values are."

Is that how we evaluate communication
with other people whose ways of life are
different from our own? Is its importance
merely didactic? If we take my friend’s state-
ment seriously, then our values become a kind
of shield, protecting us from the world while
others’ moral ideas and ways of being are
perhaps incoming stones, spears, or swords,
threatening our life. When they bounce off our
shield, they merely demonstrate to us how
well crafted and effective our values are.

But how then can we ever really commu-
nicate? How can we experience the mystery
of oneness, since communication implies that
we open up, drop our guard enough to ena-
ble mutual penetration? Of course this is
somewhat dangerous, because it involves
granting plausibility to values that contradict
our own enough so that they become intel-
ligible and meaningful. In this act, our own
way of living invites a challenge because it
becomes merely another very human way of
living, rather than something essential and
divine. It opens the possibility that other’s
values, like the stones and darts of bellicose
imagery, may indeed shatter our smug, self-
righteous security, forcing us to rethink what
once seemed self-evident.

Furthermore, are dueling, conquest, and
war appropriate metaphors for understand-
ing human interaction? Is every conversation
a competition over the imposition of a "cor-
rect" world view? There are, of course, other
ways of understanding interpersonal relations.

Anthropology sends its students to all
parts of the earth from which they are to
return with a firm grasp of the often strange
and radically different ways of life. In the
process, the anthropologist must drop his or
her barriers to grasp the values and reasons
for other peoples’ apparently strange actions.
At first it is difficult, but it soon becomes
enjoyable as you attempt to see things through
new eyes.

When you travel to live with strangers and
attempt to develop some sort of positive
understanding of their values, you often feel
a horror, a terror, in the face of these people
who live in ways radically different from your
own. You feel a cosmic sense of danger.
Napoleon Chagnon, in an extreme example,
writes of arriving at Yanomamo village near
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the Brazilian-Venezuelan border. He was
greeted by a hostile group of "naked" men,
long bows drawn, clubs ready, while ropes
of green mucous flowed from their nose.

The Yanomamo are famous for their struc-
tured system of intervillage violence. Like the
head hunters of the Philippines, the cannibals
of Paraguay, or the mafias of the United States,
the central values of their societies-in their
positive focus on violence and killing-
contradict directly our very sense of human-
ness and our understanding of how people
should behave one to another. But Chagnon’s
task was to understand, in essence, to com-
municate. He not only had to lower his own
resistance, he had to get them to put down
their weapons.

I did not have to face the Yanomamo. I
worked among a people I already knew-I
thought-from having been a missionary in
their country, Bolivia. The longer I lived with
them the more I realized how little I really
understood. I had preached, not learned. As
missionaries we were taught not to listen. We
were told that when people tried to teach us,
we should try to change ti~e subject back to
the discussions or bear our testimony of the
truthfulness of our way and, if they would not
listen, leave. Under these instructions how
could we ever come to really know the peo-
ple with whom we lived so intensely for
almost two years? We walked around
cocooned, not: just in our sadly obvious knit
suits, white shirts, and ties;, but in the invin-
cible armor of the gospel. We never sat still
long enough for challenging contact with the
world around us.

Few of us had any understanding of how
mysterious we were to the Bolivians, how
almost incomprehensible Cloaked in our
naive and puerile smugness, always
uniformed and always in pairs, we were
simultaneously attractive and offensive. They
called us "huevos"-eggs (or really testicles)-
with all the potent danger, arousal, and stu-
pidity, as well as hermetic inscrutability inher-
ent in that image. Looking back, I see that
what I thought as sharing the "simple" mes-
sage of the gospel was filled with problems,
misunderstandings, and miscommunication.

For me, though, my missionary experience
led. me to seriously misjudge something abso-
lutely central to Bolivian life-the almost fren-
zied drinking during rituals. It seemed
negative and destructive, part of any expla-
nation for why the countg~ was "underdeve-
loped." I never grasped, until I went back as
an anthropologist to learn from them, that
alcohol is sacred. Drunkenness in some ways
(although ambivalently so, considering their

cosmology) is like our "being uplifted by the
spirit." Furthennore, drinking stands for the
essential reciprocity between fellows that cre-
ates society and that makes the natural
universe work. iDrunkenness also enables and
expresses the fundamental ambivalence and
duality that marks their cosmology and values.
During fiestas, when people are drunk, anger
often flares and people are killed-life and
death, reciprocal sharing and reciprocal
killing-as part of the time honored process
by which their view has the world function
in "one eternal round." No matter how hard
I try, my Mormonness stands as a barrier to
full participation-we have found means of
compromise that must continually be
renegotiated. I am coming to appreciate more
the logic, the beauty, and the validity of their
established way of life. If nothing else, I have
learned how hollow and self-serving my
former judgments were. They lacked even the
simplest comprehension of Bolivian life.

For the anthropologist, returning home
from intense periods of field work becomes
hard, because one is not the same any more.
No longer do Chagnon’s "naked" men seem
so hostile, so gross. Instead one’s native way
appears exotic, strange, and even uncomfort-
able. The same principles apply in intense
conversation as well as in anthropological
fieldwork. If one has really opened oneself to
the different values the other person espouses,
then implicitly the focused light of strange-
ness turns inward, illuminating for examina-
tion what had always hidden in the dusk of
one’s foundations.

Once when i returned from a year of field
work in Bolivia. an exciting year of being far
from the Church, a year of struggling to com-
prehend other people’s spirituality, a year in
which the violence and instability of Bolivia
became fascinating and addictive, the loom-
ing lights of Miami filled me with fear. Like
a missionary coming home, I was thrilled to
see those I loved; but their way of living, their
tacit accommodations to the culture around
them, seemed stretched and questionable. I
wondered how I could continue loving them
when their way of file was so incoherently
weird. How could we talk in the neighborly,
unassuming chit chat of before when now I
found that what had previously been my way
of confronting the universe was strange,
threatening, and absurd? How could we
reestablish those ties when every encounter
forced us to jump hurdles of differences, when
by all appearances none should exist?

On my final flight to Salt Lake I was sur-
rounded by Mormons. The nasal, rhythmi-
cally parsed, Great Basin accent tantalized me

with images of home, while inside I retained
the consonant-filled, stony accent of Bolivia.
Next to me a demure woman sat cuddling her
little baby. We began conversing about the
child and how it adapted to flying. The
woman seemed very friendly. She asked me
where I had been. When I told her Bolivia,
she said, "Oh, I bet you are so glad to be back
in America." I had never left America, I went
south, but it is still America. Her tone of con-
descension and unquestioned superiority
toward places I loved and people I cared
about made me want to tell her how really
strange the United States is and how it "mis-
treats" its neighbors. Instead I laughed and
inside felt sad about how nationalisms alienate
us from one another.

Thinking I was not Mormon she began to
tell me about the Church, asking me if I would
like to know more. I thanked her and told her
I was LDS. Suddenly, she had no more to say.
I was surprised and tried to find new con-
versational gambits, but I had been away for
a year and I am sure the very way I spoke
appeared strange. Nevertheless, it struck me
as ironic that our sharing a religion was a con-
versation chiller.

That experience and my recent telephone
conversation make me wonder if missionary
encounters, with their inherent condescension
and superiority, are not our implicit models
of conversation across social boundaries. If so,
how sad! We will look at our fellows with
only the intent of devastating the heresies
within them and raising them up to the
"truth." And, if this is our model for in-group
communication as well, it means we never
really open up to one another. Instead, we
must always display our credentials of right-
eousness and spirituality. Like gladiators, care-
fully circling each other in the stadia of life,
we will look for one another’s weaknesses to
gain the advantage and conversationally throw
the other to the ground. Thus we will never
know the joys of honestly and fully commun-
ing with our fellow human beings. We will
never become one and utopia will inevitably
slip from our grasp. ~

YOUR GIFT HELPS IMPROVE
THE LIVES OF THOUSANDS OF
PEOPLE IN OUR COMMUNITY.
PLEASE GIVE THE UNITED
WAY.
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LIGHTER MINDS

LAUGHTER IS ADEQUATE MEDICINE

By Peter J. 5orensen

THE MOST EMBARRASSING thing
about death is the suddenness with which it
occurs. The most serious consequence of
death, at least as far as Mormons are concern-
ed, is that if it occurs when one is putting up
peaches, the chances are that the peaches will
be overlooked, the unsealed jars will go unno-
ticed in the fruit room, or someone will think
the preservative has already been added.
What an ironic injury to have your peaches
turn brown around November, a grim
reminder of your pa.ssing the previous August!

Well, I imagine I ought to qualify some of
those statements. This is a world church, after
all. If a member from Samoa dies, it will un-
doubtedly occur when he is making palusami
for a birthday celebration; then the death will
occur before he has a chance to add the
onions, salt, and pepper to the coconut milk.

But let’s get down to cases: what is the
"adequate medicine"? Just to illustrate: when
my uncle died, LeGrand Richards gave one

PETER J. SORENSEN is a professor o[English
at Washington State University.

of the most hilarious funeral sermons I ever
heard. My uncle’s passing had been rather
unfortunate, for he had only retired two years
before that time, so I was expecting a rather
morose funeral. As we sat in the viewing
room, my wife jabbed me in the elbow and
said, "Look over there! It’s LeGrand Richards!"
I answered, "Don’t be ridiculous. What would
LeGrand Richards be doing at my uncle’s-
by golly, it is him!" I quickly focused my gaze
on Brother Richards, who, unlike my uncle,
was full of life thirty years after most men
retire. It was then I remembered that my uncle
and he had been good friends.

When we got into the chapel, I sat with
the other pall bearers, who immediately began
questioning whether Elder Richards was
asleep or awake because his eyes were closed
during most of the funeral and he was almost
as still as my uncle. When his name was
announced to give a eulogy, though, he came
to life with a suddenness that one would nor-
mally associate with electric shock therapy.
Then the eulogy began, the slow, low-pitched

voice winding up to a powerful rhetorical dis-
play of gospel pyrotechnics. He compared
death, in a style John Donne would have
envied, to sleep, noting that God gives us a
"hypodermic" at night to give us a break from
the drudgery of daily existence. "He even sets
a TV in front of us so we won’t get bored
~vhile we sleep," added the apostle. I looked
over at the bereaved widow and saw her hold-
ing her hand over her mouth to keep from
laughing out loud. At that time I was not cer-
tain Brother Richards was being funny oe.~ pur-
pose; but that he was funny was never in
doubt. At one point he asked (with inimita-
ble native eloquence), "What if we did not
have an elbow? How would we get our food
into our mouths when we ate?" This question
was the rhetorical climax to the proposition
that the human body was a marvelous work
and a wonder. The sermon closed with Elder
Richards’ assurance to the gathered mourners
that as long as he had friends like my uncle
around him in the next life, it didn’t much
matter to him what kingdom he went to.

The fun continued out of doors. As I
moved toward the funeral limo reserved for
pall bearers, I saw Elder Richards moving
toward the one bearing the casket. "No, no,
Brother Richards; you want this limousine
over here!" declared an agitated funeral attend-
ant. "Well, what’s the matter with this limou-
sine here?" demanded Elder Richards. "That
one contains the body, don’t you see," replied
the attendant. "Why not ride to the cemetery
in this car reserved for the family?" The old
gentleman obliged.

The other pall bearers and I, somewhat less
somber at this point, climbed into one of the
remaining limos, and dunng the drive to the
cemetery we found ourselves recalling all the
character traits of our uncle that made him
so memorable. We found ourselves chuckling
as we did our best impersonations of our
uncle showing off a new pair of Italian leather
shoes: "How about these shoes; nice shoes,
eh? Ever see shoes like those? Italian leather,
yessir, real Italian leather. New shoes, nice
shoes."

Lest anyone think that Brother Richards
was merely befuddled that day, I would like
to correct that notion. I feel, in retrospect, that
his every action was calculated. He took an
essentially pathetic situation and made it toler-
able, more "human." As he approached my
grieving aunt at the gravesite, he took her
hand and said, "My wife and I still have the
temple aprons your mother embroidered for
us long ago." This old gentleman was sharp
as a tack, and for him, laughter, motivated by
love, was indeed adequate medicine. ~
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VOICE FROM ABROAD

GROWING PAINS IN MEXICO

By David Timmins

years in the Church, some of limited literacy,
are often overwhelmed by problems dealing
with finance, records, and personnel
management.

Subtle, and sometimes not-so-subtle, pres-
sures to maintain the pace of expansion mean
that most wards are maintained at minimum
size, i.e., 300 members or less. Since families
are large in Mexico, this means that the
majority of the members of any given ward
are children. And since fellowshipping pro-
grams unfortunately have as much success
here as in most other parts of Mormondom,
attendance in the average ward is only about
25 percent. Taking my own ward as a typi-
cal example (and it is pretty typical, though
it is located in one of the more advantageous
barrios of one of the more affluent cities of one
of the more prosperous states of Mexico), this
means that about 75 persons attend sacra-
ment meeting. And, on a typical Sunday,
almost 50 of those will be children and
teenagers.

Active adult members in an average ward
is usually about 25, 18 of whom are women
or the elderly, leaving only six or eight Mel-
chizedek priesthood holders, bishopric
included. Hardly enough to minimally staff
quorum and auxiliary positions, let alone to
effectively home teach. No wonder that when
I was called to be high priest group leader and
made my first calls on quorum colleagues, I
was often told it was the first visit they had
ever had.

WHILE IT IS PROBABLY NO SUR-
prise to most 5UNSTONE readers that Mexico
is the fastest growing region of the Church in
absolute terms of new membership-
experiencing around 2,500 baptisms per
month-some may be astonished to realize
that in 1988 the Church in Mexico was almost
at the same level as the entire Church was in
1935. With over 360,000 members, 989
wards and branches, 92 stakes (in 37 regions),
and 14 missions (with 9,200 full-time mis-
sionaries), the contemporary Church in Mex-
ico is possibly more influential here in
national life than it was in the U.S. fifty years
ago.

DAVID TIMMINS is a Sunstone international
correspondent in Mexico. Reports of the
Church in other comers of the kingdom are
invited.

Only a handful of European countries
received missionaries earlier than did Mex-
ico. Indeed, a mission to Mexico was one of
Brigham Young’s earliest undertakings after
arriving in the Salt Lake Valley. The earliest
Mexican converts were baptized in Chihua-
hua on 2 April 1867 by Helaman Pratt. Some
years later, as a result of the Emilio Zapata
revolution, Rafael Monroy and Vincente
Morales were the earliest martyrs of Mor-
monism in Mexico; they were shot on 17 July
1915 by Zapata supporters when they refused
to recant their testimonies. A substantial num-
ber of fourth generation local members trace
descent from Hermanos Monroy and Morales.

Rapid growth inevitably has been attended
by a number of leadership problems. And
while there has been little or no artificial res-
traint on baptisms, as in some parts of Africa,
new bishops, many with only four or five

THE "Wasatch Front mentality" of some
at Church headquarters has been of little help
in resolving these problems. When our bishop
departed and, as first counselor, I was asked
to act as Encargado de Barrio until a new
bishop was selected (which took over six
months) I found that one of my most difficult
tasks was to identify who the ward teenagers
were in order to schedule periodic worthiness
and pre-mission interviews. (The process of
going through and updating poorly main-
rained membership records, sending records
to other wards or the Mexico City area office
of those lost, resulted in halving the number
of ward members of record from when I took
over.)

At an area leadership meeting, I asked
some Salt Lake records management
specialists why non-U.S, bishops did not
receive quarterly age-group printouts as did
bishops in the United States and Canada. I
was told that Mexican bishops "wouldn’t
know how to use this tool." (You really never
know until you try, do you? Speaking with
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other local bishops, I found that most were
eager for such assistance.) A few months later,
when the Mexico City area office decided to
computerize membership records (but not to
distribute copies to wards and stakes), I again
asked some Anglo officials whether they
couldn’t include some supplementary data
(e.g. educational and professional back-
ground) to make the bishop’s task a little eas-
ier. I was told this was impossible "because
of the Privacy Act." Do Salt Lakers really not
realize that the U.S. Privacy Act does not
extend to members outside of the U.S.? Even
within the States, the people have the option
of signing a Privacy Act waiver. I personally
doubt that many members would hesitate to
sign such a waiver in order to permit inclu-
sion of supplementary data regarding their
educational attainments and career
experience. This could be of enormous benefit
to the Church in identifying individuals for
specialized missions or other calls, or for
sociological studies which could help evalu-
ate the direction of Church growth and tag-
ging emerging problems for attention.

Few Mexican bishops (indeed, relatively
few bishops in the Church at large) possess
the background or training of traditional clergy
for dealing with mantal problems, child abuse,
homosexual counseling, and other personal
problems. Based on the experience of a hand-
ful of retired family service specialists work-
ing in some European stakes and missions,
the suggestion has been made that a new type
of adult mission service be undertaken in
which retired professionals could be called on
full-time volunteer missions. Like LDS Social
Services in the United States, they would be
called to staff regional Church counseling
centers to which bishops and stake presidents
could refer such cases. Based on talks with
a sensitive and successful Mexican mission
president, I am convinced that such units
could give the many missions in Mexico sig-
nificant help in resolving some of the moral
and intercultural problems of the thousands
of local and Anglo missionaries working
under considerable stress.

FOR many years, Mexico benefited from
one of the most broadly based programs of
Church primary and secondary education
since the Utah Church schools were turned
over to state authority. The present genera-
tion of Church membership counts among its
members substantial numbers of young
professionals: accountants, lawyers, medical
doctors, dentists, teachers, and technicians.
Unfortunately, however, large numbers of less

talented or less financially fortunate LDS youth
end up as poorly paid clerks and laborers,
diminishing their capacity to give their own
children a leg up in life as well as reducing
the tithes and offerings they can give. A large
number of these people fall into inactivity,
partly because they feel they are "not keep-
ing up" with the Church image of progressive-
ness, and partly because they feel they just
can’t afford tithing, fast offering, and ward
budget on a subsistence budget (the typical
wage in this above-average-income part of
Mexico is less than three U.S. dollars a day).

The typical ward budget contribution in
this part of the world is less than five U.S. dol-
lars per family per year! Our ward went
without lights, loudspeakers, and air condi-
tioning for three months last summer in
120-degree weather simply because we
exhausted the budget six months into the
year.

If Church membership records were broa-
dened to include professional abilities (retired
auto mechanics, welders, carpenters, builders,
and a wide variety of technicians) many quali-
fied people could be called to staff a series of
regional training centers throughout Mexico
and Latin America (and perhaps eventually
Africa and Oceania) where intensive, short-
course technical training could be provided
for LDS youth, enabling them to find better
jobs than at present. A special mission call
from Church headquarters, as in the days of
Brigham Young (instead of relying on the
sometimes spotty initiative of local bishops),
might in many cases inspire retired, or ready-
to-retire, skilled workers to share their
experience with others. In addition, the
association with young proselyting mission-
aries and active LDS students might well rein-
vigorate the flagging testimonies of some of
those retired adults willing to accept such
calls.

A third possibility remains for retired peo-
ple with musical skills. The Tabernacle Choir
and BYU dancers are great hits when they
travel abroad. But because of the numbers
involved, transportation costs are high and
these groups can appear only in large cities
during their relatively infrequent trips abroad.
U.S. Education Week provides an example of
what might be done in this field, but with
music instead of university-level lecturing.
The Church has no end of first-class talents
who can show that the LDS church is a cul-
tural ornament to any neighborhood.

Back to the problems of rapid growth. A
few years ago, the Paris France Stake found
it necessary to reculer pour mieux sauter (take
a step back in order to make a leap forward),

consolidating a few overstretched wards and
stakes. In order to sustain the remarkable
growth record in Mexico, it would be useful
to undertake a study to decide which units
might be temporarily consolidated to protect
our gains and avoid losing converts for lack
of priesthood home teachers and fellowship-
pers. Alternatively, perhaps ways can be
found to consolidate only Primary and activi-
ties for the young men and women so that
enough classes can be formed to assure that
each age group has its own teacher and
receives the essential testimony-building sup-
port of these programs.

MEXICO is a trend-setter for the inter-
national Church: in baptisms; in demonstrat-
ing the need for new leadership development
programs and new organizational forms for
understaffed wards and stakes; in forcing
policy choices regarding decentralized social
services and music activity programs for non-
English speaking regions; and in initiating
new technical training programs for LDS
youth where local education remains insuffi-
cient. All of these could create new social and
service missionary possibilities for the grow-
ing number of retired LDS couples, and help
to build the kingdom outside the United
States. ~

Mt us know

(Please=      a Sunsmne marl-
ing hbet or your old address and
 imtion  sue numberi)
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REVIEWS

REMARKABLE BOOK ABOUT
MEMORABLE POLYGAMY

MORMON POLYGAMOUS FAMILIES: LIFE IN THE PRINCIPLE

By Jessie L. Embry
University of Utah Press, 1987

194 pages, $19.95

Reviewed by D. Michael Quinn

JESSIE EMBRY’S BOOK on Mormon poly-
gamous families is a remarkable study. Her
most important single contribution to the
topic is that she presents her analysis of the
dynamics of Mormon polygamous families
within a comparative context. This context
begins with monogamous Mormon families,
extends to Victorian American family life, and
reaches out to a cross-cultural comparison
with African polygyny.

The overall effect of this comparative
approach to Mormon polygamy is stunning,
particularly as an antidote to popular concepts
of Mormon polygamy as an aberration of
monogamous marital relations and as differ-
ent from "unauthorized" forms of polygamous
living. Repeatedly, the reader learns that Mor-
mon plural families were both similar and dis-
similar to monogamous Mormon families, to
Victorian American families, and to African
polygynous families. For example, compati-
bility was more than six times greater among
Mormon polygamous wives than among
Nigerian polygynous wives (p. 142), while the

D. MICHAEL QUINN is currendy a research
associate at the Huntington Library in Carl-
[ornia. He is the author of the Dialogue arti-
cle, "LDS Church Authority and New Plural
Marriages, 1890-] 904."

polygamous Mormon norms of emotional dis-
tance between husband and wives and close-
ness between wives reflected monogamous
relationships in Victorian America (pp. 121,
147). An equal percentage of monogamous
and polygamous Mormon fathers had limited
role in disciplining children (p. 168), and yet
feelings of closeness to the father were almost
three times greater in monogamous children
than in polygamous (p. 157). Still, to avoid
ecological fallacy, Embry also reminds the
reader that statistical trends and the term
"polygamous families" itself can be mislead-
ing since, "As in all other aspects of polygamy,
each family was unique" (p. 173). And for that
matter, every polygamist was an individualist.

Embry’s central source for the study is an
impressive body of interviews spanning fifty
years. In addition to Brigham Young Univer-
sity’s collection of interviews since the
mid-1970s with 250 polygamous children
and 150 monogamous children, Embry also
uses sociological interviews of the 1930s with
18 polygamist men, 55 polygamist wives, and
83 polygamist children. She also draws from
the diaries, letters, and autobiographies of
more than forty women and men.

A few examples demonstrate the impact
of the personal images of Mormon polygamy
that emerge in Embry’s book. Consider, for

instance, Annie Gardner’s feelings about vot-
ing in favor of the 1890 Manifesto "that made
me no longer a wife and might make me
homeless" (p. 12), or Phineas Cook’s lament
that this decision to marry polygamously was
the "beginning of all my sorrows" (p. 132).
Embry recalls a young plura! wife’s feelings
toward the first wife: "I loved Sister Woods.
She was like a mother to me and she died in
my arms" (p. 139), as wel! as the painful real-
ism of a plural wife who challenged her
usually absent husband’s attempt to punish
his young son: "Don’t hit that boy .... He
doesn’t know who you are" (p. 160). There
is humor in one polygamist child’s comment
about his father’s other families: ’I don’t have
any half brothers. They all have two eyes and
two ears and two arms and two legs" (p. 170),
and pathos in another polygamist child’s com-
ment: "The first family seemed to get every-
thing and we didn’t get anything..." (pp.
184-85).

Although she repeatedly discusses the
limitations and biases of her data and that of
other researchers, Embry provides an impor-
tant assortment of charts., percentages, and
number distributions for the dynamics of
Mormon polygamous and monogamous
family life at the turn of the twentieth cen-
tury. Charts or textual discussion cover poly-
gamous/monogamous demographics, living
arrangements and visiting patterns, economic
roles, church positions, relations between
wives, parent-child attachments, divorce, and
inhentance. Some of her conclusions reinforce
the conventional wisdom about polygamy,
but most of her findings revise or refute con-
ventional views.

Having emphasized the positive features
up to now, I also find several problems with
the book. Relatively minor are some curious
format characteristics. More serious are some
errors of fact, oversights, and overstatements.

As to format. The citation on page 24 to
an unpublished article by an unknown author
is unnecessary since its routine observation
about the Mormon colonies in Mexico is simi-
lar to published sources by known authors.
Table 6 on page 33 should list "Europe/Bri-
tain" (to include Scotland, for example).
Throughout the book there is an incon-
sistency in sometimes identifying wives by
maiden name and sometimes by married
name, and periodically the book gives the full
names of children who comment about
unnamed parents (e.g., pp. 84-86), whereas
the interest of most readers is probably in the
names of the polygamous husbands and
wives. To avoid surname confusion on page
125, the reference should be "Miles A." The
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change of reference from "families" to "men"
in the comparative percentages on page 141
leaves the impression that Embry is compar-
ing apples and oranges. Finally, with the
exception of Gordon Irving’s article, the bib-
liography fails to give dates for the many cita-
tions to unpublished papers (including
Embry’s own).

As to errors of fact. Samuel S. Newton did
not (as reported on p. 26) marry his plural
wife polygamously in the Logan Temple in
1900, but bigamously in a Wyoming civil
ceremony which was followed by the routine
temple sealing for couples married civilly (as
reported on page 54 of the Quinn article she
cited in the bibliography). As a correction of
page 39, Joseph H. Grant was the post-
Manifesto polygamist stake president of Davis
County, Frank Y. Taylor was the post-
Manifesto polygamist president of Salt Lake
County’s Granite Stake, and many of Granite’s
post-Manifesto polygamists (including its
entire stake presidency) kept their plural
wives in Davis County.

As to oversights. Embry gives too little
attention to the "childless wife" argument for
polygamy (pp. 36-37). Although my own
work is incomplete, I found that of 250 poly-
gamists, 8 percent married polygamously
when the first wife was childless, 24.8 per-
cent married polygamously after their wife or
wives had stopped childbearing, and 12.8
percent married polygamously during a "dry
spell" in childbearing for previously married
wives. Therefore, 45.6 percent of my 250 men
married polygamously when it appeared that
their existing wives were unable to bear chil-
dren. Paternal instincts may be underrated in
studies of polygamy.

Embry also dismisses too quickly the
correlation between immigrant status and
entering polygamy (pp. 32-33, 68). Her dis-
cussion does not address the "at risk" factor
in Mormon demographics of polygamy. In
other words, during this period what percen-
tage of Utah’s female population of marriage-
able age was immigrant, and what percentage
of plural wives was immigrant? Embry’s statis-
tics do not really test "the stereotype of
immigrant women being funneled into poly-
gamy" (p. 68) which can be determined best
by the degree of under- or over-representation
of marriageable immigrant women as plural
wives.

Embry faults others (p. 105) for not not-
ing whether Church position or polygamy
came first for polygamists, but then her own
analysis (p. 110) fails to do that important
(and relatively simple) correlation of marriage
dates with dates of Church service obtainable

in such sources as Andrew Jenson’s L.D.S.
Biographical Encyclopedia, his Encyclopedic His-
tory of the Church, and such unrestricted
sources at the LDS Church Library as the
microfilms of stake historical reports and
manuscript histories of stakes and wards.

Embry also presents two views of Mormon
polygamy without acknowledging that they
are at least apparently contradictory, and
without noting that the same contrast appears
in interpretations of female-male relations in
Victorian America. Disputing Lawrence
Foster’s view of Mormon polygamy’s "under-
cutting intense emotional involvement in
family affairs," Embry argues on page 51 that
"plum husbands and wives did have romantic
attachments" and "intense love," and yet on
page 121 Embry also uses Caroll Smith-
Rosenberg’s discussion of "emotional segre-
gation of women and men" in Victorian
America as the introduction for Embry’s dis-
cussion of the relationship of polygamous
wives and husbands.

Well, was Mormon polygamy character-
ized by "emotional segregation" or was it full
of"romantic attachment"? Embry doesn’t iden-
tify that as a specific interpretative question,
nor does she acknowledge that Smith-
Rosenberg’s view of "emotional segregation"
in nineteenth&entury American couples has
been challenged since 1982 by Ellen K. Roth-
man, who found as much evidence of "splen-
dor in the grass" among American couples as
Smith-Rosenberg found of emotional detach-
ment. My own view is that the public norms
of American society and Mormon society at
the time were in favor of emotional detach-
ment between male and female, but that many
"abnormal" individuals and couples deviated
from society’s norms by expressing emotional
intensity. The question is debatable, but
Embry doesn’t identify it as an issue nation-
ally or locally.

As to overstatements. It is a manifestation
of Embry’s LDS institutional bias to list the
murderous LeBarons and Laffertys as the first
examples of "Fundamentalist groups" in Mor-
monism (pp. xiii-xiv), and then to throw in
almost as an afterthought one Fundamentalist
who lives "quietly with several wives." In fact,
her violent examples are misrepresentative of
the thousands of Mormon Fundamentalists
who have lived peacefully in defiance of both
church and state for more than seventy-five
years.

Embry overstates her revision of writers
who argue that "polygamy developed
independent women." She demonstrates that
her data dispute the assumption of financial
independence of polygamous wives (p. 96),

but Embry’s discussion of their functional
independence (p. 97-98) undercuts her
apparent rejection of the entire argument.
Embry’s discussion actually supports the
general assessment of plural wife indepen-
dence but refutes the assumption that there
was financial autonomy for the wives. I’m
reminded of the statement by Utah State Sena-
tor Martha Hughes Cannon (a plum wife who
defeated her stake president husband fo:: the
office) that a women who is married to a man
with four wives has three weeks of freedom
a month. By necessity, Mormon polygamous
wives were independent, but they were: not
entrepreneurs.

Although correlating "a relationship
between polygamy, Church leadership, and
wealth" is challenging, Embry overstates the
problem by saying there are "no recoMs avail- "
able" to test such a relationship (p. 1091). As
previously mentioned, data are readily avail-
able for Church position and polygamous; sta-
tus, and nineteenth century data on Mormon
wealth includes the publicly available county
assessment rolls for each year, the manuscript
federal census reports of the value of property
owned by individuals, and the federal income
tax rolls for 1862-1872 (although the last
identifies only the wealthiest persons). Much
of this data has already been published and/or
computerized.

Although understandable, it is a serious
overstatement that "no known official records
were kept of [LDS] plural marriages" (p. 29).
Nauvoo Temple and Salt Lake Endowment
House records contain all sealings performed,
both polygamous and monogamous. Both
places also provided a means of segregating
monogamous marriages from polygamous
marriages. One version of the Nauvoo tem-
ple sealing record at the LDS Genealogical
Society organizes all sealings of women
according to the men they were sealed to, thus
providing an easy index of the polygamous
marriages ratified there. The Salt Lake Endow-
ment House created at least one signature
book (1863-1882) for men who came there
to marry polygamous wives, thus enabling a
researcher to segregate the polygamous
ceremonies from the otherwise undifferen-
tiated sealing records of the Endowment
House for that period.

This leads to the story of the unnecessary
frustration of more than a million Latter-day
Saints today who cannot verify the polyga-
mous marriages performed for their ancestors
in Utah temples from 1887-1889, even
though those records exist and even though
records of polygamous marriages at the
Endowment House during the same period
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have always been available to genealogical
researchers. Beginning with the St. George
Temple in 1877, monogamous temple seal-
ings were recorded in books separate from
polygamous temple sealings, and only the
monogamous sealings have been microfilmed
by the LDS Genealogical Society. Descendants
of these temple polygamous marriages have
struggled in vain to find verification of these
sealings in the microfilms of the Genealogi-
cal Society or elsewhere. This has even caused
the Genealogical Society to adopt special rules
for allowing family records to document a
Church ordinance. This is; a very curious sit-
uation, since for decades the Church
Historian’s Office (now Historical Depart-
ment) has had custody of these recorded
polygamous marriages from the St. George,
Logan, and Manti Temples. I learned from staff
members of the Genealogical Department that
the paranoia at the Church Historical Depart-
ment is so intense that staff members and offi-
cials at HDC who knew otherwise actually
informed the Genealogical Society in 1987
that there were no such records of temple
polygamous sealings in the Historical Depart-
ment, even though the Genealogical Society
had a mandate from the First Presidency to
obtain the data of all 19th century sealing
ceremonies.

Thus, although the general authorities give
Latter-day Saints a solemn obligation to verify
all ordinance data (including polygamous
sealings for their ancestors), the Histori-
cal Department withholds that information
not only from rank-and-fih_" Mormons but also
from the Genealogical Department and Tem-
ple Department. As Henry D. Moyle of the
First Presidency once cmnmented to Ernest
Wilkinson of BYU, "Funny church, isn’t it?"

In conclusion, Jessie Embry has written a
book which has no rival in exploring the liv-
ing dynamics of late nineteenth-century and
early twentieth-century Mormon families,
both polygamous and monogamous. Few
books can address all pertinent questions, and
answers are always incomplete, but Jessie
Embry has done a remarkable job. Mormon
Polygamous Families should be on the read-
ing list of everyone who is interested in what
it meant at a personal level to be a Mormon
during that time period. ~

WHEN YOU SAY .... "I GAVE AT
THE OFFICE," BE PROUD
BECAUSE WHEN YOU GIVE
THE UNITED WAY IT WORKS
FOR ALL OF US.         ~

THE TRUCE OF FAITH AND HISTORY

THE BEGINNINGS OF THE CHURCH

By Frederick J. Cwiekowski
New York: Paulist Press, 1988

222 + vii pages; $9.95

Reviewed By Keith E Norman

WHEN I REFER to my studies in "early
church historyi’ most Latter-day Saints assume
I am talking about the Restoration. Maybe it’s
my name. I don’t know how to pronounce
Cwiekowski, but I am fairly certain it does not
rhyme with "Mormoni’ as my name does, so
perhaps few of us are likely to make this mis-
take when we pick up The Beginnings of the
Church. It is the Christian Church of which we
speak here, the mother, we hope, of us all. For
although the author is a Catholic priest and
addresses himself repeatedly to specifically
Roman Catholic concerns, he is so scrupulous
a scholar, so forthright in laying out the issues
and "problem<" that no Christian reader will
feel excluded from his investigation into the
inception of the Christian movement. Indeed,
any Mormon concerned with the conflict
between traditional "faith-promoting" church
history and the more even-handed or naturalis-
tic reconstruction espoused by the "New Mor-
mon History" will find Cwiekowski’s volume
to be a model in combining scholarly integrity
with a sensitivity to the cherished beliefs of the
faithful.

Cwiekowski’s focus is on the New Testa-
ment period, and although he does cover some

KEITH E. NORMAN holds a Ph.D from Duke
University in early church history.

ground preceding and postdating that docu-
ment, it is the Christian scriptural canon that
necessarily serves as his primary source. His
purpose is "to make available to a greater
audience an overview of recent scholarly work"
in this area (p. 1), writing for the lay Christian
whose exposure to New Testament interpreta-
tion has been more traditional or literalist. This
he does gently and carefully, convinced that
Church dogma (the traditional viewpoint) and
modem scholarship do not really conflict.
While he does not always succeed in har-
monizing the clash, his attempts are both
honest and illuminating.

The "traditional" understanding of the early
Church holds that the Gospels are reliable eye-
witness accounts of Jesus’ ministry, that Jesus
proclaimed his divinity and founded the
institutional church and its sacraments either
during his lifetime or after his resurrection, that
he foresaw its future in detail, and that the early
Church flourished as a near utopian commu-
nity characterized by unity and uniformity.
Modem scholarship denies all of these propo-
sitions, and more.

There is now substantial agreement among
scholars that Jesus conducted his ministry as
a reformer within Judaism. "Our evidence . . .
suggests that Jesus did not require that others
adhere to him personally so much as he called
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them to be one with him in proclaiming God’s
imminent reign" (p. 60). He was a prophet of
the end-times, or, as we might say, of the latter
days, although he did not expect it would take
two millennia to wrap things up. He
proclaimed the imminent dawning of the king-
dom or reign of God, which would come to
pass in "this generation" (Mark 13:30), wit-
nessed by "some standing here" (Mark 9:1). In
fact, with Jesus, the new age had in some
degree already dawned (Luke 11:20, 17:21,
Matthew 11:12). But by the time the Gospels
were being written, in the latter part of the first
century, the idea of the Kingdom being already
present in Jesus had been developed and trans-
formed into the Churcl-fs proclamation of Jesus
as the mediating Son of God and, in John, the
preexistent ’I Am" and Savior of the world.
These later theological developments were
incorporated into the Gospel accounts.

Catholic dogma traditionally affirms that
Jesus founded the Church and instituted its
sacraments. Cwiekowski casts doubt upon
these seemingly crucial assumptions, but refor-
mulates the question in a more theoretical
manner in order to snatch reassurance from
the jaws of doubt. For example, "Did Jesus have
an understanding of his followers that makes
the Church that developed a tree continuation
of the mission of Jesus and those who accom-
panied him?" (p. 43) Similar sophistication
marks his approach to such questions as the
origin and purpose of the Twelve, the role of
women in the ministry of the early church, the
expansion of the Gospel message to the Gen-

tiles, the development of a hierarchical priest-
hood and church organization, and the delay
of the Second Coming. The author does not
shnnk from evidence that contradicts conven-
tional Catholic beliefs, such as those centering
on Peter and Rome, but his calm discussion
of such issues serves well to soften the blow.
For the most part, Cwiekowski has succeeded
in keeping his scholarly cake and eating it in
church.

Because it is so packed with clear, jargon-
free information on the New Testament and
first-century Christianity, The Beginnings o_f the
Church can be highly recommended to anyone
who wants a dispassionate overview of the state
of scholarship on the early church. It is remark-
ably free of the technicalities and pedantic
minutiae that burden most of the writing in
this area, and, perhaps more importantly, neu-
tralizes much of the iconoclasm of the liberal
scholarship which has built up the knowledge
the author summarizes. He does not mock the
"pre-critical" understanding of his intended
audience, but encourages them to deepen their
faith with more reliable data in the perspec-
tive of their faith. Despite his frequent refer-
ences to specifically Catholic concerns, most
of us Mormons fit into the category of pre-
critical readers of the Bible, and can profit from
this volume. In fact, Mormon theology, with its
more naturalistic metaphysics, does not require
the high Christology of traditional (Trinitarian)
Christianity, so that we should be potentially
less threatened by maW of the findings of crit-
ical scholarship set forth here.

The theological, social, cultural and
geographical diversity in the early church,
dearly evident from a close reading of the New
Testament, receives particular attention from
Cwiekowski. The striking difference between
John and the other three Gospels suggests the
existence of a distinct Johannine community,
with very different concerns and a minority
theology which eventually superseded the
others. The letters by Paul and others compli-
cate things even more. Most of Paul’s eftbrts
seem to have been spent combatting his oppo-
nents within the Christian movement, in,elud-
ing the apostles at Jerusalem. Cwiekowski
concludes from this diversity and controversy
both that we cannot "expect from the history
of the early church a blueprint for the church
today" (p. 195), and that within the basic unity
of a belief in Christ "there may well be room
for greater diversity than was once thought pos-
sible" (p. 198). While these two propositions
may be somewhat contradictory, the ecumen-
ical tolerance of the sentiment is certainly
welcome.

There is a message here for all Christians,
even those of us near the fringes of the accepted
theological spectrum. We who clain-t the
heritage of early Christianity through restora-
tion share something of the confusion of crea-
tive development as we reflect on our own
formative years. Cwiekowski’s portrayal, L is a
stimulating challenge to our comfortable
preconceptions about scripture, but it is also
a reassurance that the Spirit of God can work
through the chaos of history. ’~:~

NEWS

LDS ENCYCLOPEDIA RAISES
HOPES AND FEARS

MACMILLAN PUBLISHING
Company of New York has con-
tracted with Brigham Young
University to produce a one-
million word, multi-volume ency-
clopedia of The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints.

Scheduled for publication in
1991, The Encyclopedia of Mor-
monism will contain approximately
1,500 articles on the history, peo-
ple, institution, culture, scripture,
and doctrines of the Church.

Three senior editors oversee
the project. Editor-in-chief Daniel
Ludlow, former director of Corre-

lation Review for the Church and
former dean of religious education
at BYU, is assisted by senior edi-
tor Robert K Thomas, former BYU
academic vice-president and
emeritus professor of English, and
associate senior editor Charles D.
Tat< BYU professor of English and
ancient scriptures and former edi-
tor of BYU Studies.

They are supported by seven
area editors, all but one located at
BYU:

Stan L. Albrecht, dean of the
BYU College of Family, Home and
Social Sciences;

S. Kent Brown, professor ot
ancient scripture and a fellow at
BYU’s David M. Kennedy Center
for International Studies;

Richard L. Bushman, professor
of history at the University of
Delaware and author of Joseph
Smith and the Beginnings of Mor-
monism (since Bushman is on the
East Coast, he is represented at
many meetings by Ronald Esplin,
director of BYU’s Joseph Fielding
Smith Institute for Church
History);

Truman G. Madsen, professor
of philosophy and holder of the
Richard L. Evans Chair of Chris-
tian Understanding at BYU;

Robert J. Matthews, dean of
Religious Education and general
director of BYU’s Religious Studies
Center;

Noel B. Reynolds, professor of
political science and former assis-

tant academic vice-president; and
John W. Welch, professor of

law and director of special projects
in the Religious Studies Center.

MacMillan has made it clear
that, unlike many academic
projects, this one is to be ,done
quickly and meet the publication
deadline. Last fall the team of edi-
tors reworked numerous drafts of
the list of entries and will soon
complete a preliminary list match-
ing authors with entries.

Although MacMillan states; that
they are interested in publishing
a credible yet sympathetic ency-
clopedia explaining Mormonism
from a Mormon perspective,
within the Mormon scholarly
community some individuals are
expressing fears that the project
will be less than honest and com-
plete.

Most of the fears are based on
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S U N S T 0 N E

SUNSTONE O CALENDAR
THE ASSOCIATION OF MORMON COUNSELORS AND PSY-

CHOTHERAPISTS (AMCAP) spring convention will address the topic
"Building Self-Esteem in Families" and feature keynote speaker Dr.
Richard L. Bednar followed by a case-oriented, audience-involved
workshop designed to make concepts useful in changing families. The
conference is open to the public and will be held on 30 March 1989
at the University Park Hotel in Salt Lake City from 3:00 to 9:30 eM.
For registration information call the AMCAP office at 801/226-2525.

THE BROOKIE AND D.K. BROWN MEMORIAL FICTION
CONTEST deadline for short stories dealing with LDS issues (25 page
maximum length) is 15 June 1985. For more details see the announce-
ment in the September 1989 SUNSrONE or contact the Sunstone Foun-
dation, 331 Rio Grande Street, Suite 30, Salt Lake City, UT 84101-1136
(801/355-5926).

EVERGREEN, a Salt Lake informal discussion group for individuals
snuggling with one or more aspects of the Mormon tradition (attenders
include "current, ex-, non-, former-, un- and never Mormon"), meets
the first Wednesday of every month. For information, contact Kath-
leen Meyers, 1719 South 2000 East, Salt Lake City, UT 84108
(801/485-2226).

EXPONk-NT II announced the winners of its Helen Candland Stark
Essay Contest: first place, Claudia W. Harris, "Don’t Look to Me For
Direction"; honorable mention, Dana Haight, "The Fragmentation Fact-
or"; honorable mention, Kathryn E. Dawson, "Ballad of the Beloved
Mother.’ All three essays were published in the most recent (Winter
1988) issue

Submissions for the second Helen Candland Stark Essay Contest
are being accepted until 1 June 1989. Essays should be typed and
not exceed twelve double-spaced manuscript pages. If possible, please
submit essays on a computer disc. Exponent II, Box 37, Arlington, MA
02174.

HOMOSEXUAL EDUCATION FOR LATTER-DAY SAINT PAR-
ENTS (HELP), a suppor~ group for parents of gay and lesbian chil-
dren, is helping an LDS graduate student in psychology on a project
studying homophobia. Parents of gays interested in filling out a con-
fidential questionnaire contact: HELE 9200 Alcosta Blvd., H-3, San
Ramon, CA 94583 (415/829-8528).

LITERATURE AND BELIEF has announced the Literature and
Belief Writing Contest for verified student and non-students in the
following categories: short story, poetry, personal essay, and critical
essay. Literature and Belief is interested in literature that achieves a
meaningful blend of artistic form and moral content. Entries that
represent religious values in the Judeo-Christian tradition are
encouraged; the sentimental or artlessly preachy are discouraged. Win-
ning entries will be considered for publication in Literature and Belief.
First and second place fiction and essay awards are $150 and $100;
poetry, $100 and $75.

Essays should not exceed 15 double-spaced typed pages; poetry
no longer than 5 pages (multiple poems will be judged as one entry
unless received under separate covers). Entries must be unpublished
originals with author’s name only appearing on the cover sheet, which
should also include: permanent address, title of entry, division (stu-
dent/non-student), and category. There is no limit on number of
entries. Entries must be re.ceived before May 15 at: Literature and Belief
Writing Contest, 3134 JKHB, Brigham Young University, Provo, UT
84602.

MORMON HISTOI~ ASSOCIATION (MHA). The 1989 annual
meeting will be held 11-14 May in Quincy, Illinois, at the Holiday Inn,
and features over 50 papers including some at historical sites in Nau-
voo, Carthage, and Warsaw. Optional pre- and post-conference tours

to Nauvoo are being arranged. The conference promises intellectual
activity with a commitment to understanding in a climate of shared
vision. Program chair: Roger D. Launius, 1001 East Cedar Street, New
Baden, IL 62265.

THE RELIGIOUS STUDIES CENTER has announced a call for
papers for a Sperry Symposium on "The Old Testament: A Wimess
for Christ" which will be hdd at BYU on 14 October 1989. Proposal
outlines should be sent by 1 April 1989 to symposium chair Richard
Drapm; 67 JSB, Brigham Young University, Provo, UT 84602.

The Bible area of the Religious Studies Center will host a sympo-
sium in the fall of 1989 entitled "The Scriptures through the Ages:
Proposals are requested on the transcension, transaction, transcrip-
tion, transmission, translation, transmutation, transposition, or trans-
formation of the scriptures. Outlines of proposed papers should be
in by i April 1989 to Victor L. Ludlow, 156 JSB, Brigham Young Univer-
sity, Provo, UT 84602. Transcension concerns how prophets receive
the word of the Lord; transaction includes histories, covenants,
wickedness-righteousness cycles, and recordings for posterity; tran-
scription includes prophets and scribes, oral and written traditions,
language and writing materials; transmission includes surviving texts
from the pagan world, earliest texts, textual sources, evolution and devo-
lution in texts, and lost books and records; translation concerns the
earliest and best versions, problems in translations, and the King James
and modem versions; transmutation concerns tests of tree texts, "higher
criticism," E-J-D-P validity arguments, the Dead Sea Scrolls as scrip-
ture, non-canonical texts, losing "plain and precious parts; and intellec-
tualism and testimony; transposition includes contemporary values of
old scriptures, scriptures as "standard works," keys to scriptures, the
learning of the Jews and their manner of prophesying the values and
dangers of poetry, parables and symbols, the role of prophecy today,
and the scriptures as holy ground"; transformation is the power of inter-
nalizing the scriptures, induding such ideas as "the image of God
engraven upon your countenances," "this is life eternal... ," knowledge
of God through the scriptures, whether scriptures give answers or just
ask the right questions, and a more sure word of prophecy.

SOCIETY FOR THE SCIENTIFIC STUDY OF RELIGION (SSSR)
will hold its 1989 meeting at the Marriott Hotel in Salt Lake City on
October 27-29. The meeting will include several sessions on Mor-
mon studies. SSSR is one of the leading international and interdis-
ciplinary associations of scholars engaging in systematic studies in
religion, its role in society, and its meaning for individuals. Its mem-
bers include sociologists, psychologists, ethicists, historians, anthro-
pologists, and economists; people in fields such as communications,
religious studies, family studies, law, medicine, American studies,
women’s studies, and minority studies. Proposals for the conference
and requests for further program information should be sent to: Arthur
Greil, Division of Social Sciences, PO Box 545, Alfred University, Alfred,
NY 14802.

U.S. membership in SSSR is $24 annually ($10 for students) and
benefits include a subscription to the quarterly Journal for the Scientific
Study of Reliff~on. Send membership inquiries to SSSR, Marist 108,
Catholic University, Washington, D.C. 20064.

VETERANS ASSISTING SAINTS ABROAD ASSOCIATION
(VASAA) is helping Mark Morgan of Springville, Utah, raise funds for
his shelter for homeless children in Bangkok, Thailand. Contributions
or information queries should be sent to: The World Foundation for
Orphaned and Abandoned Children, 306 East 800 South, Spring-
ville, UT 84663. For more information about VASAA, an LDS
humanitarian organization, write to: PO Box 521151, Salt Lake City,
UT 84152-1151.
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the fact that Ludlow, who for years
as director of Correlation regulated
the content Church publications
to avoid the controversial and the
contradictory, and Matthews, a
strong conservative voice in the
Church Education System, are
involved in directing the project.

Rumors include statements
that the encyclopedia will not
present an evolution of LDS the-
ology; will not have entries on the
Adam God Theory or other
unpopular doctrines; will have
entries on all present and former
Church publications but will not
mention independent publications
such as Dialogue, Exponent II and
The Seventh East Press; will not
mention Joseph’s plural wives.

However, several editors of the
project report that their experience
does not confirm the rumors. In
fact, they say that a couple of edi-
tors are vigorous in their insistence
that the work be credible to a
scholarly non-Mormon audience
and so far they have "carried the
day." Of course, they admit, the
crunch will come when the entries
are written and then edited.

Although MacMillan’s contract
is with the university, the proposal
was first reviewed and approved
by the First Presidency and the
Quorum of the Twelve Apostles.
At a meeting with all the editors,
the project’s General Authority
advisors, Elders Neal Maxwell
(former University of Utah aca-
demic vice president) and Dallin
Oaks (former BYU president),
instructed them that when it
comes to committing the Church
to specific doctrines, less is more.
Reportedly, the apostles only
wanted definitive statements in
the encyclopedia on subjects
where there are official Church
positions; where there are differ-
ent views, they wanted the differ-
ences acknowledged. As to the list
of authors, entries, and the actual
writing, the advisors said they
would be happy with anything the
editors "as a group" approved.
Given the diversity among the edi-
tors, there is reason to expect that
the final product will be descrip-
tive and balanced. ’~:~,’

CAROL LYNN PEARSON
ADDRESSES

MORMON WOMEN’S FORUM
By Hand Carte

"THE MOST important thing to
occur in our century is a rethink-
ing of women’s roles .... Today,
more than ever, I am grateful to be
a Mormon, and to be a Mormon
woman," affirmed LDS author and
poet Carol Lynn Pearson at the 4
January Mormon Women’s Forum
held at the University of Utah.

Quoting Virginia Woolf, Pear-
son said that "Men and women are
different; what needs to be made
equal is the value placed on those
differences." The devaluation of
women’s characteristics carries
with it, as both cause and effect,
an exclusion of the feminine from
the center of society. To illustrate
this, Pearson cited cultural anthro-
pologist Margaret Mead’s observa-
tion that the prestige given to
basket weaving in any society,
without exception, depended
solely upon which sex wove the
baskets: if men did the basket-
weaving it was a high-prestige
occupation; the prestige was
absent if women did the job.

Her first awareness of this
came during high school, Pearson
remembered, when her seminary
teacher bore his testimony of the
divine nature of polygamy. She
read excerpts from her journal
entries showing the concern that
she had begun to feel: "All day
today I was very distraught about
the idea of polygamy in heaven"o
"It’s most difficult to be a thinking
individual and yet be feminine
about it ; "Every scripture about
women only upsets me more."

Pearson said she hoped for a
future when young women would
not have to feel this kind of dis-
tress. In outlining such a time, she
mentioned archeological evidence
of matriarchal societies saying that
women’s place in history should
be taught to children. She said
children should wonder "how and

why the mother was displaced"
from being an object of worship
to one of derision.

Although Pearson cited the
book The Hebrew Goddess by Dr.
Raphael Patai, which argues that
the ancient Jews worshipped a
female deity as well as the male
Yahweh, she noted the Judaic
prejudice against women in the
Old Testament. Children should
read the Old Testament "in con-
text, knowing that it is not quotes
from God’s mouth." Demonstrat-
ing that children are affected by
the almost exclusively male lan-
guage of scripture she read a girl’s
letter to God which asked if boys
really were better than girls. "I
know you are one, but try to be
fair," the letter read.

Pearson noted numerous
examples of ancient and modern
chauvinism. She cited Leviticus
12:5, which specifies that a
woman is unclean twice as long
after giving birth to a girl than after
giving birth to a boy.

She pointed out that divorce
increases a man’s standard of liv-
ing but decreases a woman’s. Pear-
son noted that, culturally, it is
socially acceptable for women to
wear men’s clothing but unaccept-
able for men to wear women’s
"because ’upward mobility’ is
acceptable, but ’downward mobil-
ity’ is not."

Within the Church, Pearson
said, the impression is that
women are treated very well.

Illustrating the system’s
problems, Pearson read "a two-
and-a-half minute walk in the pink
moccasins," a talk given by a high
female leader in a fictional matri-
archal church to the boys who
were "of comparable age" with the
deaconesses. "Our Mother in
Heaven loves you just as much as
she loves the young women," the

matriarch said. "I hope you can
believe that .... Eve needed a
helpmeet. Man was given to her to
assist her .... Men can bless the
lives of their wives and chil-
dren .... Keep yourself pure, so
that some woman may some (:lay
look on you with favor.., and
know that somewhere, some-
where, we have also a Father in
Heaven."

The talk, said Pearson, was not
written to be sacrilegious but to
make a point. She said her son’s
priest quorum advisor responded
to it by exclaiming, "How could
we do that? Men would never sit
still for that!"

"Perhaps," she speculated, "the
development of our culture
parallels the development of an
individual" in its psychological
stages of identification beginning
with the mother, then with the
father, and eventually a harmoni-
ous relationship with both.
Perhaps, instead of being behind
in our thinking of the past decade,
"we are just on time," she said.
do not blame quite like I used to,"
she said. "One does not blame a
thirteen-year-old for being thir-
teen." But she stressed that "it is
time we walk on two feet, not hop
on one."

Since its inception last sum-
met, the Mormon Women’s
Forum has held five meetings
which have provided a platform
for the discussion-often border-
ing on advocacy-of feminist
issues within Mormonism. At the
first meeting in August 1988 Mar-
garet Toscano and Karen Erickson
Case both addressed the definition
of women’s roles within the
Church. Toscano described the
historical reasons why women
have been denied ecclesiastical
authority and explained why she
believes they are entitled to it.

Case’s address, "There is
Neither Male Nor Female," pro-
posed that the patriarchal order is
neither intrinsic nor compatible
with Christianity as taught by
Jesus or by Joseph Smith.

According’ to ’~her, patriarchy-
male rule-is incompatible with
the gospel and "forcing the two
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together results inevitably in dou-
ble standards and double
messages."

The October meeting consisted
of a Reader’s theater and a slide
presentation. The readings were
:aken from the words of women
"past and present, dealing with
problems and hopes," said
Toscano.

In November Lavina Fielding
Anderson, Marybeth Raynes, and
Paul Toscano, discussed "The
Problems with Patriarchy." Ander-
,.son discussed exclusive lind inclu-
sive gender speech. She analyzed
past general conference talks and
concluded that General Authori-
ties currently use more gender-
neutral language.

Raynes discussed the psycho-
logical development of Mormon
women and noted that one
problem area is that their relation-
ship to God must alway.,; be medi-
ated via men.

Paul Toscano called Mormon
feminism "not an apostate move-
ment, but a movement to counter
apostasy." He said that Mot-

monism and Christianity as a
whole will be richer if feminism
succeeds.

In February, Margaret Toscano,
Martha Pierce, and Julie Nichols
discussed the doctrine of Mother
in Heaven. Nichols spoke on our
ability to know our Mother in
Heaven. She said our precon-
ceived notions will influence the
nature of any encounter with the
divine, or even whether an
encounter can occur.

Pierce related experiences she
had collected of individuals who
have experienced God acting in
their lives as a Mother.

Margaret Toscano addressed
the historical images which have
~een applied to the Goddess in the
[udeo-Christian tradition

Future meetings will include a
talk by Deborah Sartain on chan-
nelling anger and frustration; Jan
Tyler will contrast present-day
Mormon feminism with a decade
ago; and six people will conduct
a parliamentary debate on the
question "Should women have
ecclesiastical priesthood?" ~

SUN ...~!~--. SPOTS

A CONSUMER’S
GUIDE TO THE

RECORDED WORD

WHEN THE LDS church released
its recording of the Book of Mor-
mon, it drastically undercut all
competitors’ prices and set a recor-.
ding standard few companies
match. (At $18.50, the tapes cost
at least $21.45 less than other
Book of Mormon recordings.) But
some commercial distributors
aren’t too concerned since the
Church cassettes are frequently
out of stock so customers pur-
chase their versions instead. So far,
the Church sells only the Book of
Mormon tapes, read by Paul
Royale, but the other standard
works are expected in the future.
(Already the Church distributes
dramatized stories from the Bible
as well as the Book of Mormon.)

As for narrative readings, in the
freemarket world the cheapest ver-
sion of America’s Wimess is Cove-
nant Recordings’s version with
Rex Campbell’s voice ($39.95).
Covenant also markets the highest
priced version, Charles Freed’s
narration ($54.95). Other than the
Church’s, Covenant’s are the only
tapes which include all the
changes in the 1981 LDS scrip-
tures, including the new chapter
headings by Elder Bruce R.
McConkie.

Paul Royale is well-read in the
scriptures; he not only narrates the
official LDS tapes, but also reads
all the Standard Works for Sounds
of Zion. Only the 1981 additions
to the Doctrine and Covenants are
updated on these tapes.

Eagle Markedng’s Book of Mor-
mon tapes, read by Lael Wood-
bury ($49.95), were partially
re-recorded after 1981 to reflect
"the major changes." They also
offer other Standard Works re-
cordings, except the Old
Testament.

Neither Hawkes Publishing nor
Living Scriptures have revised
their recordings since the 1981

changes. Hawkes, whose spoken
Word is by Spencer Kinnard,
distributes tapes of all Standard
Works except the Old Testament.
Living Scriptures also omits the
Old Testament from its recorded
canon, read by Gary Jackson.

Herald House, an RLDS
publisher, distributes tapes of
Harold Whitehead narrating the
RLDS scriptures, including the
Joseph Smith Translation of the
Bible, except for one Testament
(guess which one).

A number of recordings are no
longer available, including sets by
Syndicated Studios of America,
Latter-day Sounds, and, regret-
tably, an all-time favorite, Embryo
Music’s version featuring members
of the KSL-TV Eyewitness News
team. One can imagine news
anchor Dick Norse reporting on
political dissent in Israel or
forecaster Bob Welti predicting
great storms in the New World;
nevertheless, their failure to revise
the tapes after 1981 hardly con-
stitutes up-to-the-minute
journalism.

BLUE AND
WHITE LIES

THIS FALL, enterprising students
in Logan, Utah, (probably home-
based in Scottsdale, Arizona) mar-
keted a t-shirt featuring "BYU’s top
ten favorite lies." The 2,500 shirts
sold out in five days at the Utah
State University Bookstore. In
reverse order (thank you, David
Letterman) here is the list:

10-I’m just big boned.
9-She’s a special spirit. 8-We
don’t do that here. 7-We could
have beaten Oklahoma in ’84, No
Sweat. 6-It seems like I have
known you before. 5-I usually
don’t do this on a first date,
but... 4-It isn’t a sin because
Percodan isn’t in the Word of
Wisdom. 3-I bought this dia-
mond as an investment. 2-We
encourage al! women to put their
educaoon first. 1- Failure to wear
socks leads to sexual promiscuity.
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If you paid for your seat
in Brigham Young’s theater

with a turkey, you’d get
two sprkng chickens

in change.
g g l’f I were placed on a cannibal island, and given a task of civilizing its people, I

¯ should straightaway build a theater for the purpose," maintained the leader of Utah
Territory. So in 1862, he built the Salt Lake Theater, with seating for 2,500. Since currency
was in short supply, he allowed people to pay for their seats with merchandise, grakl, and
other items.

Brigham Young’s pride and joy was the central chandelier. Visitors thought it was a
beautiful import-- but Brigham made it himself out of a washed and gilded wagon wheel,
hung with a pair of gilded ox chains. He sat for performances in his own rocking chair
with his hat on. And he was often seen peeling and eating apples while he watched Oliver
Twist, Phineas T. Barnum and General Tom Thumb. Civilization had arrived.

Brigham was a Maverik.

Come on--be a Maverik, too!




